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Abstract:
This study is intended to contribute to a clearer understanding of community development activities
and related Cooperative Extension assistance in a seven county South Central Montana- area. Specific
objectives were to determine how selected community leaders viewed community development and
community development activities, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the Cooperative Extension
Service in contributing to community development efforts.

The methodology for designing the study was to identify community leadership in the study area.
Reputation for leadership, as defined by community informants, was the method employed. One
hundred and two leaders were selected as the study population. Respondents Tfere interviewed by
interviewers using a forced answer questionnaire. Data was tabulated and presented by response
frequencies and percentages. Data were then correlated to obtain significant relationships between
study variables. It was found that attitudes of leaders about community development are important
variables when attempting to measure- the- effectiveness of any community development program.

Seventy-seven point five -percent of the identified leaders were aware of existing development
organizations, and of these, 76.5 percent had been or were members of such organizations. Leaders felt
generally that their development organizations had accomplished some important-things; however, they
generally did not feel they were ideally organized for community development. Leaders generally
agreed that everyone benefits from programs of community development, and that one of the keys to
successful development is to pay close attention to the wishes and opinions of people- affected by
community development .

Involving and informing people were major problems of community development; however, leaders
generally agreed that people in their communities do care enough to do something about problems- that
need solving. Leaders felt that they, the community, carry out most community development-activities,
and not people who were paid to carry-out community development. The Extension Service has
supported organized community development, been cooperative, and quite, effective. However, as
leaders' education, occupation, and income levels tended to increase, their evaluation of Extension's
effectiveness tended to decrease.

Most leaders favored a multi-county approach to, community development, both to attempt problem
solving, to problems that, cross county - boundaries, and to supplement local development efforts.

The majority of leaders favored some outside assistance with problem solving, and the more they
favored multi-county development, the more they tended to desire outside assistance.

Urban and rural people did not tend to understand each others' problems to the extent desirable for
them to cooperatively work together on community development. 
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...... ABSTgAGT .........

This -study is intended .to contribute to a- clearer understanding of 
community- -development activities and related Cooperative- Extension 
assistance in -a seven-county South Central Montana- area. Specific ob
jectives were -to determine- how selected community leaders viewed commu
nity- development--and community development activities, and to evaluate 
the effectiveness-of the Cooperative Extension Service- in- contributing
to community -development" efforts...
- - The methodology for designing the study was to identify community 

leadership -in -the-study area. -Reputation for leadership, as defined - 
by community informants,- was the method -employed-. -One hundred and two 
leaders- were-selected as - the study population. Respondents ^ere inter
viewed- -by interviewers .using- a forced,- answer question n a i r e D a t a  was 
tabulated and presented by response frequencies and percentages. Data 
were then-correlated to obtain significant-relationships-between study- 
variables. - -' - - ~ . - - ■ .

It was found.- that- attitudes of leaders about community development 
are important-variables when attempting--to measure- the- effectiveness of
any community' development program.........

Seventy-seven poipt five-percent of the identified leaders were 
aware of- existing development organizations:, and of these, 76.£ percent 
had -been or were members of such - organizations. - Leaders felt generally 
that their development organizations had accomplished some important- 
things; however, they generally did not feel they were - ideally organ
ized for community - development-. - - - - ............

Leaders generally agreed that- everyone- benefits -from programs of 
community development, and that--one of the keys to successful develop
ment is to-pay close attention to the wishes- and-opinions-of- people-
affected -by', community development . • ...........- -

• • Involving and informing-people- were major problems^of community 
development; however, leaders generally agreed that people in their 
communities-do-care-enough to-do something about-problems that nedd
solving...  - - - - ......

Leaders felt that they, the community, carry out most community 
development-activities, and- -not-people-who -were- paid- to- -carry-out
community development.........  ,

-The Extension Service has supported -organized community -development, 
been-cooperative, and-quite, effective.--However, as leaders' education, 
occupation,- and" income levels "tended to increase-, their- -evaluation- -of 
Extension' s effectiveness tended- to--decrease. $ - - - - ' ■ -

- Most-leaders favored a multi-county approach to,, community develop
ment, both to attempt problem solving-to  ̂problems that, cross county -
boundaries,, and" to supplement ,.local ■ development efforts...........

The majority'-.of leaders favored- some outside assistance with prob
lem solving,- - and-the more they favored-multi-county-development, the
more they-tended"tp desire-outside assistance. ......

• Urban and-rural-people did not tend to understand each others' 
problems to the extent desirable for them to cooperatively work to
gether on community development.



CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 

■ Introduction

. "Among- all the forms of government, democracy appears to offer the 

best opportunity to each citizen to satisfy most adequately some of his 

strongest drives."^ For a democracy to function effectively, however, 

certain conditions must be fulfilled. Citizens must have the necessary 

machinery, or structure, at the local or area level to carry out demo

cratic processes. This study was undertaken to evaluate how identified 

community leaders view caraaunity development, and the community devel

opment concept.

"A People and a Spirit,!'-a report of the Joint USDA-NAStJLGG Study 

Committee on Cooperative Extension, recommends that the work in com

munity and resource development by the Cooperative Extension be expanded
2.nearly three times that of the present level by 1975«

In 1966 a--Community Development Specialist for the Montana 

Cooperative Extension Service was assigned to the task of facilitating 

and accelerating community development activities in an eight county 

Sputhr Central Montana, area.

-1 - ■.' ' ■ : ■ ■ •
Reiisis Likert, Democracy in Agriculture-Why and How?, The Yearbook 

of Agriculture, 19lt0, United States Printing Office, p. 996.

2Report of the Joint USDA-NASULGC Study Committee on Cooperative 
Extension, A Peoplb and a Spirit, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 
Colorado, November, 1968, pi 55>»
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This was the first, and has been the only, area extension assign

ment of its kind in Montana. By 1970 seven of ^he eight counties were 

formally organized for communtiy development. In addition, a multi

county development organization exists in the area and is known as 

the South Central Montana Development Federation.

Definition of Terms

• Refers to the geographic area surrounding 

Billings, Montana, including Yellowstone, Big Horn, Musselshell,

Golden Valley, iiheatland, Sweet Grass, Stillwater, and Carbon Counties. 

i, Seven Refers to the seven counties in
/ •

the eight county area that are included in the study and that comprise 

the South Central.Montana Development Federation.

South Central Montana Development Federation - The multi-county 

development organization comprising all counties in the study area.

EDA-District, Economic Development-Administration District - 

An area of high -unemployment designated by the Federal government for 

special economic development assistance. Big Horn County is included 

in an EDA District and excluded from the study because it is not a 

member of the South Central Montana Development Federation.

- Identified Leaders - Community leaders identified in the study and 

who comprise the population for the study.

Cooperative Extension Service, Cooperative Extension,-Extension, 

or CES ~ Refers to the Cooperative Extension Service, the off campus
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educational arm of Montana State University. Specific Extension person

nel- involved in the study area will be the County Extension Agents in the 

seven c o u n t i e s a n d  the area Community Development Specialist.

— Community Resource Development, or Community Development - The 

democratic process - whereby a community, or area, defines problems and 

needs, initiates action, and carries out action to bring about desired 

change.

Citizens or Participating Citizens - Those local community citizens 

who have-actively participated in community development efforts.

Executive Council - The elected (usually nine) and appointed 

(usually six) men and women who serve as the executive committee of the 

county-wide community development organization.

Respondents, Leaders - Those identified community leaders whose 

response to questions relative to the study are categorized throughout 

the study.-

Study.7artables - Those forty-eight responses selected from the 

survey questionnaire to analyze the data which seemed to lend itself 

to the study objectives.

Review of Literature and-Rationale for the Study -- ------ ---T---------— ----------- -------- — *-----”
” Consultations in--Gommimity Planning and Development" (funded)- 

through the Federal Higher Education Act) was cooperatively initiated 

by Montana State University ■ and the University of Montana in 1968. The 

consultations program was designed specifically to work with selected



• ■ - "■ k ■ -
O

areas in discovering how to deal effectively with change. Lassey and 

Johnson evaluated this program during the second year of activity by 

interviewing those individuals with some record of participation in the 

program-. Open-ended questions were used,, and forty leaders in four 

■counties were'interviewed. The findings revealed that (l) the program 

- had made considerable progress during the first year, ( 2.) very few action 

projects had been Completed, and (3) substantial learning had taken-■ 

place, both for community leaders- and university staff members,^ The 

results of their study further indicated that "a broader public under

standing of the planning process,, and its role in development were nec

essary if local people were to have sufficient patience for the process 

to work effectively."^

In two of four counties included in their study, local leaders

expected a great deal more initiative from the outside consultants
£

than leaders' expected in the other two counties. Lassey and Johnson 

as a result of their study made specific recommendations to assist 

community-development, efforts in those counties.

% m .  Lassey and Hahs Johnson,--"Balancing Community Development 
Theory and Practice," (paper presented at the Community Development 
Seminar, Cut Bank, Montana, September, 1969), p. 3.

tiIbld., p. 29.

^Ibid., p. 2k,

6Ibid., p. 26.



■5T-
Moej in discussing problems- of development, states that "the basic 

problem in development arises out of a kind of institutional under- - 

•development or the lack of social machinery people have available through 

which to attack the problems which currently confront them,"^ This would 

imply that community development organizations might form part of the 

needed social machinery through which community problem solving could 

be attacked. The organizational approach to community development in 

the study area or the problem solving machinery should be examined.

Research to provide information for traditional Extension programs

in the physical and biological sciences has been effectively carried

out in controlled laboratories, plots, and pens - - entirely separate
8from Extension workers, their audience, and-programs. This kind of 

control and research setting seems impractical, however, for socio

logical- research as it pertains to community development. Henderson 

and Bond point out, however, that new knowledge can be gained from 

soliciting responses from identified community leaders as to their 

feeling about community- development. The concept of evaluation of 

community development, is, little different in purpose or need from any

'7 - ' - - .■ Edward 0. Moe, A Sociological- Approach to Development, Selected
Perspectives•for Community Resource Development, (North Carolina State 
University: Agricultural Policy Institute), Raleigh, North Carolina,
API Series 39, p, 11$. . . . .

Q  - . —  , -
°H„ A,- ,Henderson^ and B. „J, Bond," "Evaluating Development Programs,” 

Journal of'Cooperative Extension, Extension Journal, Inc., Volume IV,
No. A5 (Winter, 1966), p. 23§.
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educational or action program. Howeverj evaluation of existing programs
ois the primary source of knowledge in community development.

Cooperative Extension has a legitimate role in helping people
10solve problems,-wherever they may live. Expanded resources will be 

required if Extension is to fully meet public needs in community re

source development.

In studying multi-county development areas in Montana, Lassey, 

Williams, and Huffman stated that-the seven county area in South 

Central Montana, toward which this -particular study is- directed, has 

most of the characteristics of a vis able area. - They state that (l) 

there is a lack of involvement of Billings citizens and leaders, and 

(2) that the major citizen impetus seemed to come-from rural or small

town people. They concluded that it is questionable whether an area 

organizational approach can be successful without full involvement of 

Billings leadership on one hand; and yet, domination by Billings might

be equally inappropriate. They leave this as an issue that needs care-
11ful consideration. Their study stated that several projects are be

ing developed which, are., general and of area wide interest. Thus far,

9Ibid., p. 233'.

People and a Spirit, op. cit., p. 53.
-i-i "  ■ "■ ■ ■

. wm. Lassey, Anne Williams, and Howard Huffman, Multi-County 
Development Areas in Montana, Department of Sociology, Center for 
Planning and Development, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana, 
July, 1969, p. 15U-155.
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however, most activity has been on a local county basis. They further

report that no formal evaluation attempts have been made and the actual

detailed planning and action processes used to accomplish goals have
12had little existing documentation.

~ DeBree1S study-of 11 Community Development Efforts in All of Montana," 

discussed the area extension-specialist and -the eight county area in-
- I  O

South Central Montana. - His--study relates historically to - Cooperative

Extension' s involvement in community development- efforts from 1966 to

1969 in the area. However, his report is of Extension's -involvement,

as viewed by Extension itself, and does not - relate to how community

leaders in the area view the program's effectiveness. BeBree concluded

that 11 there has been - considerable progress in Montana in the way people

relate to the developments of their state. There has been continuity

and progress in the educational programs of the Extension Service which

have contributed to the public affairs and community development 
Ikefforts." - -

- -The President's-National-Advisory Commission on Rural- Poverty 

recommended that to,, fight rural poverty community development councils

^ I b i d . , p.
■13Jaimes-0." DeBree,

Cooperative Extension Service, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana, - August, 1^69, p. 22-2k.

lltIbid., p. 28
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I?broadly representative of all interests in the area be formed. In 

Montana, this would mean giving educational and organizational assist

ance to many communities not presently organized in this manner. This

report further suggested that Cooperative Extension restructure local
16Cooperative Extension Service programs on an area development basis, 

Before considering such restructuring in Montana, it would seem- desir

able to first study the only area currently structured in this manner.

Lassey, Williams, and Huffman in their multi-county study stated 

11 Cooperative Extension and other University specialists are providing 

guidance in social action and community development processes. No 

formal attempt has been made to evaluate the effectiveness of commu

nity development activities, and little documentation exists related to 

the detailed planning and action processes actually used to accomplish 

goals." - One can conclude from their study that a general need does 

exist for research to determine the relative effectiveness of community 

development activities now underway in Montana. Specifically, there is

a. need for -evaluation of the approach in the seven county area. Evalu

ation is_ needed.,.to_provide implications for Cooperative Extension to

^ R e p o r t -of'the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural 
Poverty, The People Left Behind, (Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C;, September, 1967), p. 127.

l6Ibid..,-p. 129. -

1^Wm. Lassey, Anne Williams and Howard Huffman, op. cit., p. lj.2.
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better serve community development efforts in the area. This study 

will provide data for program determination if and when Cooperative 

Extension places increased emphasis on community development in other 

Montana areas.

Major Objective of the Study

This study is intended to contribute to a clearer understanding 

of community development activities and related Cooperative Extension 

assistance in a seven county South Central Montana area.

1. To determine how selected community leaders view community 

development and community development activities.

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of the Cooperative Extension 

Service in contributing to community development efforts.

Limitations of the Study

There are certain limitations which are inherent when conducting 

a study of this type and which affect the study to some degree. The 

following, factors are considered limitations of the study.

I. It is recognized that voluntary community development organi

zations have relatively intangible major goals, and to measure goal
18attainment, of ..such, organizations is difficult. It is believed:

Keith 1W. -Warner, "Problems,, in.,Measuring, the.Goal-Attainment, of. 
Voluntary Organizations,11 Selected Perspectives for Community Resource 
Development, Agricultural Policy Institute, Worth Carolina State 
University, Haleigh, Worth Carolina, API Series 39, p. 301.



a. that leaders in the Billings area have had sufficient in

volvement-in community development to have feelings that can be identified.

b. that citizens will respond to questions about their commun

ity, their community needs, and community experiences.

2, It is recognized that this study measures leaders feelings at 

one point: in time only and-does not give a basis for measuring change 

in people's feelings over time.

■ 3<> It is recognized that the study results are limited to the - 

feelings of identified community leaders, and does not give responses 

of all citizens, or cross representation thereof.

-Iu--It is recognized that the public stereotype of Extension is 

quite traditional and that identified community leaders may not visual

ize-an extensive role on the part of Extension in community resource 
19development.

- - 10

-V5Vernbn-W.- Larsen,; "Social Psychology and Community Development," 
Selected Perspectives for,Community Resource Development, Agricultural 
Policy institute. North'Carolina State University,. .'Jlaleighy- North 
Carolina, API Series 39, p. 138.



CHAPTER II

DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF THE STUDY 

Regional- Proj ect ¥ ~ 1 0 5....

The methodology for designing this study- was- closely- related-to

that - of- Regional Project W f I O ^  Phase II5 funded by the Agricultural
IExperiment Station5 Hontana State University5 Bozeman5- Montana.

Methodology was also influenced- by the Cooperative- Extension Service5

employing institution of the researches and--the Department of

Agricultural Education -at-Montana -State Uhiversity5 Bozeman5 -Montana.

Phase X  of the Ten State -Regional Project W-loS -examined the

variety of multi-county and special development organizations in 
2Montana. -As a result of this study the eight county area in South -

Central Montana5 -and specifically the seven counties in the area com--

prising the-South-Central Montana Development-Federation5 was selected
3for the-Phase II segment- of the-ten-state study.

- Phase -II of the Regional .Project5 as fund@d5 contemplated inter

views ,r of... apprp#mately_igO leaders in the study area. The interview

R e s e a r c h  PROJECT STATEMENT, "Regional Project W-IO^5 "Phase II5" 
ProjecfTitles"'- Criteria for Defining- Rural Development Areas5 filed 
in office of Ueriter for Planning' arid Development, Montana State 
University5 ■ Bozeman5 Montana5 December,-1969.

^Wm. Lassey5 Anne Williams, and Howard Huffman5 op. cit., p. l-h»

^RESEARCH PROJECT STATEMENT, op. cit.
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contents generally defined by the regional technical committee involved 

questions relating to the characteristics of the community leaders and 

their viewpoints toward area development. The regional study is partic

ularly concerned with definitions of understanding of multi-county de

velopment Concept, and suggestions for procedure in an area development 

approach.^ - -

The method of determining the population sample was dictated by 

the Regional Project; however, much latitude was granted in interview 

question formulation to allow the researcher to develop questions that 

would correspond with the objectives of this study.

Leader Identificatibn

Approximately 100 leaders in the study area were the proposed popu

lation for the study. Therefore, the first phase of the study was de

termining the community leadership.

Freeman, et al, when discussing the . location of decision makers at 

the connranity level, state that "Polsby has translated the comments of 

the critics into a set of operational guides for research. He (Polsby) 

has ,,.suggested ,that a. satisfactory study of community leadership must
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involve a detailed examination of the whole decision-making process as 

it is exhibited over a range of issues."^

This approach would necessitate specifying each issue,, ml I. persons 

involved^ all persons' intentions, and the extent and nature of all 

persons' influence, if any. This approach represents an ideal that 

might be used as a tool to think about the process of community leader

ship. However, as a research strategy this approach raises many prob

lems for empirical application entailing elaborate observational pro

cedures of behavior and cost.^

Freeman suggests that most authors of community leadership studies 

have been willing to make basic assumptions in order to achieve a work

able research design to determine community leadership. Common basic 

assumptions are as•follows:

(1) Active participation in decision making is leadership. .

(2) Formal authority is leadership. - ■■

(3) Leadership is-a necessary consequence of social activity-.

(U) Reputation for leadership is superior to examining leader-
7

,, ........ ship, as such,because of the complexities of leadership.

‘̂ Linton C„ Freeman, Thomas-J . Fararo, et, al, "Locating Leaders, in 
Local Communities:. A Comparison of Some-Alternative Approaches," the 
Search for Community Power, edited by Willis D. Hawley and Frederick M. 
Wirt, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968, p. 190.

6Ibid., p. 190. ■

7Ibld., p. 190-191.
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The reasoning of the proponents of research design built around . 

assumption (U) suggests that all of the more direct approaches neglect 

one or another key dimension of the leadership process. They turn to 

informants from within the community itself. Steps are taken to insure 

that informants are indeed informed. For example, positional leaders 

are questioned to develop a list of reputed leaders or influentialsj 

then the reported influentials are polled to determine top -leaders.

In such cases it is reasonable to suppose the grossly uninformed do not
O

get included. -

Powers lists steps in determining community leaders by the repu

tational technique. First, knowledgepbles must be selected, then inter-
9viewed, and interviews summarized, or tallied.

Issue areas are selected that are related to current concerns with- 
10in the community. Normally these are agriculture, education, indus

trial development, and general community affairs. In every case the 

researcher seeks information about those persons who are perceived to 

have power in the general affairs of the community. Knowledgeables 

(.informants) usually.include bankers, editors, extension workers,

. Ibid., p . 191. ... . . ,

7Ronald 0. Powers,,Identifying the■Community Power Structure, North 
Central Regional Extension Publication No. 19, NCRS-j? Leadership Series 
No. 2, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, November, 1965, p. 8-10.

10 - -Ibid.t p. 9.
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secretaries of chambers of commerce or similar.organizations, local

11government officials and the like. -

Knowledgeables are interviewed by formulating questions to de-
12termine the reputed leaders of the community. After they have been 

interviewed, the names of the reputed power actors for each issue area 

are tallied. - Depending on the number of knowledgeables interviewed, 

the names of those showing at least twice and preferably three or more 

times, are considered power actors (or leaders) in the - community.

Reliability of this method can be checked by interviewing the top 

leadership named by knowledgeables with the same questions used to de

termine reputed leaders. If persons named by the leaders closely du

plicate the list already tallied, Powers says you can assume the ident
icified leaders list to be quite accurate.

• Instrument Development . - •
' ' .-- -

The interview instrument (Schedule G - Appendix■ A) was designed 

around the-central purpose and. the- nature of the specific -objectives 

outlined in -Chapter I, The specific nature of Regional Project W-IOf, 

Phase II, discussed previously in this chapter, influenced the design 

of. the.instrument to accomplish data collection for this study.

11Ibid.t p. 9.

Ibid., p. 9. -

13Ibid., p.,10.
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- - The interview.instrument (Schedule G =  Appendix A) wa s .pre-tested, 

with three county agents and four citizens in the study area and with 

two fellow graduate students. -:.It was also reviewed by personnel of the 

Center for Planning and Development, -Montana State University. -While 

pre-testing the instrument, the interview process was timed to deter

mine projected interview length, and whether- instrument length- adjust

ments would-be necessary. ■ Forty-five to sixty minutes appeared to be 

the range of interview time required. It w§s determined that this 

length would not be prohibitive.

- - - Data Collection . ■ -

Data was collected-by the- use-of the interview- instrument (Schedule 

C, Appendix A). The -instrument was completed -by interviewers who inter

viewed community leaders selected for the study population......- -

----- Seven interviewers.were hired and trained. All interviewers re- • 

sided in the - study area; however, they did- not -interview respondents in 

their immediate-area with- whom they were acquainted. Two days were 

spent -training- the • seven interviewers in-the art-of asking- questions, 

probing, editing, and interview completion. -Toward the end of the train

ing, .practice sessions were arranged with strangers who -were non-study 

respondents. -Evaluation-of training and trainee's progress-was a nec

essary part of the training. The Caater -for Plannipg and Development 

took major responsibility for the training.
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Training was completed on February 13 5 1970, and interviewers - began 

obtaining interviews on -February 16, 1970. All interviewers were check

ed at the -end of their first or second completed interview by the super

visor of field work. All were given evaluation and suggestions before 

completing their assignments at this time. All interviews were ob

tained by the end of the first week except in one county, where they 

were completed the following week.

The field supervisor attempted to contact approximately 33% - of all 

respondents with a follow-up short interview (Schedule B - Appendix A) 

either, in person or-by telephone to- validate the original interview. 

Those selected for the follow-up interview were randomly chosen from 

those interviews completed -by -the interviewers. . Validation was com- 

pleted bn some completed interviews as - soon as possible following com

pletion -to - insure interviewer competence .-

Analysis of study procedure is shown in table form in Appendix B.

.......  Analysis of Data ■

. To increase the speed with which statistical calculations could be- 

made, the interview schedules (Schedules G and B, Appendix. A) were coded 

in Fortran- for the Sigma 7 Computer. ,All data were coded and placed on 

code sheets I then data,, cards were punched ■ directly from the code sheets.

- The program used provided frequency distribution of data and per

cent of each, means of data, and standard deviations of means. First,
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analysis - was made of this data., and table analysis completed to provide

a basis for selecting further tests to check for correlations and de-
‘

terrains significance of correlations. ;



CHAPTER III

................ -PRESENTATION OF- DATA

- —  - To facilitate presentation, data were divided into the following,

four major categories: (l) background information of respondents, (2)

how respondents view community development and community development 

activities at the local level, (3)- how respondents view community- de

velopment and community development at the mul-ti^county- level, and (%) 

how respondents view Cooperative Extension Service assistance in com

munity developmento

Background Information of Respondents 

-The data collected provided essential background material about 

respondents. The population -sampled was leaders, and -the background 

information- gave -characteristics of -this group.- Thus the data allowed 

a comparison ̂ between leaders-in each county, and the total for all 

leaders - interviewed in- the -study area.

- - Table I summarizes the 1968 total .family-income of respondents - 

before taxes-. It-points- out--that - respondents’ -family -income -was • the- ■ 

largest -in Yellowstone County followed- by Wheatland and- Golden Valley-- 

Counties. Carbon and Sweet Grass County leaders - had the lowest family 

income;-however,- three leaders- did-not respond to the income question 

in Sweet - Grass County. --Average income of all respondents was within 

the $ll,000m$12,999 range.



TABLE 1

RANGES OF TOTAL FAMILY INCOME OF RESPONDENTS BEFORE TAXES (1968)

N=102

4 5 6 7 8 9

OM
n

8
 8

VO
 O' I $7000 -

$8999
$9000 -
$10,999

$11,000 -
$12,999

$13,000 - 
$14,999

$15,000 
and over

Mean
category
response

County N. No. # No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Carbon 12 —  — 3 25.0 4 33.4 1 8.3 I 8.3 3 25.0 6.75

Golden Valley 8 —  — 2 25.0 — — I 12.5 I 12.5 4 50.0 7.62

Musselshell 11 —  - 2 18.2 ’ 2 18.2 2 18.2 2 18.2' 3 27.2 7.18

Stillwater 11 2 18.2 2 18.2 1 9 .1 1 9.1 — — 5 4 5 . 4 6.91

Sweet Grass 8 - - 1 12.5 4 50.0 1 12.5 — — 2 25.0 6.75

Wheatland 9 - - 1 11.1 1 11.1 1 11.1 2 22.2 4- 4 4 . 5 7.78

Yellowstone 39 1 2 .6 •2 5 .1 7 17.9 2 5.1 3 7 .7 24 61.6 ' 7.95

Total Response 98 3 '  3.1 13 13.2 19 1 9 .4 9 9.2 9 9.2 45 45.9 7 .4 6

No Response 4

Total 102 -
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Of -interest Ib - the age of identified county leaders who are the 

respondents for this study. Table 2 points out that leaders are older

TABLE 2

AGE IN YEARS OF RESPONDENTS 

. .. .. N=102„. . ...

-- . — ■. -: .3,.. -- • -u -  - - - - : - .Gj- - - -- 6 ■ -
"'26-35— - - 36—J4.5 - ■ - • -U6-55--• "56-65” '"'"Over 66" Mean" -I - - - ii.jv -1 - r -

category

" ’County- -Ni -J0 - - - *
. ■i "No; ’ .! ■r - No r • ”  ’ %

response

Carbon 12 -- 2 16.6 5 ia. 2 IlIvS ”w U.25

Golden
Valley 8 I 12.5 u 50.0 2 25.0 I 12.5 U.37

Mussel-
shell 11 H VO H 3 27.3 6 5U.5 —  -- I 9.1 3.73

Still
water 12 I 8.3 6 50.0 3 25.0 2 16.7 cm m eae* I 3.50

Sweet
Grass 11 2 18.2 U 36.3 2 18.2 . 3 27.3 —  — 3.5U

Wheat-
' ■

land-- . 5> — «» 2 22.2 2 22.2 3 33.U 2 22.2 U.55

Yellow-
stone” -39’ 3” "7^7__ 12 — 30;8' ' —  ̂  *v — 10 - - 25’. 6"- "5'-12;8 --Ut05— I

"-Totals-102“ ■ Y ’ 6 vp — 29 ■ “ 2 8 tip 31” * 30vip"26" - 25:5- COI*co;

; *•- UiOO""

in "Wheatland County, with the average age falling between-forty-six arid

fifty-five. Leaders are -younger-in -Stillwater, Sweet Grass, and 

Musselshell Counties. In these counties the respondents' average ages
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fall within the thirty-six to- forty-five years-of-age category-.- The 

average age for all respondents in the study falls within the middle 

of the forty-six-through fifty-five years-of-age range.. .

How long have the people identified as leaders lived-in a  commu

nity before being identified as a leader? Table 3 indicates that.

TABLE 3

EESP OHDENTS1 LENGTH OF EESIDENCY IN THEIE COMMUNITY

. N=102 .

-'6 ■■ • -

-- 7_9 category
.... Response

County N . j N o .

2 16.I 8.3Carbon 12

Golden 
Valley 8

Mussel-
2 18.2shell

2l 16.8water

Sweet
Grass

Wheat- 
land- - 9 I 11.2
Yellow-

r stone 39"

36-' 35". 3r SrSlHI ? - 16;-7- 3S": 3lf 36 - S.9• - 8' ■ ' 7r8'-Totals"102~
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of all respondents, the average length of residency in their community 

is in the upper end of the ten through twenty year range. Leaders have 

lived longest in their community in Golden Valley County, followed by 

leaders in Whetland County. Length of residency is shortest in Sweet 

Grass County followed by leaders in Carbon County.

Respondents were asked if they- would move from their communities. 

Table U shows that in three counties (Golden Valley, Musselshell, and

TABLE I;

■RESPONDENTS ’ FEELING OF PERMANENCY IN THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITY

. - NrlQ 2 . . ..... .

- Would'move" Uncertain" ■ Permanent

__ County _ , -.-Hf . Ho. .. % ... ..-No.. .. -No. .... ^ . ......

Carbon ... 12 I 8.3 —— 11 91.7

Golden- Valley 8 -- 8 100.0
Musselshell 11. U 100.0

Stillwater. 12 =-=* I 8.3 U 91-7

Sweet■Grass 11 . — I 9.1 I 10 90.0

Wheatland • 9 —— • —T 9 IQQ • Q

— Yellowstone -— -38— - - I r - 2.-6 ■ --6- ~ I!?:Ir "-31

Totals -
/ i -
. .101 . 2 2.0 8

.. . ̂
7.8 9L 89.2

r-Nd; "res7 ' '

I Total 102 -
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Wheatland)  ̂none of the-respondents would move. They were all perm

anent members- of their communities. In Carbon- County 8.3 percent-of 

the-respondents would move followed by Yellowstone County with, 2.0 

percent. Of Yellowstone County respondents, 79-5 percent-felt they 

were permanent members of their community. However, of the total 

respondents only two indicated they definitely would move and eight 

were uncertain. ■

Leadership is commonly suggested as-being ^elated to formal ed

ucational achievement. When leaders were checked as to their edu

cational level, it was evident that leadership and educational achieve

ment are related. Table 3 presents this information. This table 

points out-that the average respondent had some education beyond 

high school. -Of all respondents 17.6 percent have-had some college,

2k.B percent-had .completed college and-19.6 percent had post college 

graduate -education. The highest -educational achievement level of 

respondents is noted in Wheatland County,-followed by--Carbon and ■ 

Yellowstone Counties. In Wheatland County-liU.U-percent of respond

ents have had college post-graduate experience compared to no leaders 

in Golden Valley and-Stillwater Counties. - - - -

What are the occupations of community leaders?-- Do they tend to 

fall at the professional-technical end, or at the unskilled-service 

end of -the--continuum?- Table 6 demonstrates-that-19.-7 percent of the ■ 

respondents had professional or technical occupations and 69.6 percent



FORMAL -EDUCATIONAL' ACHIEVEMENT OF RESPONDENTS 

N=102

TABLE 5

1 2 ' 3 ■ 4 _ ' 5 6 7 .
Less Elem Some Completed Some Completed Post M e a n
than completed high high College ■College C-rad category
elem school school ■ response

County . N. No. % No. % No. ' "%•- No. • % ' No. % No. % Np. • %.

Carbon 12 2 16.7 4 3 3 .3 - 5 . 4i .-7 1 8.3 5 .4 1 7. *
Golden Valley 8 1 12.5 2 25.0 3 3 7.5 ' 2 25.0 — — 4 .7 5 0

Musselshell 11 — — 1 9.1 2 18.2 4 36.4 — — 2 18,2 2 18.2 . 4 .5 4 5' '
Stillwater 12 5 41.7 3 25.O ■ 4 33.3 — — 4 .9 1 7

Sweet Grass 11 — — 1 ■ 9 .1 1 9 .1 3 27.3 2 18.1 - 1 9 .1 3 27.3 ' '4 .9 0 9

Wheatland 9 — — 1 11.2 1- -- 2 22.2 — — . 2 2 2 .2 ■4. 44.4 5.556

Yellowstone 39 2 5-1 2 5-1 2 5-1 8 2 0 .6 6 15.4- 9 25-1 10 25.6 5 .0 7 7

Total 102 2 2 .0 5 4.9 6 5 -9 26 2 5 .5 18- 17.6 25 2 4 .5 20 19-6 5 .0 2 9
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were managers or proprietors .■ Three- respondents reported- being- clerical 

or .sales workers-and they-are-located one each in Stillwater, Sweet - - 

Grass a n d -Tellowstone Counties-.- - -There were-no--leaders-identified--with 

occupations in--the craftsman, - foreman, operative or unskilled service 
industries. Tour housewives and four retired persons were identified 

as leaders.

TABLE 6

OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL_OF RESPONDENTS,

I Professional
H i t T i r r m r  r | v  ■ but ' «

Manager Clerical 
_prapr±; -rsales- "

■ County- -.~N. "jrNo:' ..
........  B-------- '  —  -  —

"No:-- -%|'No’:'----^

Carbon ..... 12 2 16.7 9 72.0 I 8.3 *=*“ 00
Golden-Talley -8 =” 8 100.0 a = == i==.

Musselshell 11 U 36. k 6 2lt.2  ̂Q= “=* I 9-1

Stillwater- 12 I '8.3 9 72.1 1 8.3 I 8.3

Sweet■Grass U 3 27.3 7 ■63.6 I 9.1 == . . ==J

Wheat-land- ■ 9 3 3 3 3 5 22.6 «=<=. a = I 11, ]j
-Yellowstone' - --39— 7 -*'18t0 ■ ??- "69:2 -— I --2;6" .. 2..-. ^ -

"Totals-- 102 - -
r

. . -W- V Tl- 6$t6 :;-;3-
-
"2 v 9" Ij.- - -3-9-' ''h~~3~9\

--The third approach-to leadership identification-as defined-by 

Freeman, et al5 * assumes that leadership is a necessary consequence
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Iof social-activity. They conclude that the extent of activity in com

munity - organizations has an impact upon community changes and activists
l

are leaders.

Powers -reaches a similar conclusion when he states that "Power • 

actors (community leaders) have been active in community affairs5 have

been or are members of community groups,, and have held or do hold posi-
2tions of formal authority in these• groups,1 2'

■ -Tables I3 8, and 9 report respondents' social activity in their 

communities. ......

Table -7 reports that on. the average- each respondent belongs- to 

8 U -community organizations. Respondents -in TSheatland- County-belong 

to the -most organizations == 7.67 on -the average. Identified leaders 

belonging to the least number of organizations' were from Sweet Grass 

County with. U-. 82. - - - - . . .

- ■ Table 8 -indicates -the number of elective -offices held by respond

ents at the time of the interview. Cf all the respondents 29.U percent 
held-.on© office3 2U.5 percent held two- offices, 13.-7 percent held three
offices5 and U - 9 percent held-more-than -four-offices. ..........

• Identified leaders not holding-an elective office -accounted -for- 

27.„5 percent of the„total. This data would indicate that in terms of

1Linton C. Freemanj Thomas J.- Fararo5 et al5 op. cit . 3 p .x 191.
2Ronald G. Powers5 op0 cit., p. 8.



TABLE 7
NUMBER OE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH RESPONDENTS BELONGED

N=102

! 1 2 3 \ 5 ■ I 6 7 8 9
Mean
C. R.

County N. No. % No. No. * No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Carbon 12 I 8.2 2 16.7 2 16.7 3 25.0 . 2 16.7 — — 2 16.7 5 .9 2

Golden Valley 8 1 12.5 I 12.5 2 25.0 4 50.0 5 .1 3

vfusselshell 11 — — I 9 .1 — — 2 18.2 1 9 .1 4 3 6 .3 — — 1 9.1 2 18.2 5-91

Stillwater 12 2 1 6 .7 2 16.7 2 16.7 3 25.0 I 8.2 2 16.7 — — 5 .4 2

Sweet Grass 11 — 1 9-1 I 9 .1 2 18.2 4 3 6 .3 2 18.2 — — 1 9.1 — — 4 .8 2

Wheatland 9 1 11.1 I 11.1 1 11.1 3 33.3 3 33.3 7.67
Yellowstone 39 1 2 .5 1 2 -5 3 7 -7 4 10.3 6 1 5 .4 9 23.1 6 1 5 .4 3 7.7 6 1 5 .4 5 .9 5

Total 102 I 1.0 3 2 .9 8 7 -9 13 12.7 '18 17 .7 26 2 5 .5 10 9.8 10 V
O C
O

13 12.7 5 -8 4
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TABLE 8

NUMBER OF ELECTIVE OFFICES HELD BY RESPONDENTS

Nsl02

I
One "
.office

Two
offices.

Three
.offices..

Four
offices.

Five or
more
offices

Holds 
..no... .
offices

' County ■• ' N ; - No: No: No: ■ %■ No. ■% No. % No. ' Hr

Carbon 12 3 25.0 k 33.3 3 25.0 —= 2 16.7

Golden
Valley 8 2 25.0 I 12.5 2 25.0 I 12.5, » 0 =  <an=e 2 25.0
Mussel
shell 11 3 27.3 2 18.2 2 18.2 « « = 2. 18.2 2 18.2

Still- 
J water 12 3 25.0 k 33.3 2 16.7 = = • ===- =«=» . 3 25.0
I Sweet 
I Grass 11 h 3 6.k 3 27.3 I 9.0 = = = B C S CC9B B B S 3 27.3
I Mheat- I land - - 9 5 # . 6 I 11.1 <=»=0 «=•=* 3 3 3 .3

I Yellow- 
|--stone 39-

.

-XO-- 25:6-10— 25:6 'h- 10:3' • ?r "5:2- 13--33.3-
r -Totals- - -102 - 30-- 297k 25'" 2H:5 lir 13.7" --3- "2v9_ -- 2 2-.0 28- -27:5~

organizational leaderships 72.5 percent of the identifies leaders held
one or more offices.

As some measure of social activity a question was asked to as- - 

certain the number of meetings attended-each month on the average by 

respondents. Table 9 suggests that respondents in Mheatland County
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NUMBER OF MONTHLY COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT MEETINGS 
ATTENDED BY RESPONDENTS

TABLE S

■■ - - -. ...Nf IOP,. -- -

" .2"
One or 

" less-"

3
Two

1 - b
Three

5
Four

6
Five

7
Six or 
more -

Mean- 
cate
gory- -

County -N-. ~ - N o : " ■% No; -% No: ■-% No; -% No: ~ No.- "%
re-
sponse..

Carbon 12 S Li.7 I 8.3 3 25.0 I '8.3 2 16.7 U.5o

Golden
Valley 8 3 37.5 2 25.0 3 37.5 --

Mussel
shell 11 ■»=» — — 3 27.3 I 9.1 2 18.2 5 U5.1| 5.55
Still
water 12 2 16.7 I 8.3 I 8.3 2 16-7 I 8.3 5 51.7 5.17

Sweet
Grass 11 2 18. 2 L 36.3 I 9.1 I 9.1 — —- 3 27.3 It.18

"Wheat- 
land -- 9 — — I 11.1 2 22.2 6 66.7 6.56

Yellow- 
- stone " ' "39 -6 l5:L '-it'" 10:3 ~"7:17:9 -I" - 2-.6- 20 51:3 -5:56

-Totals■ 102
I

8-7.8 21 20.6 10- 9;8 15-1L.7 7- 6.9 Li' i(.0; 2 --5.18-

attended the most-meetings. related to community improvement . They

attended between five and six meetings each month. Identified leaders 

in Golden Valley County attended two meetings each month which-was the 

lowest number of meetings attended in the area studied. The average of
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all respondents ̂ was slxghtly over tour meetings each month. Eorty-01 e 
respondents attended six or more meetings each month related to comnri - 

nity development.. The data presented shows only meetings attended that 

were related to community improvement, and it is possible further- social 

activity was achieved by meeting attendance at organisations not di

rected to some phase of community improvement.

Community Development- and Community -Development

..........  Activities at the Local Level - - -

-• A major concern of this study-was-to determine how identified lead

ers viewed- community development as a concept, and how they viewed com

munity development-efforts.................  ....................

It was thus important to ascertain how. knowledgeable respondents 

were of county-wide development- efforts • in -their c o u n t i e s - - 

Table 10 shows--that when , asked if a Development Organization 

existed in their county 77-5 percent of all eaders-responded that - 

there was such-an-organization. In Carbon, Musselshell, Stillwater, 

and Sweet Grass Counties- all respondents ■ indicated such- an organi

zation- existed; it is true that- such organizations did exist- in these 

counties. However, a county-wide development organization-did not 

exist in-Golden Valley County--and respondents were knowledgeable of 

this- fact. -The county-wide chamber program-was operational in ■ 

Wheatland County and 66.7 percent of the respondents were aware of

\



IS THERE A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
IN RESPONDENT'S COUNTY

. . -. . --- JirIQ 2.     _ . . . ___ - . .

32 _

TABLE 10

■ ’ “ —“ ... - ■-No ' Uncertain- ----'Yen-
—■— —

~ -County'".-p - .. -Jj- - “N ot ~ -No t - - — -No t -•-' - . ^—

Carbon 12
•_>: ' r ...... '

12 100.0

Golden Valley 3 6 75. Q 2 2^.0 — — 1 —

Musselshell 11 ' ” = ■eDO — — 11 100.0

Stillwater, 12 — f —  — 12 100.0

Sweet Grass U — * **“• 11 100.0

Vlheatland 9 I 11.1 2 22.2 6 66.7
~ "Yellowstone "• - T -20:$-"- • “ij.-" - 10:3“ -" — ^ ̂ — - — ... . 6^ 2 ~

'-Totals- - 102- — - - -Q-""---'7:8"''' -79 ' -77:5""

this. Twenty-seven respondents3. or 69.2 percent indicated a county- 

wide organization-existed, in Yellowstone County. - .... .........

Table-11'demonstrates--that seventeen respondents did not -answer 

the question concerning- membership in a county-wide development organ

ization. -Table 10: shows that fifteen -respondents indicated that there 

was, no such organization in their community,■and these fifteen were 

not invited to answer the question- summarized by Table 11- (Appendix A, 

Schedule C5 Question 32). In addition two leaders did not respond.
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TABLE 11

... . N=IOZ

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF
COUNTY-WIDE DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

- - . . . . . . . . ■ - No-have" never 
been" a-member"-

Have been 
ya" member

Presently a 
member -" •.-"

' County ... - - "No; - "No; N O ; " - - % -

Carbon 12 2 16.7 -- 10 83.3

Golden Valley -2 I 50.0 — I 50.0

Mussel-shell U 3 27.3 -- 8 72.7

Stillwater- 12 I 8.3 2 16.7 9 75.0

Sweet Grass 11 3 27.3 2 . 18.2 6 54.5

Wheatland-- - 6 —  ■ - —■ ■ 6 100.0

-'Yellowstone".. 10" - 32.3--- - - '16.1 ■- --1 6 ' ■- 5l.6 --

Total Response 85 20 23.5 9 10.6 56 65.9
--No-Response-* 17" * *■- — ■ -

--Total ■ - "" -102 - " ... K

This left only eighty-five respondents -to the question.-

As shown in Table 11, 76.3- percent of the respondents who were 

aware of organized county-wide development had been or were at the 

time of the interview members of such organizations. This implies 

that a fairly high level of the identified leadership had been in

volved in community development activities.
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Reviewing Table 10 and 11 it-can be ascertained that the two re

spondents in Golden Valley County who were reported uncertain in Table 

10 were just not aware of what organized community development was-.

Table 12 shows that the twenty respondents who replied negatively 

in Table 11 as to their membership? were added to the list of non- 

respondents in-Table 12. This left a-balance of sixty-five identified 

leaders to rate their degree of participation in development organizations.

As presented in Table 12, 33-k percent of all identified community 

leaders, who- had been, or were members of community development organ

izations , rated their participation as active, and 32.-3 percent rated

their participation-as very active. The ohe-response from Golden....

Valley County was ignored because there- waA no- -development- organization 

in- that county. -By--this measure>- -Wheatland County -respondents were the 

most active while Sweet- Grass County respondents-were the least active.

. . - -Of-the sixty-five- identified community leaders who were members 

of community - development organizations, sixty-three responded by

listing--their length of-service- to such organizations. ........

- Table 13 displays that on the-average-all respondents had been 

active in their community development organization three -years. ■----- 

Ignoring- Golden Valley County, Wheatland - County^ respondent s had the 

longest tenure-, and- Stillwater-Ieaders ■ had the shortest- -tenure-.- All 

identified leaders who knew there was a county-wide development



TABLE 12

DEGBEE OF. ACTIVENESS OF RESPONDENTS IN DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

— Nsl02

- - - - - ̂  2‘ ’ ■ ■: 3:... y V  • "

•

Never
active

Active
sometimes

Active Very
active

Mean--
category
response

- - C o m t y v----  ■ N . No. - --Nor - -No: - — # -No; - • % ’ ■ -

Carbon 10 03 ™ =™ U UQ.o I 10.0 5 50.0 3.10

Golden Valley I c-"a =™ ™  —  ’ —  ■ I 100.0 It. 00
Musselshell 8 —  *=— 2 25.0 U 5o.0 2 25.0 3.00

Stillwater- 11 3 27.2 U 36.U k 36.lt 3.09
Sweet Grass 8 2 25.0 3 37.5 1 12.5 2 25.0 2.38
'Wheatland - 6 Dea ea‘=* ■ 3 50.0 3 50.0 3.50

™-Yellowstone'v-‘21-; — “1.-- "l}. ;-8- -6- "28; 6' --10— i).7:6---5''19; O -— 2r8l" ■

TotaCL..Response 65. 3 L 6  -18. 27.7 23 35.lt 21 32.3 2.95

" ■NovResponse"' -37- - -- ■ ' ■ 1 -

-- Total- - ~ - - ■ ■ -1-102- - ■ - - v
L_____ I

-- 1 " -

I
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TABLE 13

Nsl02.

LENGTH OF TIME RESPONDENTS HAVE BEEN ACTIVE
IN THEIR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

' - ■ - . ■ ■- - " I ' ' - 3 --- -V- 't ;3
One year 
or less

Two
years

Three
years

Four
years

Five 
years 
or more-

Mean
Oategorji
response

■ County ■N. No. % No. No. % No ■ %■ No %

Carbon 10 I 10.0 k Uo.o I 10.0 3 30.0 I 10.0 2.90

Golden
Valley I — — — — *.= «=»=- I 100.0 3.oo

Mussel
shell 8 I 12.3 ■»— 3 37.3 Ii 3o.o —™ 3.23

Still
water 11 2 18.2 3 kS.h Ii 36. Ii on = =«■ «■» = WW

:
: 2.18

Sweet
Grass 7 ' I . 1U.3 I Ht. 3 3 li2.8 2 28.6 •= — = W 2.86

Wheat- 
land - 6 eoee cae= =— —=• 3 30.0 2 33.3 I 16.7 3.67

Yellow- 
■ stone -20 - 8 IiO ;0 ' Ii 20-.0 3 ■23:0- 3 -i3.o 3:13-

Total
Response 63 7.9 18 28.6 18 28.6 18 23. Ii 6 9.3 3.00

No '' 
Response'39' - -

-Total - 102' .. - ■ - -— ' ■ -
4^----- -
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organization in their county were asked to rate the effectiveness of 

the organization. -

As displayed in Table lb, 60.7 percent of all respondents rated

TABLE lb

RESPONDENTS RATING OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION EFFECTIVENESS

_.. »=102 :

; i ::: ■- 2 ** 1 T —'
y ( . . - 5 ' '

Very 1
effective

Somewhat
effective

'Uncertain 'Somewhat 
ineffec
tive—

Very - ' 
ineffec
tive7"

Mean
category
response

-County— N ;• No ; - No;— No;-"-- % "No ; ~ - %— No: - '%'• -

Carbon 12 I 8.3 b 33.3 5 bl.7 2 16.7 — 2.67

Golden 
Valley 2 I 50.0 I 50.0 «o»a« ■«— 2.00
Mussel
shell 11 2 18.2 7  63.6 I 9.1 I 9.1 «-«■> «=e» 2.09

Still
water 12 I  8.3 8 66.7 Inee- 3 25.0 2.b2
Sweet 
Grass 11 9 81.8 I 9.1 I 9.1 ~ 2.27

■Wheat- 
land - - 6 I 16.7 5 83.3 1*83

Yellow- 
Stbne-- 30• " ii~-- l8"-60v07"~7"~23i3"'’'- 3 '10.0 “ 2 7 6.7 - 2.63-

Total
Response 8b . 6 7.1 5L 60.7 15 17.9 10 11.9 2 2.b 2.b2
-Kq .
Response If -■ - —  - : ■ ...

"Total" -102 T- -- - — " - — v "=T-
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their organizations as- somewhat effective and -7.1 percent rated their 

organizations as very, - effective. - The-degree-of effectiveness was 

rated highest in Ttiheatland County3 - followed by- Musselshell and Sweet - 

Grass Counties. Carbon and Yellowstone- Counties were the least effec

tive as rated- by identified leaders.. Again3 the one Golden Valley 

response was ignored since there was no organization. In this-county.

Respondents were asked to select the one -local group-, or-agency 

that they felt to be the most influential-in promoting the-develops 

ment and improvement of the-community. Table 15-displays this data.

In this table community, development-organizations (county-wide) were 

the one organization most often- named. Chambers of Commerce--were - 

second followed by service clubs. The Community Development Organi

zation approach was- ranked highest in-Musselshell and Sweet Grass - 

Counties. - The Chamber of Commerce was most often listed in Yellowstone 

County. In Wheatland- County the county-wide-approach to community 

development shared-equal recognition with- service clubs. The five 

respondents that answered in the other category mentioned individuals, 

private groups, local businessmen and ranchers, a specific service 

club, and local citizens.

Table 16 explains that when respondents were asked to react to 

the-statement that "their community is well organized for community 

development," 27*1; percent of all respondents agreed and Iu9 percent 

agreed strongly.



TABLE 15
THE ONE LOCAL GROUP RESPONDENTS PELT TO BE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL 
IN PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OP THE COMMUNITY

N=102

1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 10 11

Community
Development
Organization

City-County
Planning
Boards

Chamber of 
Commerce

County
Extension
Service

City
Governments

Service 
I Clubs

Commercial
Clubs

Public
Schools

County
Government

None of 
Them 

I

Other

County N. No. % No. % No * No. % No % No. * No. " % No . % No. ' S Ho % No. %

Carbon 12 4 33-4 1 8.3 1 8 .3 1 8.3 — — 2 16.7 — — 1 8 .3 2 16.7
Golden
Valley ' 8 3 37.5 2 25.0 I 12.5 2 25.0
Mussel
shell 11 7 63.6 - - 1 9.1 2 18.2 1 9.1

■ -

Still
water 12 3 25.0 3 25-0 — — — — 1 8.3 —-r —— 2 16.7 I 8 .3 _ 2 16.7
Sweet
Grass 11 6 54.5 - - 1 9.1 — — - — — 2 18.2

■
1 9.1 I 9.1

Wheat-
land 9 b ' 44.4 — — — — 1 11.2 — — — — — — 4 44.4

Yellow
stone 39 3 7 .7 4 10.3 ; 18 45.8 2 5.2 1 2.6 5 12.9 1 2.6 4 10.3 — — — I 2.6
Total 102 30 29 .5 4 3-9

,i 21 20.7 8 6.9 2 . 1.9 13 12.7 3 2 .9 10 9 .8 3 2 .9 3 2.9 5 4 .9



TABLE 16

FEELINGS OF RESPONDENTS THAT THEIR COMMUNITY IS 
WELL ORGANIZED FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

-... - N*102....

- I- • ' '2 " - ' " . * ii - * ..^ .
Disagree
strongly

Disagree Dncertaii Agree Agree
strongly

Mean---
category
response

-County- N . Nor—  - Not"- %" Nor -" - No: " No:— ‘ " ' ' - -—

Carbon 12 I 8.3 5 ia.i 4 33.3 2 16.7 3.08
Golden 
Valley 8 —— — 6 75.0 2 25.0 2.25

Mussel
shell 11 5 k$.k 3 27.3 3 27.3 3.36

Still
water 12 • e— —w 7 58.3 3 25.0 2 16.7 ■■ am e* = 2.58

Sweet 
Grass ’ 11 — — I 9.1 4 36.4 6 54.5 — — — — 3.45

Wheat- 
land ■ ■ 9 I 11.1 2 22.2 2 22.2 3 33.4 I 11.1 3.11

Yellow- 
- stone- - -' 39 - 2 ■ ; I '18 •' 46.1  ■- 6- - i5v4“ -12~ 30:8” 'I' ■ - 2:6' -- '2 :79' *

“Totals-102- -ir “ “3;9" Jjijr'" 43". 2- 21”-20:6"- 28 '27:4' — - -̂ i —  Q— - - 2:86—

Mean category response indicated leaders from Sweet Grass County

felt they were best organized for pommunity development, followed by 

Musselshell and Wheatland Counties. Golden Valley agreed least that



TABLE 17

RESPONDENTS REACTION ABOUT THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION DOING SOME IMPORTANT THINGS FOR THEIR COMMUNITY

k l

.5-102

-• —  r | •
K

--.-I,-3 - - . .. -- --5- ■

:

Disagree'■ Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

M e a n • 
category 

"-response-

County N. No. % No. % No. 56 No. % -■

Carbon 12 2 16.7 2: 16.7 8 66.6 — 3,50

Golden
Valley- 7 3 ^2.9 k 57.1 wee 3.lii

Mussel
shell 11 —— I 9.1 8 72.7 2 18.2 ii.09
Still-
water 12 3 2̂ .0 9 75.0 3.75

Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 =•«= 9 81,8 I 9.1 3.91

Tflheat=
land 9 I 11.1 5 55.6 3 33.3 ii.22
Yellow- 

• 'stone" • 39" .. ..3-.... "23:1" -..26--66.7"" —’**“ *]  ̂2 ■■ ̂  ™ -- ■

Total
Response 101 ' 9 8.9 16 15.8" 69 68.U ' 7 6.9 3.73

No
-■Response ■■ -i" - - - • — - - -

""'Total'.. -102- - ■ - - -  - ” - -
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they were well--organized. - This was expected as they did not have a 

county-wide community development organization.

When asked if they; thought their local community development or

ganization had done some important things for their community, respond

ents generally agreed.

Table 17 indicates that identified leaders generally felt that 

their, organizations had accomplished- some important - thing s in their . 

respective -communities. -A total- of sixty-nine respondents agreed and 

seven - agreed, strongly that this was true.- Respondents were most posi

tive about accomplishments in Wheatland County, followed- by-Musselshell

and Weeet Grass Counties. There was--more- disagreement- about- accomplish-
/

ments in Golden Valley, Carbon and - Yellowstone- Counties and-in that 

order. -There were no counties where disagreement was stronger than 

agreement that development organizations had- done some- -important things. 

... Should many -organizations in- a community work- individually on com

munity improvement, or should this be channeled through one central 

community organization? - When- asked this question, respondents -gener

ally felt that the one- -central organizational approach was more de

sirable. - Table 18 shows that 60.8 percent of the total respondents 

agreed that central organization approach was superior to a more frag

mental approach and 2.9 percent agreed strongly. - Stillwater County- - 

leaders felt strongest in this regard. ■ Yellowstone County respondents 

felt it was the least important. However, all■counties- were relatively 

similar in response 91s indicated by mean category responses.
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TABLE 18

RESPONDENTS REACTION TO MANY COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
WORKING INDIVIDUALLY ON COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT, 
RATHER THAN THROUGH ONE.CENTRAL ORGANIZATION

N=IO 2■ T ' ■’ - - ■■ ■ ■■ • -- • - ,• • - - - ....

- - -I 2 '- ■ 3': ; - " ’4 ■ - - -

Disagree
strongly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
-response

■ County N o "No. ■% No; - No; %■ No: 'No; •

Carbon 12 8 66.7 — h 33.3 : DD DB 2.67

Golden
Valley 8 =» = *=— 6

 ̂ .

75-0 = D 2 25.0 D = DD 2.50

Mussel
shell 11 I 9.1 6 $k.S = ™ DB 3 27.3 I 9.1 2.73
Still
water 12 I 8.3 9 75-0 ■0 6» = D 2 16.7 DB DD 2.25

Sweet
Grass 11 6 54.5 3 27.3 2 18.2 DD DD 2.64

Wheat-
land 9 = = 5 55.6 2 22.2 2 22.2 D = DD 2.67

Yellow- 
■ stone 39--I- 2 v 6' -22 - 56; if 5 12:8 -10 -25:6- I 2.-6 - ■2:69 '

"Totals-102- 3- 2r9 ’62 60; 8 '10 9 ; 8' --25 24:5 --2:0' ■"2:62 —

It -is often heard that getting people involved in and informed 

about community development efforts are major problems. Identified



community leaders were asked if they thought this was a major problem 

in their communities. Table 19 demonstrates that 70.6 percent of all 

respondents agreed that informing people of development activities. and 

involving- them in these activities were major problems. . .

Twenty-two leaders or 21.6-percent agreed strongly that these were 

major problems. In three counties, Stillwater, Sweet Grass, and 

Wheatland, 100 percent of the leaders felt this to be major- problem.

All counties were quite close and positive in their reaction to the 

problem of-involving and informing people. -

Respondents were-asked -if they thought it-was important to attempt 

some development efforts, even though it wasn't certain they would be 

successful.

Table 20 indicates that 76.2 percent of all respondents agreed- it 

was worthwhile and necessary to attempt development efforts, even with 

the final development effort outcome uncertain while lU. 9 percent agreed 

strongly. ■ Wheatland, Musselshell, and Stillwater. County respondents 

agreed most often to - -this as indicated by mean category responses. In 

Musselshell and Stillwater Counties 100.0 percent-of■ the identified- 

leaders-agreed. Carbon and Golden Valley Counties had the most rela

tive -disagreement. - However, all counties reacted positively to 

attempting some development efforts even though outcomes may be un

successful.



TABLE 19

ATTITUDES OF RESPONDENTS ABOUT GETTING PEOPLE INVOLVED AND 
INFORMED OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

N -10 2

I . -2 ■3- 4 ..

Disagree
strongly

Disagree Uncertaii Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response

County N. No. % 'No. No. No. - No. ' $ ' "

Carbon 12 I 8.3 — * *= — 8 66.7 3 25.0 h.OO

Golden
Valley 8 =»=> I 12.5 I 12.5 5 62.5 I 12.5 3.75
Mussel
shell 11 *=•» — - I 9.1 8 72.7 . 2 18.2 k.oo

Still
water 12 *a<ma — =* 11 91.7 I 8.3 U.08

Sweet
Grass 11 — «=• — 9 81.8 2 18.2 U.18

Wheat-
land 9 ■=«- — •» «=» = 6 66.7 . 3 33.3 U.33
Yellow
stone '39' ««= 2 5ii-'•2 5.1- 25" 6k.2 10 25:6 -- "h'.io--

'Totals 102 M 1.0 ■ ii 3:9 " 3 2:9 72 70.6 22 21.6' li.09



TABLE 20

RESPONDENTS' REACTION TO THE STATEMENT; IT IS WORTHWHILE 
AND NECESSARY TO ATTEMPT SOME DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS,

EVEN THOUGH IT ISN1T CERTAIN THEY WILL 
BE SUCCESSFUL

N-102.

- - V 2 - ■ ;y  -

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean '
category
Response

■-County N. ■ • -No. -% 'No« ■No: jNo; ■ ■ -

Carbon 12 I 8.3 I 8.3 10 83.U — — 3.73
Golden Valley ■ 8 2 25.0 I 12.5 5 62.5 — * ■ 3.73
Musselshell 11 e^ eo — 8 72.7 3 27.3 A. 27
Stillwater- 12 c c  - = = 10 83,3 2 16.7 A. 17
Sweet Grass 11 I 9-1 I 9.1 7 63.6 2 18.2 3.91
Wheatland , .9 C C I 11.1 3 33.3 3 33.6 ! 4 .AA

■ Yellowstone- 38 - e o a  < c ™ I" ■ 2.6 :3k 89:5 '3 7.9 • "A:05' ~

Total 
Response- • 101 k U.o $ k.9 77 76.2 15 1U.9 A .02
No Response". I -; . ■

Total-; 102 - - ■- -
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Is-everyone affected-by community development programs or are—  

only a few people affected?- Respondents were asked- if-they felt- that 

•for the most part, only a- few people-were affected by community de

velopment -programs. Table 21 shows- - that of- all respondents, b B .-I 

percent disagreed-that only - a-few people were affected by-community 

development programs. - Disagreeing- strongly vrere 12.7- percent of the 

leaders. ThJheatland and Sweet Grass County leaders- disagreed most - - 

that only a few .people are affected by community development efforts.

. The question reported -in -Table 21 was-asked differently to obtain 

respondents-1 reaction to whether they thought everybody in their com

munity can benefit from programs of community development. As shown 

in Table 22, sixty-seven leaders agreed that everybody -benefits from 

community ■ development - programs.- - - Twenty-, three respondents- or 22.5 

percent. agreed- strongly that- everybody -benefits. Indications -were -- 

that leaders agreed- -more that everybody benefits 3 than they disagreed 

that only -a few- benefit. --

-A key to-successful development using the democratic process is- 

giving careful ■ attention to- the--wishes - and- opinions of the people--who 

are to be affected. - - -Respondents- were asked if they felt that this 

was a key to successful development.



TABLE 21

FOR THE MOST PART, ONLY A FEW PEOPLE ARE AFFECTED BY 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS:

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT

N=102

.. I ; - ' 2 • • -- ■ 3 ' b '5
Disagree
strpngly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean " ■" 
category 
response

■ County N. No. % No. '-'%■ No ■ %■ No. No. -

Carbon 12 3 25.0 I 8.3 7 58.lt I 8.3 3-50
Golden
Valley 8 I 12.5 2 25.0 h 5o.o I 12.5 3.25
Mussel
shell 11 2 18.2 6 5U.5 an 2 18.2 I 9.1 2.k5
Still
water 12 3 25.0 U 33.3 2 16.7 3 25.0 a«- ae» 2.U2
Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 7 63.6 I 9.1 2 18.2 aa aa 2.36
Wheat-
land 9 .1 11.1 6 66.7 ■ a 2 22.2 aa aa 2.33
Yellow- 
"stone 39 5 12.8- 22 -56.U ' 2' 5:1 ■9- 23.1 ' I 2.6 ■ "2.1|.6-"

-Total" 102- 13 12.7 50- -Itf.r - 6 5.9 ;9 - 28.1+- -k 3.9 - 2.62 -
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT EVERYBODY IN THEIR COMMUNITY CAN 
BENEFIT FROM PROGRAMS OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

. N=IO2

TABLE 22

2- 3' '5- 1 .

.....
Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree

Strongly
Mean '
category
response

■ County N. Nd. ■ '% No. %■ •No. No; ■ ■%'

Carbon 12 2 16.7 10 83.3 " 3.67
Golden 
Valley - 8 2 25.0 D B * <=*=> 6 75.0 c->™ 3.50.
Musselshell U C= =. $ h5.5 6 I&.S lt.51t
Stillwater- 12 I 9 75.o 3 25.0 It. 25
Sweet Grass U I 9.1 9 81.8 I 9.1 It. 00

Inlheatl-and.. 9 I 11.2 k k ltit.li It. 33
Yellowstone 39 I 2.6 12.8 -2ij. ■61.5" 23.1-. ' lir05" -

I" Total' 102 - 5 b:9 ' T 6.9" 67 65.7 ■23 22.5 lt:05"" "

Table 23 indicates that 65» 7 percent of--the total-respondents

agreed.that-one of the-keys to successful-community development was 

to pay careful attention to the wishes and opinions of people who 

would -be affected by such programs. Twenty-three leaders or 22.5 

percent agreed strongly. Identified leaders felt strongest about



TABLE 23

A KEY TO SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT IS TO PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO 
THE WISHES AND OPINIONS OF THE PEOPLE WHO WILL BE 

AFFECTED: REACTION TO STATEMENT

.«=102 ......

■---------------------- ''' " 2  .2 / • ;;'3
,|rr" ....

I

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response

County - ■ - 'N.' " No. ' "No -.'' -■ %" No; - -%- No:---- -

Carbon 12 I 8.3 11 91,7 3.92

Golden Valley 8 — I 12.5 6 75.0 I 12.5 ii.00

Musselshell 11 I 9.1 2 18.2 6 51i.5 2 18.2 3.82

Stillwater- 12 2 16.7 10 83.3 3.81;

Sweet Grass 11 I 9.1 7 63.6 3 27.3 If. 18

Wheatland• 9 —- —  ■ — — 2 # . 6 U IUf..U U'. IUf

"Yellowstone 39"“' - Ii 10.3' I w. ■ —
C 
-

-2k' -61; 5- -8 " " 20.5" 3:92

"Total'' ~ - " 102 " 10"' ■9:8" "69 “67; 6- -IG--17:7" ■"3t 98-'

this factor in Wheatlands■Sweet Grass and- Golden Valley Connties5 in - 

that order „ Respondents agreed from a low of 72.7 percent in Musselshell 

County to a high of 100.0 percent in -Wheatland County that the wishes 

and-opinions of those affected by development programs was a key to

successful development.



RESPONDENTS' REACTION TO STATEMENT THAT PEOPLE OF THEIR COMMUNITY 
ARE USUALLY QUICK TO RESPOND WHEN PROBLEMS 

ARISE REQUIRING ACTION

. .. .N?102 .

5i

TABLE 2k

- - - 2:. - 3" - k' 5. . _

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean "r
categor;
response

- County ’ N; " No. . No. -■% ■"No. '" ^ "Nd;

Carbon 12 3 25.0 h 33.3 5 ia. 7 —™ ■ 3.17
Golden- Valley 8 I 12.5 2 25.0 k 50.0. I 12.5 3.62
Musselshell 11 — — ■ 5 45.5 5 U5.5 I 9.0 3.6^
Stillwater- 12 5 la. 7 2. 16.6 5 la.7 3.00
Sweet Grass 11 ae= 2 18.2 9 81.8 — 3.82
"Wheatland - 9 I 11.1 5 55.6 3 33.3 L  22

-Yellowstone 39 --Il 28; 2 -i' - - 5>;1"' -22“■“56 ".Ir- • I4.-• 10;3"' -3 i li9—

~ Total.... 102' --20“-±9i6- -is- 17; 6 55;.'53 ■■9- - 8.9" -3; 52— ;

Do people in communities -respond quickly when problems - arise re

quiring -action? -Respondents were asked -if-people in their communities

were usually quick to respond when problems arose which required- action. 

Table 2k demonstrates that 53«9 percent of all respondents agreed that 

people, in their-- community responded quickly when problems arose requir

ing action. Nine leaders or 8.9 percent5 agreed strongly. Identified
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leaders in Wheatland County agreed at the highest level, and leaders 

in Stillwater County responded at - the lowest level. It appeared that 

50.0 percent or more respondents in all counties, except Stillwater 

and Carbon, agreed that people in their counties■did respond when prob 

Iems arose requiring action. There was considerable amount of uncer

tainty reported in response to this question.. ...

Generally, people in local communities must care enough about 

their, community to do something about-problems, if democratically 

structured community development is to occur. With this in mind, 

respondents were asked if they thought that the people in their com

munities cared enough about their community to do something about 

problems that needed-to be solved.

Table 2 $ shows that 25.8 percent of all respondents strongly 

disagreed that people in their communities didn11 care enough about 

their community to do something about problems needing to be solved. 

Sixty leaders, or $ 9 . b  percent, agreed. - All identified leaders in 

Golden Valley-and Sweet Grass Counties responded - that their people 

did care enough to do something about problems that needed-solving. 

Carbon County respondents felt least positive about their citizens' 

reaction to problem solving.

N
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TABLE 25

RESPONSE TO THE STATEMENT: "PEOPLE IN THEIR COMMUNITY DON1T
CARE ENOUGH ABOUT THEIR COMMUNITY TO DO SOMETHING 

ABOUT PROBLEMS THAT NEED TO BE SOLVED"

NslO 2

" 1T  ' -■ :2. . - J  * - - 5- ■

- - .
Disagree
strongly

Disagree ■Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean " .
category
response

-County "Nr:No; ■ ' No: --- No.: ■ -% -No; .. %- No;-  ̂ ■

Carbon 12" 1 ' a:? ""'a', 66:8 ' I 8.3 1 8.3 I 8.3 2.1*2

Golden 
Valley 8 3 37.5 5 62.5 =>« «*=■ — Q = Q = Q Q = 1.62

Mussel
shell 11 T  9.1 8 .72.7 I 9.1 I 9.1 = Q = Q 2.18
Still
water 12 I 8.3 8 66.7 => = QQ 2 16.7 I -8.3 2.17

Sweet
Grass 11 3 27.3 8 72.7 Q== ™«= QQ QQ 1.73

Wheat- 
land -- 9 3 35.3 5 55.6 I 11.1 QQ QQ

;

; QQ 1.78

Yellow
's tone -38"lip -36:8 - 18- -.-itfrii.- ’ -2- -5:3-- -“3-' -1 -''2:6-'

Total" 
res. 101 26 25.8 60 59.L  • 5 U.9, 7 6.9 3 3.0 1.90

-No*res;■ I —  . - . - . * - ---- ■ ■ • " - 1 ' ’ — ‘

-Total*_102’ ■ • ■ • " - .. ' ■" ■



Do community leaders feel that. most community development-activ

ities are carried, oh by people who are paid to do those types of jobs? 

Respondents were asked this- question and Table 26 indicates that of all 

respondents^-7U. 2 percent did not feel-that-most community development 

activities were carried on-by people paid to do--just-that-.---Thirteen 

leaders or-12 ."9 percent-disagreed strongly. - Wheatland, Stillwater, 

Sweet- Grass and-Musselshell County--respondents felt quite- strongly 

that-this-was- not the. cpse.- Carbon, Golden Talley, and-Yellowstone 

County- disagreed, but not so strongly as leaders from the other four

. . . .  —  _ — . ._

Respondents were asked--if .they--felt local people should assume 

full responsibility for solving.community problems, without assist

ance from outsiders. Table 27 points out that of all respondents,

64.7 percent disagreed,- 3.9 percent disagreed strongly, and 4.9 per
cent were undecided.- Twenty^one point-six-percent agreed-and 4.9. - 
percent agreed strongly. Responses were quite similar between coun

ties, and all counties had- respondents on-both-sides -of this--issue.

- Tables I through 27-present data -on community, development and 

community development activities at the local level.
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RESPONDENTS’ REACTION TO STATEMENT THAT MOST COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES ARE CARRIED ON BY PEOPLE 

MHO ARE PAID TO-DO JUST THAT

TABLE 26

- - _N=102. .
. . -;™ -.“ ---

" 1 -"-■■-I.. " " 2 -v; :" 3 ~li"""
I ^ "

- ; -

Disagree
strongly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response

-County" N; No ."" - No; - • " NO; No." ■ No;"" .......

Carbon 12 8 66.7 I 8.3 2 16.7 I 8.3 2.6?
Golden 
Valley 8 aat=> <=.« 7 87.5 =>•=* I 12.5 2.25

Mussel
shell 11 3 27.3 7 63.6 *=*=* I 9.1 —1= ™™ 1.91

Still
water 12 2 16.7 10 83.3 -I=H= =— «=«=» G=™ 1.83

Sweet 
Grass 10 2 20.0 7 70.0 I 10.0 ES a O0tmo CO GO *06 1.90
Wheat- 
land- - - 2 22.2 7 77.8 C=CO —> ™ OQCO 1.78
Yellow- 
- stone*- - 39"-Ir -10; 3"’29" -7^; 2-" -• 2; 6- -Jr 10; 3- -1* - - 2; 6- - - 2:21-*

Total
res. 101 13 "12,9 75 Ik. 2 3 3.0 8 7-9 2 2.0 2.12

"No-res;- I" ... .

"Total -102" --- ----- - " — ----- I-------- - ~ - ----- — — -



TABLE ?7

EESPONDMTS' REACTION TO THE STATEMENT THAT LOCAL PEOPLE SHOULD 
ASSUME FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOLVING COMMUNITY 

PROBLEMS, WITHOUT ASSISTANCE FROM OUTSIDERS

. ... ............ . ¥-lQ2 .
-- I

• - • I - ■ 2 -' ■;;; 3; J - — - f - . ... T. -J-....5.....
Disagree
strongly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean ' .
category
response

- County - -N r Ii•iI »G
v

No: - — ■%- Na: " - — No: - — %---No.:- —  %' --""" “ - - - -

Carbon IZ 'i S.3 "8 66:8 I 8.3 I 8.3 I 8.3 2.1+2

Golden 
Valley 8

----- ----

5 62.5 *=■*=> ■=•=» 2 23.t> I 12.$ 2.87

Miissel- 
shell 11 = = C=J 9 Bi.'8 *== === I 9.1 I 9.1 2.1+$

Still
water 12 H GD VJ 8 66.8 I 8.3 I 8.3 I 8.3 2.1+2
Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 7 63.6 =>=» mm 3 27.3 cm mm 2.1+$
■Wheat- 
land -- 9 C=O= cm 6 66.7 2 22.2 I 11.1 mm mm 2.1+1+
Yellow-
' stone— 39'-iTL" ~ " 2t 6- -23— ^8: 9" —-±--■ - 2.6 -13— 33:3" -±— 2:6-- ^ T- T—- —T'

"Total--102 ~ I4...3~9"
— --------

66""6i|.:7" ^ -J-|  ̂ • 22""21:6'•



GdnHilunity Development and Community Development. Efforts
• ' ' . _ " \  ' ' " ~""jL ~ .........  '

- ■ ■ -- - - - - - At - the M m t i c-Gounty- level - ■ -• - -  ̂•

Considerable emphasis is-being devoted-to- -encouraging multi-county
- -

development in-Montana. Therefore, -in - addition to viewing - community 

development-and-community development activities at the local level, 

it-was desirable-to-view-these at the area level. H f  initial concern

was to inquire of respondents how they felt toward joining with neigh-
■

boring counties to - plan organized development programs.......

Table 28 indicates that -of - all respondents, j?l„0 percent thought

that -it is always important. to join with -neighboring counties to plan
1 .

organized development programs. - Depending on the development project 

another-Uo .-2-percent thought-that it-was important-.- It appeared-that 

approximately -5>@ • O- percent- of the respondents - considered- the -concept 

to be- important, and- - another-1|0. Q- p  ercent - considered- - development -,by 

the ■ multi-county-approach important ■ only - in view of- the- -project or 

crisis. • Sweet-Grass- and- Golden--Valley Counties were the only two - 

counties with-no opposition to the multi-county approach. However, 

Sweet-Grass-County had the highest- reserved response, 72.7 percent 

depending.on the development project. - Golden Valley County had the
highest positive response-with the fewest- reservations-. ■ -

•• I
Do problems stop--at county boundaries? If - not, is there-a need 

for a multi-county development organization to deal-with -those p-rob- ... 

Iems? Respondents were asked to respond to this question. The results
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HOW RESPONDENTS FELT TOWARD JOINING WITH NEIGHBORING COUNTIES 
AND COMMUNITIES TO PLAN ORGANIZED 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

N=IOZ

TABLE 28

No <Yes, but depends 
on development 
project

Yes, always 
important

County N. No: % No. % No. %

Carbon 12 I 8.3 3 25.0 8 66.7

Golden Valley 8 ™ I 12.5 7 67.5

Musselshell 11 2 18.2 3 27.3 6 5U.5
Stillwater 12 I 8.3 U 33.3 7 58.Ii

Sweet Grass 11 — " 8 72.7 3 27.3

Wheatland 9 I 11.1 3 33.3 5 55.6
Yellowstone 39 k 10.3 19 lt8;7 16 lll.O

Total 102 9 8.8 -la IiO: 2 52 5i.o I

are shown in Table 29. There was general agreement among all respond

ents that there was a need for a multi<= county development organization 

to deal with problems that crossed county boundaries. Of all respond

ents, 52.6 percent thought "yes" there was a need, and 25.8 percent 

definitely did not think so. Identified leaders from Yellowstone ami 

Sweet Grass Counties ranked lowest in their feelings for needing such
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RESPONDENTS’ FEELINGS ABOUT THE NEED FOR A MULTI-COUNTY DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION TO DEAL WITH PROBLEMS THAT CROSS COUNTY BOUNDARIES

TABLE 29

-NflQ 2

--Y-Zlr-: . r ~ 2: - '3 ■ ■ ■ 4.: .. 3 - r " —

Definlt el] No Uncertain Yes Definitely ,Mean..
-- -

no
-

yes category
response

'County- N; Not
•sk

__gL No. ■ %■ N o -: N o ; ........%" '

Carbon 10 ■=* «,«= =*<= I 10.0 3 3o.o 1+ liO.Q 4.30

Golden 
Valley 8 = =  === I 12.3 • ==  *=*=• 5 62.3 2 23.0 4.00
Mussel
shell 11 =  =  = = —  — I 9.1 6 3!t.3 4 36.4 4.27
Still
water 12 <=== C=I a C9C=> =  = O C S  (=ICS 3 ia.7 7 38.3 4.38

Sweet 
Grass 11 =  t= =  = 2 18.2 I 9.1 6 34.3 2 18.2 3.73

Wheat-
land 8 C=.= => = a= = a 3 37.3 2 23.0 3 37.3 4.00

Yellow- 
"stone "•37 -I' “2.7" "3— Bvl-

t

- 8" - '21;6' .22--33'. 3' — 3— StI*"-- 3-762 - -

Total 
res. 97 I  1.0 6 6.2 ik lit. L 3 i  32.6. 23' 23.8 3 . 9 6

"No res;-~5' .................... ' ........  - ................. -

'Total' '102. '*
" " " - 1 « , -  - -

•y

- ...............

V , ? I ”
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an-.organization; however5 a positive need was still- felt. . Stillwater 

County-respondents indicated a 100.0 percent positive response.

In addition to-problems crossing-county-boundaries local-(county

wide) development ■ organizations may feel a need for supplemental-help 

from a--larger-member-organization. --Respondents-were asked-if they

felt there-was a need for-multi-county efforts to supplement-local
■ - - - . -

community - development- efforts. . Table- 30- indicates-"that there was not 

strong agreement- for multi-county- efforts tp- supplement local efforts; 

however, positive agreement- exists tin- all counties. - In-Golden Valley 

County, 111 percent-pf the- respondents-agreed,--but non agreed strongly. 

In total-, only one respondent felt strongly t%at multi-county efforts 

are not .needed to supplement local-community development efforts and

seven more felt-they were not necessary......  -

In February,-1969, approximately- one - year previous to this study 

a multi-county development organization^was-formed in- the study-area. 

Citizen - representatives--of- the -various - county-wide - - development - organ

izations comprised executive -level-leadership. The- organization- was 

officially known -as the South"Central Montana Development Federation. 

Identified -leaders were-asked if they had heard of this organization. 

As- shown -in-Table 31, of all respondent? 69.8 percent were aware of 

this organization.
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REACTION TO THE STATEMENT THAT THERE IS A NEED FOR MULTI-COUNTY 
EFFORTS TO SUPPLEMENT LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

TABLE 30

. - _ - . N-IO2

' i:1 C-/ " ■■■ -2- ■.--3' - - h • ' 5 I -
' * ‘ -

Disagree
strongly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response

"County "N.-No: — %■" No.- ■'%" No:" " No:- ' Nd. '

Carbon 12 = = B = 2 16.7 10 83.3 3.83

Golden 
Valley 8 —  =»« —  •= —*■ O O =  •= — 8 100.0 U.oo I
Mussel
shell 11 = B  B =  • =  C= = ™ I 9.1 7 63.6 3 27.3 U.18
Still
water 12 QtOtSO = = I 8.3 I 8.3 8 66.7 2 16.7

■
3.91

Sweet
Grass 11 <=>a => — • ==  =C= 3 27.3 8 72.7 ™™ OB = 3.73

Wheat- 
land - 9 =■=» D = I 11.1 I 11.1 6 66.7 I 11.1 3.77

Yellow
's tone’ 39' ’"l" ~2r6~- -9 12.'8' - Iy 10.3" 27"- 69:2 ■-2" ""9:1"' " 3 . 6 1  -

■ Total" 102" I IrO-' 'T' "'6:9' 1-2" -IltS---7lf "'72:9— > — *7̂ — ***
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Table 31 indicates that- all respondents in Musselshell County were 

aware of the South Central Montana Development Federation. - However, . 

only k3• 6- percent- were ■ aware in Yellowstone County. With Yellowstone 

County and Billings leadership centered around Billings,- it would appear, 

there were implications for an educational endeavor in this area.

Respondents-were asked if they thought area problems in the next 

few years would be solved, would stay the same, or would get worse.

This question was asked to gain some understanding as -to- how. optimistic 

leaders felt- toward the future, and their problem solving processes.

Data regarding this area appears in Table 32. In general Table 32 

shows that -lU.-O- percent of all respondents were uncertain as to what 

they thought would happen- to problems in the next few years. Seventeen 

percent thought they would get worse, while 2-7.0- percent thought prob

lems would stay the-same, and U2.0 percent thought that problems con

fronting the -area would be solved. .- ..............

- ■ Many -times neighboring counties have quite similar problems. Is 

it -beneficial for counties and their development-groups to exchange 

ideas, successes, and problems-with their neighboring counties? Table 

33 summarizes respondents reactions to this question. As shown in - 

this table, there was strong agreement that by-exchanging ideas, suc

cesses, and problems one county-often learns from another how to get 

things accomplished. : Yellow's tone- - County- • respondents did not feel 

strongly about this proposition, but their reactions were still of a 

positive nature.



TABLE 31

RESPONDENTS AWARENESS OF THE SOUTH CENTRAL 
MONTANA- DEVELOPMENT FEDERATION

N=1Q2 .. . ..

. . . . . . . . . . . I: ■ No 1 ■ "Uncertain Yee

"County-" . r~ — No: - ... "No:" 6T

Carbon ..... 12 2 16.7 I 8.3 I 9 75.0

Golden. Valley B 2 25.0 . — -6 75.0

Mussel-shell Il —— — —- 11 100.0

Stillwater- 12 I 8.3 — 11 91,7

Sweet Grass II 2 18.2 - 9 81.8

Wheat-land-- 9 — L. 11,1 -8 88.9

"Yellowstone- - • ■ —  —  — - "20" ' $1:3" “' ' 2. 5.1- - I? - Ii3:6""

"Total-" - - "log- -- '27"' ■ 26:ir ■■" ’"• ’J4. ■- "3.8- 71 "69:8' -



TABLE 32
RESPONDENTS REACTION TO WHETHER AREA PROBLEMS WILL BE SOLVED, STAY 

THE SAME, CR GET WORSE-- IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS

_N=IOg_

- --I ' ■ "■ . 2 . '3; y ! ~ - it' ; "
-■

Uncertain Will |et Will' stay Will He Mean....

- " ... - ■ - ■
worse the same solved category

response

"County ---N'."'- No; - N o : - $i~ No :' ■ - No. -%-■ ' ' ‘ -----

Carbon 12 3 "25.0 I 8.3 3 25.0 5 itl.T -2:83

Golden
7Valley 8 2 25.0 I 12.5 U 5 o .o I 12.5 2.50

Mussel
shell 11 I 9.1 6 5U.5 it 36.it 3.16
Still
water 12 2 16.7 k 33.3 2 16.7 it 33.3 2.67

Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 I 9.1 U 36.it 5 i45.it 3.18

Wheat-
land- - - 9 I 11.1 3 33.3 I 11.1 it a .  5 ' 2.89

Yellow
's tone- " " ■ - — ■ — 37— -Jl"' 10:8" “Y - - i 8t 9

I
- 7— 18-. 9 ■ 19- ■ 5i-.it' -.3:11 '

Total Response . IQQ.. lip- lip.0 17 17.0 27 27.0 it2  it2.;o 2.98

"No-Response -g--- " " .... . -  ■

"Total' ’ -_102"--
:•!' - -

■ -  ----------- —

' r
-
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT BY EXCHANGING IDEAS, SUCCESSES, PROBLEMS 
ONE COUNTY LEARNS FROM ANOTHER-HOW TO GET THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

.#102_ .

TABLE 33

- -■2--- " '
h . 3 h.

—  - -

Very " 
seldom

Sometimes Definitely Mean - " 
"category 

-response

-County...... --N;' “No. ■%— 'No; ■ -N o i -- - -

Carbon 12 c=>» ="= 2 16.7 10 83.3 4.83

Golden Valley 8 2 25.0 6 '75.0 4.75

Musselshell 11 *=—  — I 9.1 10 90.9 4.91

Stillwater- 12 I -8.3 11 # h.9Z

Sweet Grass 11 3 27.3 8 72.7 4.73

Wheatland- - - 9 ' 3 33.3 6 66.7 4.67 ■

'"Yellowstone -' ~1$-" 38.5 " 22' -"56-.Ijr'- 4:46 —

"Total- 102-'
i ■'

-- 2- 2".0' --2T- - 26.5’- 73" - 71:5" - 4:68...

- -It is- believed that many -decisions affecting local communities - 

are- made in the political arena. - Respondents-were asked if they- felt 

that more than-one county, often had to- be heard from- on important. 

issues, because many decisions were made on a political basis. - Data 

relative to this questiop appears in Table 3k- As is pointed out in
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT MORE THAN ONE COUNTY OFTEN HAS TO 
BE HEARD FROM ON IMPORTANT ISSUES BECAUSE MANY 

DECISIONS ARE MADE ON A POLITICAL BASIS

........ _. _ _Nel02 . „ ,. . .

TABLE 3k

Uncertain Definitely, mean ■ ' - 
Icategory 

... Jresponse.

Somewhat
little

No;.. % No. ' •%- ■ ■ %  I -- County - ' •

Carbon

Golden Valley

Musselshell

Sweet-Grass

Wheatland

' Yellowstone-

31 ~30.Ii r 62 -60.8' ;r k .$0• 6.8-2.0

Table 3k there was definite agreement as indicated by the fact that

2.0 percent seemed- to disagree, 30.k percent somewhat agreed, and 

60.8-percent definitely agreed that-more than one county did have to 
be heard from. Yellowstone County identified leaders felt less this 

way than leaders from the smaller, surrounding, more rural areas.
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Do advantages accrue to • one county- by supporting the development of 

a proposed industry in a - neighboring county? Respondents were asked this 

question and the findings are presented in-fable 35. Of all respondents5 

58.8 -percent agreed definitely that- there were advantages to supporting ' 

a proposed industry -In a netg^iboring -county. Agreeing somewhat that it 

would be beneficial were 29.U percent of all-respondents. Swteet Grass 

and Golden-Valley-County-leaders, weije--least-definite in their-feelings 

of advantage to-their counties, than -were the remaining five counties.

Respondents were asked if they felt- that rural people- understood 

the problems - of the- towns--and cities-in their area. - -The question- -was 

reversed to see if town and city people understood the problems of the 

rural area.

Table 36 points out that only 6.9 percent of all respondents felt 

that the rural- people definitely understood the problems of the towns 

and cities in their area. Replying that they somewhat understood the 

urban problems were- 5l.0 percent while 30.3 -percent indicated rural 

people understood these problems -very- little. --

Table 37- shows - that when asked if the town and - city -people under

stood- the problems- of the- rural people in their areas the response- 

pattern was very similar to that -in Table 36. It would appear that 

rural people understood the problems of the town and city to about the 

same degree that town and city people understood the problems of the
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DO RESPONDENTS SEE ADVANTAGES TO THEIR COUNTY SUPPORTING THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROPOSED INDUSTRY IN A NEIGHBORING COUNTY

N=IO 2

TABLE 35

Very ' iUncertainNot at Some
what

Mean" '■Definitely
categorylittle
response

• Goxmty- -Nt -No t " ■ "No: ■ '

2 16.7 2 16.7

Golden S —  
Valley 8| —

Mussel- I 
shell 111 —

water

Sweet
Grass 11 —

Wheat'
land

Yellow-
"Stone--

Iq."' ■ 3"-9| 30 “29".i;i"60" 58v8i” " iivSB----1""1.0-f --7"Totals-102
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TABLE 36

DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT RURAL PEOPLE UNDERSTAND THE 
PROBLEMS OF THE TOWNS AND CITIES IN THEIR AREA

. .NsiO 2 .
'

I - - ■2- - p ■ ' a p ’

- ■ - ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■

I

Definitely Some
what

Uncertain Very
little

Not
all

at Mean'- ■
category
response-

- Gomty-- N-.-No; - - - -%-■ -No t "- '-%\ -No; ....% -No; —  -% "No.

Carbon 12 k 33-3 —— =*=- 7 58;. it I 8.3 3.ii2

Golden
Valley 8 2 ' 25.0 k 5o .q =«- 2 25.0 = ™ -*«= 2.25

Mussel
shell 11 2 18.2 7 63.6 I 9.1 I  9.1 €•«=. eeee 2.09

Still
water 12 8 66.7 I 8.3 3 25.0 eeee ce ea 2.58

Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 6 5^.5 2 18.2 2 18.2 = =

I

2.ii5

Wheat- 
land. -- 9 I 11.1 Ii- Iiii-.5 I 11.1 3 33.3 2.67
■ Tellow-
’StOhB'--39 ■ -T - - 2:6- -i9-‘-ita-.-r •■— 5"' 12:8- -TB" ~33 v 3' ' - 1 ' 2.6' '-2:85'-"

"Totals 102 7 6.9- 52- 51-.0
---- — —

-10- ' 9;8' -31-30.3 - 2 - 2.0 - 2;70 -
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TABLE 37'

DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT THE TOWN AND CITY PEOPLE UNDERSTAND 
THE PROBLEMS OF THE RURAL PEOPLE IN THEIR AREA

N-102

-I- • -2" ' 3" ■ ' Tl). 5 I
efinitely Some

what
Uncertain Very

little
Not
all

at Mean" ■
category
response

■ Gdunty “ N: - -- No: - %\ -No: .. % No. ' '% No: " ■% No. % ■ "

Carbon 1£ k 33.3 —— 8 66.7 •=™ 3.33

Golden 
Valley £ «==■ •=»** 3 37.S —  ■ 5 62.5 —— 3.25

Mussel
shell 13 9 81.8 I 9.1 I- 9.1 — — 2.27

Still
water 12 —  — k 33.3 I 8.3 7 58.4 — 3.25

Sweet 
Grass 11 "8 72.7 I 9.1 2 18.2 — - ”” 2.U5

Wheat- 
land -- $ 2 22.2 3 33.3 I 11.1 3 33.it — — — 2.55

Yellow
stone ■ 39 'I' 2.6 21" 33.8 ~ -- Ili -35:9 - 3 ' "7.7' 2:92

'Totals-102 - 2 ^ -52" 51:0'U 3:9 -UO"-39.3 -3 ■ 2:9 3;88
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rural-areas j as rated by - r e s p o n d e n t s In-neither ease was the under

standing of each others-problems very positive.-...........

Respondents-were asked if- they thought developments- that- helped 

the surrounding small towns -and rural areas had dr positive effect-on 

Billings. Conversely - they were asked if - they "thought developments - 

that helped-Billings had a positive effect on the surrounding -areas. 

This data is presented-in -Tables 38 and 39. ■

. . - Table 38 -indicates that there was definite agreement that- devel

opments -that -helped the - surrounding small -towns and- rural - areas - had a 

positive effect on -fillings. - No- -leaders responded that there would- 

be a-detrimental- effect- to-Billitigp5,-- and -73.3 percent - responded that

these developments-would have a -positive --effect on Billings......

Table-39 points- out that-there-was not-the-definite agreement - 

about -developments - that helped Billings having - a positive-effect on 

the CTiral- - areas - as - was - the response to- rural area developments - help

ing Billings. -- Of all -respondents 36.6 percent thought that Billings 
developments had a definite-positive-effect on rural - areas. This com

pared to 73.̂  percent -who responded that rural- area developments had 

a  definite positive effect on-Billings.-- No--respondents-thought- that 

Billings developments, would be very detrimental to the rural areas; 

howeverj 8.0 percent thought they could be somewhat detrimental.
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT DEVELOPMENTS THAT HELP T p  SURROUNDING 
SMALL TOWNS AND RURAL AREAS HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT ON BILLINGS

TABLE 38

• -' -- . .N-IO2 ;." ' ” “ - -

“• ' ■
I

"I' - 2- -■. - “ " 3
' '

j
Definitely
positive

Somewhat Uncertain Mean'.''- • 
category 

-response--"

• County-... . " ■.. N- ' * I ■No: ----- -No.'-

Carbon 12 7 $8.3 5 41.7 *— 1 .U2

Golden- Valley 8 k $0 :0 -i 00-0 1.00

Musselshell 11 8 72.7 3 27.3 S= ] 1.27

Stillwater- 12 11 91.7 I -8.3 — —■* - 1.08

Sweet -Grass 11 7 63.6 3 27.3 I 9.1 • 2.RS

Wheatland - - 9 7 77.8 .1 11.1 I n - L 1.33

" Yellowstone" ~ - --39'. 31’ 79'. 5"- -8. 20:0 - S= •" “ -SS - ' - ̂ t L̂"1 "* ■*** **

"Total"- ■ -102 " '1 $-" •73:5r- ~2$-~-.2k'.$" 2' ■ 2:0" - "I.28 ... 1

\
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TABLE 39

DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT DEVELOPMENTS THAT HELP BILLINGS HAVE A 
POSITIVE EFFECT ON THE SURROUNDING SMALL TOWS AND RURAL AREAS

. .---  . . . N-lOP..

I': ' 2 ’ ■* 3 ' ' - -4 ' ' ■ ■

Definitely
ppsitive

Somewhat
positive

Uncertain Somewhat, 
"detri
mental: - -

Mean' - " 
category

- — - • I SbpOiitits

" County------- - "Nt" No". No; —  / -No: ------ f.. No: --

Carbon 12 U 33.3 7 58.Ii I 8.3 1.75

Golden Valley 8 2 2^.0 6 75.0 -C=, .-•» ■ I-- - —a 1.75

Musselshell 11 3 27-3 3 27.3 3 27.3 2 18.1 2.36

Stillwater- 12 6 5o.o 5 41.7 I 8.3 ~ 1.58

Sweet Grass 11 I 9.1 6 54.5 2 18.2 2 18.2 2.45

Wheatland- . 8 •1 12.5 4 5o.o 2 25.0 I 12.5 2.37

-Yellowstone-' 39- 20- -51.3' ■-13- 33:3- '3' ' 7.7 ’-.3" ' 7.7-- ■ I: ?2 " ■’ -

Total
Response-- ioil 37 36.6 44-43.6 12. 11..8... 8 8.0 1.91

HNo "Response:- • - i- -■ - . - -

’ -
-Total - '102-' „ O. . —

’0.

, Yi

--- -
t—
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Cooperative Extension Service, Governmental 

Agencies and Community Development 

One objective of this study was to obtain feedback from respondents 

regarding the Cooperative Extension Service as related "to community de

velopment in the area. Questions were asked to obtain responses about. 

Federal and State government community participation to have a basis 

for comparison with the Extension Service..

Table UO presents the results when-respondents were asked if -they 

thought the Cooperative Extension Service had been effective in helping 

make the area a better--place to live. Only £.0 percent of the respond

ents ■felt that the Extension Service -had- not been effective in making ■ 

the area a better place to live. Fifty-eight percent agreed -that they 

had helped make the area a better place to live and 19.0 percent agreed 

strongly. All identified-leaders interviewed in Stillwater County re

acted positively to Extension1s assistance in helping make the area a 

better place to-live. -

Respondents were asked if the Cooperative Extension Service had 

assisted organized development efforts in their- community. ■ ■ As shown 

in Table Ilr of- all respondents- 66.0-percent said that Extension had 

assisted with-organized-development efforts. Ten-percent of - the-lead

ers- said- Extension had not assisted, and 2I4..O percent did not know. 
Golden- Valley County, without- an- organized approach to community de

velopment, -and Wheatland County without a local county Extension Agent 

accounted for much of the negative response.
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE HAS BEEN 
EFFECTIVE IN HELPING TO MAKE THE AREA A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE

NplO 2

TABLE UO

2 3 - 'U" "  - 5
----------—

- . .

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean- ' • 
category 
response -

I" County -N. - No. ■ No-. % N o , No. ' %

Carbon 12 — . „  • 2 16 .7 9 75.o I 8.3 3.92

Golden Valley. ■ 8 I 1 2 .5 <*- 5 .6 2 .5 2 25 .0 U.00

Musselshell 11 I 9 .1 — 7 6 3 .6 3 2 7 .3 U.09

Stillwater- 12 —— 7 ' 58 .3 5 U l.7 U.U2

Sweet Grass 11 — — 2 1 8 .2 8 72.7 I 9 .1 3 .91

Nheatland 9 2 22 .2 U UU.5 3 33.3 —  ' 3 .11

"Yellowstone - • 39 I -2 .7 10 27;0 19 5 1 .3 - -7 - - I 8 . 9 - - 3.-86- - '■ -|

Total 
Response - 101 5 5 .0 18 1 8 .0 58 58 .0 19 1 9 .0 3.91

"No"Response ■ I - -
■

rTotal 102 .... . . -
I i
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RESPONDENTS RESPONSE TO HAD THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
ASSISTED WITH ORGANIZED DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS IN THEIR COMMUNITY

- N=IO?

TABLE la

-... No - Uncertain- — Yes.....

' County • ’ -N. No; '%• ■ "No. % No %■ ■

Carbon ■ 12 2 16.7 10 83.3

Golden Valley -8 3 37.5 2 25.0 3 37.5

Musselshell 11 2 18.2 9 81.8

Stillwater- 12 —— —= • =” 12 100.0

Sweet Grass 11 — " 3 27.3 8 72.7

■ Wheat-land- - 9 3 33.3 h a . 5 - 2 22.2

" Yellowstone- "37"' " -2- >■-'■ J-j T-TI-- - AV-— 13-- 35'.I---- _ gg- — ^ ̂ '--

Total Response ioa 10. 10.0 2k 21*. 0 66 66.0

"No-Response- - ~ ■ ” -2--n~ r. • .... ’ " - ■ - - -

-.Total" ... -102- ’ - ■ - / ■■
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Respondents were asked to rate Cooperative Extension’s assistance 

to organized community- development. As shown in Table i|2, in Carbon - 

and Stillwater Counties all respondents thought Extension's assistance 

had been beneficial- or most beneficial. Of all respondents £0.6-per

cent thought--Extension Assistance to organized community development 

had been beneficial and 27.2 percent thought their assistance had

been most - beneficial. .......  -- -

■ In order to ascertain whether or not Extension's assistance to 

community development efforts were dominerring, or cooperative  ̂ lead

ers were asked if they thought the Extension Service had dominated

development efforts. ..........

-• - As indicated in Table k3s- of all respondents 70.0 percent thought 

Extension had cooperated with development-efforts most of the time. 

Leaders in Stillwater Cojonty responded positively at the 100 percent 

level. — - - ...

Do federal agencies dominate the situation when local groups try-- 

to cooperate with them on development- programs?- - Respondents were, asked 

this question and results from data are presented in Table- UU which 

reveals that 28. J percent - of- all respondents disagreed that federal- 

agencies dominated the . situation when--local-groups tried-to- cooperate 

with them.- ■ However, $8. Ii- percent agreed - that federal-agencies-tend 

to;- dominate and 12. P--percent - were uncertain.. The highest- -agreement 

was experienced in Musselshell County. Their high agreement could
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RESPONDENTS RATING OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION'S ASSISTANCE 
TO ORGANIZED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

TABLE U2

NslO 2 ...

U ’ T- "I

Df little Of some 
help

Uncertain J Benefi- post bene- 
cial Eicial

Mean" ' “ 
category- 
response

County ■ N ; - No.I No. ‘
Carbon 10

Golden
Valley

Mussel
shell

water

Sweet
Grass

"Wheat- 
land -- 33.3.

Yellow-
12 1Itlili

111 50.Total ■ 81 22 27.210 12.3

-No ReS:-21-

“Total - '102
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TABLE k3

RESPONDENTS RESPONSE TO WHETHER EXTENSION COOPERATED WITH OR 
TENDED TO DOMINATE COMMDNITT DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

. .N*102...........

--I 3 ■ ' •r ii-

Dominated Hncertain[Cooperated Cooperated Mean' ,
most of some of most of category

--
time time ■ time' response

- County - • ' N, " No: % No: ■ %-■ No: %■• ■No' %

Carbon 10 2 20l.p 8 80.0 U.80
Golden Valley ■$ I 20.0 I 20.0 2 Uo.o I 20.0 3.Uo

Musselshell 11 —— 1 2 18.2 ■9 81.8 U.82 I
Stillwater-. 12 - — -- 0™ - 12 100.0 5.00

Sweet Grass 11 3 27.3 I 9.1 7 '63.6 U.36

Wheatland 3 — I 33.3 I 33.3 I 33.U U.00
"Yellowstone■ - 28 ■ - 7- ■25-.0 ; 7 25.0-■18- 6^:3 • -U'. 39 -

Total Res. 80 I 1.2 12 15.0 12 15.0 56 70.0 U.5l

•Nd'Response""" 22 ------ - • ~  ~  - - ~ -- ' - -----L-. ... ... . —  * -J —

-Total"- ....— 102 ' - - • • ' -■* • -  - -....-
" -- • r : ..I

could be related to the fact that ■ they have -had some degree of frustra

tions trying to obtain federal supported financing for their proposed 

mushroom industry
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RESPONDENTS REACTION TO: WHENEVER LOCAL GROUPS' TRY TO COOPERATE
WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES ON DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, THE FEDERAL 

AGENCY USUALLY WINDS UP DOMINATING THE SITUATION

. .N=102.

TABLE 41i

- ; 2 — 3 ' ‘ ' - k 5' ■

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response-

™County ~ No: ..% - No: No;- ■ - No; - - “ - - - - - - —

Carbon 12 h 33. k I 9 .3  , 6 5o .o I 8 .3 3 .3 3

Golden-Valley -8 *=*“ 2 2 5 .0 6 75.o =™ ' 3 .7 5

Musselshell 11 I 9 .1 = “ 6 5 4 .5 4 3 6 .4 4 .18

Stillwater- 12 3 25 .0 —— 8 66 .7 I 8 .3 3.-58

Sweet Grass 11 3 2 7 .3 2 1 8 .2 5 4 5 .4 I 9 .1 3 .36

Wheatland 9 3 3 3 .3 3 3 3 .3 3. 3 3 .4 C-«» 3 .00

■ Yellowstone"' ■38- 15" 39 :5 ' 13 :2 - 16 42 :0 - 2 • 5 .3  - " 3 .1 3  • -

Total Res. 101, 29 28 .7 13 1 2 .9 5o 4 9 .5 9 8 .9  ' 3.39

No-Response'' -I- - _ - - - - ' - “ . - - - - - - -

Total
I II. , — M— ’

102 - - . ..
— ;— —

To further explore leaders attitudes relative to the Federal 

Gdvertiment1 s participation in dealing with community problems, respond- • 

"ents were asked if- they thought. Federal Agency participation was largely 

ineffective. Table U5 presents this data. Of all respondents 39.2
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TABLE 45

DO RESPONDENTS FEEL THAT FEDERAL AGENCIES ARE LARGELY INEFFECTIVE 
IN DEALING WITH THE PROBLEMS OF THEIR COMMUNITY

Nslp2_

. '■gr . 3 -Ii-' 5 ■" • - 1 "

- -
•- —

Disagree Uncertain Agree

-

Agree
strongly

Mean
category

"response-

-County.... -N; - No. ■ ■ ■ ■ % ■ -No: .. No: - ■ % - \ No.

Carbon 12 7 58.4 I Q.3 J 25.0 I ,8.3 2.83

Golden-Valley 8 2 25.0 I 12.5 5 62.5 ™— 3.37 '

Musselshell 11 2 18.1 —* 6 54.6 3 27.3 3.91

Stillwater- 12 4 33.3 3 25. Q 4 33.3 I 8.4 3.16

Sweet Grass 11 4 36.4 3 27.3j: 3 27.3 I 9.0 3.10

Wheat-land-- - 9 -6 66.7 I 11.. i 2 22.2. —= pm’mm 2.56

r Yellowstone"' 39' 36.5- 12 30.8 10-"25.6 - ■2 - 5.1 -- 2.97 * ■

I Total ■ 102" ■ uo. 39.2 21 20.6 33 32:3. -8- 7-9 -. — - -.... -t-

percent felt- 'Strongly that they'' .were ineffective, and 20,6 percent were 

uncertain. Response toward federal agency effectiveness was - closely 

split.

It was-.felt desirable- to view State Agencies- as well as the 

Cooperative Extension Service and Federal Agencies. The Extension
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Service is- supported financially by County, State and-Federal funds 

thus is neither a straight-line Federal or State Agency, however 

related. - . . .

Next -respondents were asked if they thought state agencies were 

largely ineffective -in dealing with the problems of their community. 

Table I4.6 presents this data. -
There was more-agreement that state agencies were ineffective 

in assisting local communities than there-was for federal agencies, - - 

as indicated- by the- fact that U3-.0- percent disagreed that state agencies 
were ineffective-and 39.2 percent indicated disagreement- when asked the 
same question regarding Federal Agencies. Cf all respondents 28.^ per

cent agreed that State - Agencies were- ineffective-,- compared to 32.3- 

percent who felt Federal Agencies-were ineffective.-- In-Sweet-Grass 

County- 63.6- -percent of the- respondents were uncertain-as to state - 
agencies effectiveness in -dealing with problems of their community.

•Table -ItT--presents-the feelings -of leaders -when asked if they
‘

thought community needs should- be met- by- government agencies. As in

dicated 50.0 percent of-all respondents-felt that community, needs......
should--not-be--met-lay government agencies, and 9.8 percent felt strongly 
that- they should not be met . There was- a relatively high degree of 

uncertainty (-21.6■ percent) in response to this -question.
Eleven factors, commonly referred to as theory factors, were listed 

(Question 21, Schedule C, Appendix A). These factors were developed 

from many of the principles of community development that Hoe and others
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TABLE U6

DO RESPONDENTS EEEL THAT STATE AGENCIES ARE LARGELY INEFFECTIVE 
IN DEALINb WITH THE PROBLEMS OF THEIR COMMUNITY

.....9=102.

" ; 2-" -' ' 73 \x ' "  .  J
Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree

strongly
Mean
category

“response-

: County" I ; No: " %- No".'' " %' No; No: I-'

Carbon 12 8 66.7 2 16.7 I -8.3 I 8.3 2.58

Golden Valley 8 7 87.5 I 12.5 —  ■
1

2.25

Musselshell 11 2 18.2 2 18.2 6 54.5 I 9.1 3.54

Stillwater- 12 5 l£.6 2 16.^ 5 41.8 —— _ — 3.00

Sweet Grass 11 3 27.3 7 63.6 1 9 4 —  I ™— 2.82

Wheatland 9 5 55.6 2 22.2 I  2 . 22.2 2.67

-Yellowstone^""39" "19 " 48 :8 "' LL3*-'" 33 3 ■' 2:85.'

Total" ‘ 102'" • 1+9' 1+8:0' 22' ' 21.6- 29'-28:4“ -2"-'2:0"' “ “2.84 '
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DO RESPONDENTS FEEL. THAT COMMUNITY NEEDS SHOULD 
BE MET BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

N=IO 2

TABLE k7

C---— ______________
I 2 ■ ■ ._,3' ; 4 - ■ 5 ’ ■

D
S
isagree
trongly

Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree
strongly

Mean
category
response-

'County' -Ni No;----% 'No; —  - % No; ' - ~n~%\ 'No;--- %- No; - ----- ----

Carbon 12 ““ ’ ™ 6 5o.o it 33.3 2 16.7 — — 2.67

Golden
Valley 8 — ” — — 2 25.0 3 37.5 3 37.5 —— 3.12

Mussel
shell 11 I 9.1 2 18.2 2: 18.2 4 36.3 2 :L8.2 3-36

Still
water 12 it 33.3 7 58.it I 8.3 — — — 1.75

Sweet
Grass 11 I 9.1 8 72.7 I 9.1 I 9-1 —- — 2.18

Wheat- 
land -- 9 I 11.2 it itit.it it it4.it — 2.33

Yellow
stone -' 39 ■ 3 7.7 22 56 :4 ■ 7 17.9 5 1 2 .9 2 5.1 ■2.51

- Total■ -102 10- 9.8 -$1' . 5ovo 22 - 21.6 I 15" 14.7- 4 - 3.9- ■ 2;53-
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have written about 3

FIGURE I

NUMBER OF COMMUNITY. DEVELOPMENT THEORY FACTORS RESPONDENTS 
FEEL NECESSARY FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TO TAKE PLACE

Average Number of Factors Checked

County 0 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9  IO 11
Carbon (N=12)

Golden Valley (N=8) 

Musselshell (N=Il) 

Stillwater (N-12)

Sweet Grass (N=Il) 

Wheatland (N=9) 

Yellowstone (N»39) 

Total Ave. Res. (N=IO2)

____________ (9.67)

__ (6.67)

_______  (8.11)
(5.92)

_________  (9.33)

_______ (6.88)
______  (7.72)

_______  (8.15)

All factors positively influence successful community development 

as a deomcractically structured process. It was assumed that the more 

factors checked by respondents, the greater their understanding of the 

community development process. The effectiveness of community devel

opment educational endeavors is assumed to be related to the number of 

factors checked. As shown in Figure I, respondents in Carbon and Sweet 

Grass Counties appeared to have the more sophisticated knowledge of the

^Edward 0. Moe, Some Principles in Community Development, Paper 
from Bureau of Community Development, Department of Sociology, Utah 
University, Salt Lake City, 1966.
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process and Stillwater respondents have the least.-

As educational institutions, the Extension Service and others 

could look at this type of data to ascertain past community develop

ment educational effectiveness, and draw implications for future edu

cational endeavors.



GHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Selection and Use of a Statistical Model 

- Selection bf a method-to facilitate interpreting collected data 

was made jointly by the researcher and his graduate advisor. The data 

was programmed for automatic data processing, utilizing the Sigma 7 

Computor at Montana- State University.

Associated with every statistical  ̂test is a model and a measure?- 

ment requirement. If the model and the measurement requirement satisfy 

certain - conditions, then the test is valid under these conditions.

Often, it is possible to test whether the conditions of- a particular 

statistical mo del-are met. More often, one has to assume that they are 

met. Therefore, the conditions of the statistical model of the test 

are often referred to as assumptions.

A parametric statistic can be used when the following assumptions 

can be made about the data, the population, and the sample from which 

the data were drawn: - -

(a) Independent observations ,exist in- the population.

. (b) Observations are drawn from-a normally distributed population, 

(c) The observations must have the same variance, or a known ratio 

of,variance..

I I ' - - - .Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,"New York, 1956) p. Id.
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(d.) The variables involved must have been measured in at least an
2interval scale.

The entire population was interviewed (i.e0, those identified com

munity leaders) . Therefore, - assumptions , (e.) 5 the existence of independ

ent observations, and (b)s observations drawn from a normally distrib

uted population, were both satisfied.

Assumption (c), relating to a known variance, was satisfied for 

specific, determined variables by obtaining individual respondent data 

for the following: (l) income, (2) age, (3) length of residency, (it)

community permanency, (5)- formal education, (6) occupational level, (7) 

measured social activity by organizational membership, elective offices 

held, and meetings attended. This actual data w a s ■collected and ulti

mately correlated to determine specific variance, thus partially satis

fying assumption (c).

Assumption (d), dealing with measurement of variables on at least 

an -interval scale, was satisfied to the point that questions asked of 

respondents -were-scaled for response (Appendix-A, Schedule C). In many 

cases, the data collected indicated that subjects responded to more or 

less of a given characteristic than another, and the actual how much, or 

less, was not known.

The Norton study, as reported by Linquist, indicated that the F- 

test can be used in experimental situations in which there is serious

2Ibid., p. 19.



doubt about the underlying assumptions of normality and homogeneity of
3variance. Lindquist further states that "unless the departure from 

normality is so extreme that it can be easily detected by mere inspec

tion of the data5 the departure from normality will probably have no 

appreciable effect on the validity of the F^test5 and the probabilities 

read from the F-table may be used as close approximations to the true
hprobabilities

A non-parametric correlation may be more statistically soundj how

ever 5 because the- non-parametric correlation is a weaker test, the use

of the F-test, with given limitations of statistical accuracy  ̂may ^ive
5as precise a-test.

Dr. Richard C. Lund recommended that the researcher proceed with 

the use of--an F-test, with known I inn tat.i nnm constantly i n mind.. - 

The Pearson Product-Moment-Correlation test was used to test for 

significance. This test5 -indexes two properties of ^relationship.

The first of these is the magnitude of the relationship =. - that is5 

the degree to which the variables vary together. The second is the

3E. F„ Lindquist5 Design and Analysis of Experiments in Psychology 
and Education, Houghton Mifflin Co.5 Boston5 1953^ p. ti6. '

^Xbid. , p. 86. - . ..

^Conference with Dr. Wm. Lassey5 (Center for Planning and Develop
ment 5 Montana State Wniversity5-Bozeman5 Montana5- -May-It5 1970)

6 'Conference with Dr. Richard C . Lund5 (Mathematics Department5 
Montana State Wniversity5 May It5 1970).
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direction of the relationships whether the. variables vary together 

(positively) j or whether they vary inversely (negatively). Correlation, 

then, characterizes -the existence of a relationship between variables. 

While there-may be many reasons for a relationship, correlation says
*7nothing about these reasons.

Confidence limits used to determine significance were set at the 

.05 level. This is the accepted-level of significance for similar soc

iological research. Barnes points out that because of the relatively 

rough measuring instruments we must use in this type of research, the 

five-percent level--of significance is as stringent a level as prac-
Q

tic able. He further stated, nThe level at which the researcher chooses

to set significance should be determined by his estimate of the impor-
o

tanee or practical significance of his findings.” -

The researcher decided to accept as significant -all values at the 

.05 level. This decision was in keeping with the study objectives and 

acceptable, research practices.

7 Z ■ . - - -Frederick Williams, Reasoning- With, Statistics ,/Holt, Rinehart, 
and Winston, Incl-,- Eew York, 196b, p. 127-128.

8 --Fred P."Baniesj-Practical Research Processes, (Springfield,
111,, Illinois Curriculum Program, Office of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, 1558), p. 8©.

^Ibid., p. 81.
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With the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation, all r values that
IOexceed .195 will be significant at the .05 level.

Analysis- of Study Data

In order-to provide the reader - with- an early overview of the data. 

Table U8 shows all the -relationships existing in the study as tested by 

the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation. Using a linear regression model, 

all forty-eight variables are compared to each other. As mentioned ear

lier, all values exceeding .195 are significant at the .05 level.

In all positive relationships, the measures vary together; the 

two variables thus are moving together in a positive direction, or

together in a negative direction. In all negative relationships,
11variables move in opposite directions to each other. For example, 

if age-in-years and length of residence in the community both vary in 

the same direction, the magnitude of the measurement would be positive.

Background Information of Respondents •

Respondents* income level. - When-comparing respondents' income 

level with the other forty-seven variables, a significant positive 

relationship-existed between leaders' income level and the number of 

organizations that.respondents belonged to; formal educational

10George W. Shedecor and William, Cochran, Statistical Methods,.
Iowa State University,-Ames, Iowa, 1967, p. 17k.

11Frederick Williams, og. cit., p. 127.
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TABLE 48

RELATIONSHIPS EXISTING BETWEEN 48 STUDY VARIABLES

^Significant at the .05 level
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achievement of respondentsj- number of meetings attended, and that sev

eral organizations should work individually on community development, 

instead of through one central organization. This means that as re

spondents' income level increased, so did feelings toward these other 

four variables. . . .

A significant negative relationship existed between respondents-' 

income level and that the Extension- Service has made the area a better 

place to live; effectiveness of Extension* s assistance to community 

development; Extension's cooperation with development efforts; and that 

citizens don't care enough about their community to solve problems need

ing to be solved. In other words, as respondents* income level tended 

to increase, their attitudes toward these four variables tended to 

decrease. -

Respondents' age. - The relationship that existed when comparing 

the respondents' age to the other forty-seven variables showed that a 

significant positive relationship existed between age and length of 

leader residency in the community, and the number of elective offices 

held by respondents. For instance, as age increases, so does the res

idency length and number of offices held.

A significant negative relationship existed when comparing age 

with respondents' knowledge of an existing development organization in
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their county, and with federal agencies being largely ineffective in 

dealing with community problems. In other words, as the age of the 

respondents increased, their attitudes toward these mentioned two vari

ables tended to decrease.

, Respondents' length of residency in the community. - The relation-
'■ ; V;. ■ ' V  ' :

ship that existed when comparing leaders' length of community residency

to-the other forty-seven variables indicates that a significant positive 
'

correlation existed between residency and-the number of organizations 

to which leaders belong; their age; that federal agencies tend to domi

nate development efforts^when local groups try to work with them; that 

the Extension Service has helped make the area a better place to live; 

and that-more than one county often has to be heard from because of 

decisions-made on a political basis. -It appears that-the longer a lead

er lives in a community, the more positive his attitude toward the five 

above mentioned variables.

■k significant negative relationship existed between the respon

dents' length of residency and -Ms-formal educational achievement.. - In 

other-words,-the longer a leader lived in a community, generally the 

lesser relative formal education he had achieved.

Permanency of leaders in their- communities. - When comparing 

leaders' feelings of permanency toward staying in their communities to 

the other forty-seven variables, a significant positive relationship 

existed between permanency and the educational achievement of leaders.
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A significant negative relationship existed between community per

manency and the idea that most community development activities are 

carried out by people paid to accomplish community development; devel

opment is necessary even if outcomes are uncertain; involving and in

forming people are major problems of development;, and supporting de

velopments in neighboring counties is important. As leaders feel more 

permanent as community residents, correspondingly they tended to feel 

less strongly about these four variables.

Educational achievement of respondents. - When comparing the for- 

. mal educational achievement of leaders to the other forty-seven vari

ables, a significant positive relationship existed between educational 

achievement and occupational level; the number of meetings attended; 

permanency in the community; and the income level of respondents. As 

respondents indicated more formal-education achieved, there was a cor

responding increase in the four variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between formal edu

cational achievement-and length of residency; whether problems will be 

solved; that the Extension Service -has-made the area a better place to 

live; whether the Extension Service has supported organized community 

development; how-effective Extaasion Service has been; and whether 

Extension has cooperated with development activities. In other words, 

as the educational level of leaders increased, their attitudes toward 

these five variables decreased.
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Occupational level of respondents. - When comparing the occupa

tional .level of leaders to the other forty-seven variables} there existed 

a significant positive relationships between occupational level, formal 

educational level, and the • number of meetings attended. As leaders 

achieved higher occupational level, the two mentioned variables also 

tended to increase.

A significant negative relationship existed between occupational 

level when compared to joining neighboring counties to plan development5 
that the Extension Service has supported organized-community develop

ment; that the Extension-Service assistance has been beneficial; - that 

the Extension Service has cooperated with community development efforts; 

and people not caring enough to solve problems. In other words, as the 

occupational level of -respondents tended to increase, their attitudes 

toward these six variables tended to decrease.

Organizations to which- respondents belong. - When comparing the 

number of organizations to which the respondent is a member to the 

other forty-seven variables, it can be noted that there was a signifi

cant positive relationship between this variable and the length of 

residency in the community; number of meetings attended; understanding • 

of community development as a process (theory factors checked); positive 

attitude of everyone benefiting from community development; that com

munity organizations should work individually on community development;
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development activities are important to try even though successes are 

not always obviousj involving and informing people are major problems 

associated with community development; supporting developments in 

neighboring counties is important; and with the variable relating to 

higher income level. In other words5 as the number of organizations to 

which respondents belonged increased,, likewise did the response of the 

above mentioned variables tend to increase.

Elective offices held- by respondents. - The comparison between 

the number of elective offices that respondents held and the other 

forty-seven variables indicated that a significant positive correla

tion existed between offices held and respondents8 age; that develop

ment without known successes are important; and that it is important- 

to support-developments ■ in neighboring-counties. Thus as-respondents 

hold, more-elective offices s they also tend to be older and be more 

positive in their attitudes toward the other two variables.

■ ■ A significant negative relationship exists- between the number of 

elective offices held and respondents' attitudes' toward problems, being 

solved in. the next few years; and that people don't care enough-to 

solve their problems. Thus5 as leaders hold more elective offices5 they 
tend to think problems won't be solved, and they tend to think citizens 

in general care about solving problems facing their. communities. -
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Meetings dealing with community improvement attended by-respond

ents. - The relationship that existed when comparing the number of 

meetings attended by respondents to the other forty-seven was a sig

nificant positive relationship between meetings attended and the. number 

of organizations to which respondents belonged; the occupational level 

of respondents; educational achievement of respondents; the understand

ing of community development as indicated by theory factors checked; 

membership in county-wide development organizations; activeness in 

development organizations;- that developments -are necessary even if 

outcomes are uncertain; that involving and informing people are -major 

problems- related to- community development; supporting developments in 

neighboring counties is important; and the income level of respondents. 

In summary, the more meetings attended, the more the leader's attitude 

increased toward these variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between the number of 

meetings attended and the idea that only a few people are affected by 

community development programs. For example, as leaders - attended more 

meetings, their attitude that only a few people are affected by commu

nity development tended to decrease.

Community Development - Local Level 

Respondents' knowledge of local-development organization. - The 

relationship that existed between respondents' knowledge of a develop

ment organization in their county and the other forty-seven variables
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indicated a significant positive correlation between awareness of such 

organizations and respondents-* understanding of community development 

(as measured by theory factors checked); respondents' membership in 

such organizations; how active respondents were in development organi

zations; how-long they have been active; effectiveness of-development 

organizations; knowledge of South Central Montana Development Federation; 

that everyone can benefit from community development; that development 

organizations have done some important things; that the Extension 

Service has assisted organized community development;■that Extension 

Service assistance to community development has been beneficial; that 

Extension tends to cooperate with development activities; and that by 

exchanging ideas, problems, etc., between counties,- they tend to learn 

from ehch other. -This indicated that as respondents were aware of 

their existing development organizations, their feelings toward these 

eleven variables became more positive.

A significant negative correlation existed between respondents' 

knowledge of their development organization- and the age of respondents. 

The younger respondents seemed to be more knowledgeable of development 

organizations.- . . .

Respondents * membership in development organizations. - When com

paring the-correlations between leaders' membership in development or

ganizations and the other forty-seven variables, significant positive 

relationships existed between membership and the number of meetings
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attended; respondents' knowledge of development organizations; active

ness in development organizations; length of time active-in development 

organizations; effectiveness of development organizations; knowledge of 

South Central Montana Development Federation; the need--for-multi-county- 

development efforts to supplement local development efforts; that local 

development organizations have done some important things; that develop

ment activities - are-important even -when successes are not obvious; that 

Extension Service assistance has been effective; that Extension has . 

cooperated with development efforts; and that by exchanging ideas, prob

lems, etc., one ■ county -often learns from a neighboring- county. In sum

mary, as respondents were members of development -organizations, their 

attitudes -toward the.above twelve variables tended to be more positive.

There was a significant negative correlation between- membership- - 

in development organizations and whether - community needs should be met 

by-governmental agencies. In other words, membership in development 

organizations tended to be associated -with a more negative feeling to

ward government agencies meeting cGmmunity needs. . . .

How active respondents are in development organizations. - The 

relationship that existed when comparing how active respondents were 

in their development organizations to the other forty-seven variables, 

significant positive relationships existed between membership and the 

number of meetings attended; respondents1 knowledge of development



organization; membership in development organization; how long active 

in organization; effectiveness of development organization; knowledge 

of South Central Montana Development Federation; • -the- need for multi

county development organization; commmunity organizations working 

individually on community development; the need-for -multi-county 

development efforts -to supplement local organizations; that develop

ment organizations, have done some- important things; development with

out obvious- successes is important; supporting developments in-neigh

boring counties is important; Extension Service assistance - to community 

development has been beneficial; Extension has tended to cooperate 

with community development efforts; that by exchanging ideas  ̂problems, 

etc., one county often learns from another; and developments that help 

rural areas help-Billings. This indicated that as respondents became 

more active in -development organizations, their attitudes toward the 

above sixteeh variables tended to increase.

A significant negative relationship existed between activeness 

in development-organizations and community needs being met by gov- - 

ernment agencies. This implies that as activeness tended to increase, 

the feeling of government agencies meeting community needs tended to 

decrease.

Length of time-respondents were active in development organizations. 

"When comparing how long respondents had been active in development or

ganizations to the other forty-seven variables, a significant positive 

correlation existed between the length of time respondents had been
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active and their knowledge of development organizations; -membership in 

development organizations;- - activeness- in development organizations; ■ 

effectiveness of development organizations-;-- knowledge of South Central 

Montana Development Federation; The need- for- multi=county development 

efforts to-supplement local development efforts; that development or= . 

ganizations have done some important'.: things; development efforts with= 

out obvious successes ere important; that supporting developments in 

neighboring counties- is important;- and that by exchanging ideas, prob

lems., etc., one county often learns from another. In other words, the 

greater the length of time leaders had been active in development or= 

ganizations, the more positive they tended to be toward these ten 

variables. ■ - - ■ — — - .. -

■ Respondents1 rating-of effectiveness of development organizations. 

Comparing the effectiveness of community development -organizations- to 

-,the other forty=seven variables indicated that a significant positive 
relationship existed between their effectiveness and knowledge of devel

opment organizations; membership .in such organizations; how active 

respondents were in such organizations; and how long they had been 

active in community development organizations. In other words, the 

more effective respondents thought development orgnizations were, the 

more positive they were toward these four -variables.

Most influential organization for promoting development. ? The 

results of this- correlation are irrelevant since- the question as 

asked did not lend itself to the statistical test used. Because this
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information was presented in Table 38, Chapter III, it was included in 

the computer output. ............

-Respondents'- community is well.organized for community development. 

The relationship that existed when comparing, how- well the respondents' 

community was- organized for community development to the other forty- 

seven variables indicated that a -significant positive relationship 

existed between how-well organized and that people - in the- leaders' 

communities are quick to- respond when -problems arise requiring-action; 

their development organizations have done some important things; and 

that- urban people understand rural problems. This means that as the 

feelings toward being well organized for. development increased, so did 

the feelings toward the other three variables.

Respondents' development organization has done some important 

things. The -relationship that existed when comparing respondents; 

attitude toward.their local development organization doing seme im

portant things and-the -other forty-seven- variables, a positive sig

nificant correlation existed between-their-development organization. 

doing -some -important things and respondents' understanding of commun

ity development as indicated by theory factors checked; knowledge of 

the local development organization; -membership in the local develop- - 

ment - organization; activeness in the development organization; length 

of activeness in the development organization; that everyone benefits 

from community development; that the community is well organized for
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development; that development is important without obvious successes; 

that supporting developments in neighboring counties is important; and 

that Extension has tended to--cooperate ■ with -development efforts. -This 

means that as respondents' - feeling toward their development organization 

doing some important things increased, their feelings toward the other 

ten variables also increased. . . .

■ A. significant negative relationship existed between the development 

organization doing some important things, - and only a few people being 

affected by development programs; and rural people understanding - urban 

people's problems. . In -other words, as respondents' attitude toward 

their development organization.doing some important things increased 

their attitude toward the other- two variables decreased.

Many community organizations working individually on community 

development rather than through--one central organization. —  When com

paring respondents' feelings toward several community--organizations 
working- locally on community development -instead of through one cen

tral organization to the- other forty-seven- variables, a significant 

positive correlation existed between many individual organizations, and 

the number of organizations to which respondents belonged; how active 

respondents are in development organizations; local communities should 

assume full responsibility for development with no help from outsiders; 

and respondents' income level. - As attitudes toward the fragmented 

approach to development increased, so did attitudes toward the other

four variables.
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Involving and informing people are major problems of community 

development, - When comparing respondents" attitudes toward the vari

able of involving and informing people as being major problems in. com

munity development to the other forty-seven variables5 a significant 

positive relationship existed between this variable and the number-of 

organizations to which respondents belonged; the number of meetings 

attended; understanding ■ of community development indicated by theory 

factors checked; federal agency domination; the need for multi-county 

development efforts to supplement local development efforts; trying 

development efforts without obvious successes; and that one county 

often learns from another, by exchanging ideass problems3 etc. This 

implies that as respondents felt- more strongly that involving and in

forming people are major problems in community development3 so did they 
feel more strongly toward thee other seven mentioned variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between involving and 

informing people as a major problem and respondents’ permanency in the 

community.

Development efforts without obvious success are necessary and 

worthwhile-. - The relationship that existed when comparing development 

efforts without obvious successes to the other forty-seven variables 

indicated-that a significant positive correlation existed between de- 

development efforts being worthwhile even when successful outcomes are 

not Obvious5 and the number of organizations that respondents belong

6
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to; the number of meetings attended; number of elective offices held; 

membership in development organizations; activeness in development or

ganizations; how long active in 'development organizations; knowledge of 

South Central-Montana Development Federation; the need for multi-county 

development efforts to supplement local efforts; that development organ

izations have done some important things; that informing and involving 

people are major problems of development; and that- it is important to 

support developments in neighboring counties. This means that as 

respondents' attitudes increased about development efforts without 

obvious successful outcomes being worthwhile and necessary, their at

titudes increased toward the other eleven mentioned variables.

A significant negative correlation existed between development 

efforts without obvious success and the variable that few people are 

affected by community development efforts.

Respondents' feeling-about few people being effected by community 

development. - When comparing respondents' rating about only a few peo

ple being effected by community development activities to the-other 

forty-seven variables, a significant-positive correlation existed with 

community development being done by people who are paid to do community . 

development. In other words, as respondents felt that only a few peo

ple were affected by community development, the more they tended to ‘ 

feel that community development was primarily carried out by people 

paid to accomplish community development.
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A significant negative relationship existed between only a few 

people being effected by community development efforts and the number 

of meetings respondents attended; that everybody benefits from commun

ity development; that a key to successful community development is to 

pay close attention to the wishes of people affected; that local devel

opment organizations have done some important things; that community 

development should be tried even without obvious outcomes; that it is 

important - to support developments in neighboring counties; and .that - 

city people understand rural problems.. This means that as respondents 

tended to increase their feelings that only a few people are affected 

by community deve Iopment5 their attitudes toward the other seven vari
ables tended to decrease.

Everybody benefits from programs of community development. - 

When comparing respondents' reaction to the statement that everybody 

in their community can benefit from programs of community development 

to the other- forty-seven Variables5 a significant positive correlation 

existed between everybody benefiting and the number of organizations to 

which respondents belong; understanding of community development as in

dicated by number of selected theory factors; knowledge of existing de

velopment organization; the need for a-multi-county development organ

ization; that the Extension Service has helped make the area a better 

place to live; that there is a need for multi-county development efforts 

to supplement local efforts; that development organizations have done
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some important things 3 and. that supporting developments in neighboring 

counties is important. As the feelings toward everybody benefiting 

from programs-of community development increased so did the feeling 

toward the eight variables described above. •

A significant negative correlation existed between-everybody 

benefiting from - community development^ and few people being affected

by programs of community development:- .......

• - A key to successful development ■ is to give close attention to - - 

wishes and opinions.of those people affected. - The relationship that 

existed when comparing the statement that a key to successful develop

ment is to honor wishes and opinions of those affected to the other 

forty-seven variables showed that a significant negative relationship 

existed between paying careful attention to those affected _and that 

few people are affected, by. programs, of community development. This 

means - that as respondents thought more strongly that respecting 

opinions anti wishes is a key to successful development^ they thought . 

more than just a few people were affected by programs of community de

velopment.

Quickness of local people to respond to problems requiring action ■ 

(as rated by leaders). - When comparing how quickly local people respond 

to problems requiring action to the other forty-seven variables a sig

nificant positive relationship existed between respondents' rating of 

local people's quickness and the respondent's understanding of community
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development as indicated by theory factors checked; that respondents 

feel their community is well organized for community development; that 

rural people understand the problems of urban areas; and that urban 

people understand the problems of rural areas „ In summary, the' more 

respondents felt that people in their community responded when prob

lems arise requiring action, the more positive respondents were toward 

the other four variables„

A significant negative relationship■existed between respondents1 
rating of people’s reaction to problems and citizens not caring enough 

to do anything about problems needing solutions. In other words, the 

more positive leaders were about local, people responding to problems 

that arise requiring action, the more they felt people in their com

munity did care enough to do something about problems needing to be 

solved. .

People don’t care enough about community to do anything about 

problems that need to be solved. - When comparing the idea that people 

in respondents’ communities don’t care enough about their communities 

to- do anything about problems that need solving and the other forty- 

seven variables, a significant positive relationship existed -between 

people not caring -and the need for -multi-county development efforts to 

supplement local efforts; -that Extension - supported community - develop

ment; effectiveness of Extension1s support to community development; 

and Extension cooperating with community development efforts. This
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means that as respondents felt more strongly that local people didn't 

care enough to do something about problems5 they likewise felt more 
strongly toward the other four variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between people not 

caring and the occupational level of respondents; number of elective 

offices held; the quickness of people to - respond when problems arise 

requiring action; and the income level of respondents. In other words 

as attitudes-toward people-not caring tended to increase, attitudes 

toward the other four mentioned variables tended to decrease.

Most community development is carried out by people paid to do so. 

When comparing the relationship between community development being 

carried out mostly- b y  paid people to the other -forty-seven variables, 

a significant positive relationship existed between paid people carry

ing out most community development activities and the importance of 

joining with neighboring counties for development; and few people- are 

affected by programs of community development. In other words, as - 

respondents' attitudes toward most community development being carried 

out by people paid to do so increased, their feelings toward the other 

two variables increased.

A significant negative correlation existed between paid people 

carrying out most development activities, and respondents' permanency 

in the community. Those leaders most willing to move from their com

munity thought most community development activities are carried out 

by paid people.
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- Local-people should-assume full-responsibility ~ no assistance 

from outsiders to aid conmmnity. problem solving. - The relationship 

that existed between respondents' reaction to local people assuming 

full responsibility for problem solving with no assistance from out

siders when compared to the remaining forty-seven variables showed a 

significant positive relationship between local people assuming, full 

responsibility and many community organizations working: individually 

in the community on development 5 federal agencies tend to dominate 
development efforts when local communities attempt to work with them 

on development programs 5 and that rural development have a positive 

effect on B i l l i n g s I n  other words, - as respondents' feelings toward 

local people assuming full responsibility with no assistance from out

siders increased, so did their feelings toward the other three var

iables .

A significant negative relationship existed between assuming 

all responsibility locally and the need for a multi-county develop

ment organization; that -by exchanging ideas, problems, etc., one 

county often learns from another how to achieve accomplishment; and 

that urban people understand rural problems. This means that as there 

was an increased- feeling toward local people assuming full responsi

bility with no outside assistance, there was a corresponding decrease 

in feeling toward the other three variables.
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Gommmiity Development - Mtilti-County- Level 

■ Respondents'--reaction to joining with neighboring counties-to plan 

organized development. r- When comparing respondents' attitudes with the 

other forty-seven variables5 there is a significant-positive correlation 

with the feeling of a need for multi-county development organization 

and that community development is done by people paid to do just that; 

that there is a need for multi-county development efforts to supplement 

local development efforts; that supporting developments in neighboring 

counties is important; and that the Extension Service has been effective 

in their assistance to community development. In summary, this means 

that as leaders were more receptive to joining with neighboring counties 

to plan organized development, the more positive their attitudes toward 

these five variables.

A significant negative correlation existed-between respondents1 

reaction to joining with neighboring counties and occupational level 

of respondents. This indicates that as respondents were more receptive 

to the idea of joining with neighboring counties to plan development, 

the lower their occupational level. - -

Respondents' feeling of need for multi-county development organi

zation to deal with problems crossing county boundaries. - -The rela

tionship that exists between the need for a multi-county development 

organization for- problems crossing county boundaries and the other 

forty-seven variables showed that a significant positive relationship 

existed between the need for a multi-county organization and joining
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neighboring counties for development activities; activeness in local - 

development organizations; knowledge -of- South Central Montana Development 

Federation; that everybody benefits from community-development activ

ities; that federal agencies tend to dominate development efforts when 

they work with local groups; that the Extension Service has helped make 

the area a better place to live; that there is a need for multi-county 

development efforts to supplement local efforts; that it is important 

to support developments in neighboring counties; that the Extension 

has supported organized community development; that Extension's assist

ance -to community development has been beneficial; that Extension has 

cooperated with community development activities; - and that by exchanging 

ideas, problems, etc., one county learns from-another. In other words, 

as respondents felt more of a need for a multi-county development or

ganization, the more positive they felt .about the above twelve variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between-the feeling of 

need for a multi-county development organization and local needs should 

be met by government agencies; and that local people should assume full 

responsibility for solving community problems-without assistance from 

outisders. The more they felt need for a multi-county development or

ganization, the less respondents felt local people should assume prob

lem Solving-without assistance from outsiders.

The need for multi-county development efforts to supplement local 

development efforts. - When comparing the relationship that existed
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between respondents' feeling of a need for multi-county development 

efforts.to supplement local development efforts and the other forty- 

seven variabless a significant positive relationship existed between 

the need for supplemental multi-county efforts and respondents' under

standing of community development as indicated by theory -factors 

checked; joining with neighboring counties to plan development;- with 

respondents being members of development-organizations;-activeness in 

development organizations; how long active in development organiza- . 

tions; -knowledge of the South Central Montana Development Federation; 

the -need for- a multi-county development organization; that everyone . - 

benefits- from programs of community development; that- federal agencies 

tend to dominate development efforts when local groups try to work 

with them; that Extension has -helped make the area a better place to 

live; that-developments without obvious successes are important to try; 

that involving and informing people are major problems of development; 

that it is important to-support developments in-neighboring counties; 

that Extension has supported community development -efforts; that 

Extension support-to - community-development has been effective; - that 

Extension has cooperated with development efforts; that by exchanging 

ideas, problems, etc., one county often learns from another; that peo

ple don't care enough -to do something about problems needing to be 

solved;, and rural people understand.urban problems. In other words, 

as respondents' attitudes toward the. need for multi-county development
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efforts to supplement the local efforts increaseds so did their atti

tudes toward the other nineteen variables-, -

Respondents' knowledge of South Central- Montana -Development- 

Federation. - When- comparing leaders' knowledge of-the South Central 

Montana Development Federation to the other forty-seven variables# -a 

significant positive relationship exists between-their knowledge of 

the Federation and their knowledge ,of their local development organi

zation; membership in !peal-development organization; activeness in ■ • 

such organization; length of time active in local organization; the need 

for a multi-county development organization:to supplement local devel

opment activities; that development activities without obvious suc

cesses are important; that the Extension.Service has supported- com- -■ 

munity development efforts; that Extension's assistance has been-bene

ficial; that Extension has cooperated with development efforts; and 

that by exchanging ideass problemss etc.-, -one county often, learns- from 

another. In summarys the greater awareness respondents have- about the 

South Central Montana Development -Federation, the-more positive their 

attitudes seem-to be about the other ten variables listed.

A significant negative correlation existed between respondents11 
knowledge of the- South-Central Montana Development Federation and 

should government agencies meet community needs. The more aware lead

ers were of the Federation, the less they thought government agencies 

should meet community needs.
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Respondents8 feelings about -problems getting worse, staying the 

Samei or being solved.-= Comparing the relationship "between respond

ents? optimism-toward community problems and the other forty-seven- 

variables indicates that a significant positive relationship exists 

between their optimism and their understanding of community- develop

ment as a process (indicated by number-of theory factors checked)5 . 
how effective the Extension Service assistance to community develop

ment has been; and that the Extension Service has cooperated with de

velopment activities„ This implies that, as leaders tended to be more 

optimistic about.problems being solved, they also tended to understand 

community development as a problem solving process, and they tended to 

view the -Extension Service assistance to c immunity development as being 

more effective and of a. more cooperative nature.

A significant negative relationship exists•between respondents8 
optimism toward problem solving and formal educational achievement; 

the number of elective offices held; and people not caring enough to 

do anything about problems that need solving. In other words, as lead

ers tend to become more optimistic about problems in their area being 

solved, they tend to have less formal education, hold fewer elective 

offices, and feel that people do care enough to do something about 

problems needing to be solved.

By exchanging ideas, problems, etc., one county often learns 

from another how to get things accomplished. - When comparing the idea
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that one county often can learn from other counties by exchanging ideas, 

problems, etc., with other counties, a significant positive correlation 

existed between exchanging ideas, problems, etc., and knowledge of 

local development organizations; membership in development organiza

tion; activeness in development organization; length of activeness in 

development organization; knowledge of South Central- Montana Development 

Federation;- need for multi-county development- organization; Extension 

had- made - the area a better- place to-live;-need for multi-county devel

opment efforts-to supplement local efforts; involving and informing 

people are major problems of development; more than one county-often 

has-to be heard from because of decisions made in the political arena; 

Extension has supported community development efforts; effectiveness 

of Extension1s assistance concerning development; Extension"s coop

eration with community development; and rural people- understanding 

urban problems. In other words, as respondents" attitudes increased . 

concerning one county learning from other counties by exchanging ideas, 

problems, etc., their attitudes toward the other fourteen variables 

tended to -increase. . . . .

■ A significant negative correlation existed between exchanging 

ideas, -problems-, etc.,- and local-people assuming- full-responsibility 

for solving problems without assistance from outsiders-.

Many decisions are made on a political basis and often more than, 

one county has to be heard from. - When comparing respondents' attitudes
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toward-more than one county being heard from to affect political de

cisions and the other forty-seven variables5 a significant positive 

relationship existed between more than one county being heard from 

and respondents'- length of residence in the community; that federal 

agencies tend to -dominate development efforts when local groups try 

to work with them; that -Extension Service has supported community- de

velopment efforts; and that by exchanging ideas, - problems3 etc:.:,, one 

county often learns from another.- In other words, as- respondents at

titudes toward more than one county being heard from increased, the 

attitudes toward the other four mentioned variables tended to increase.

Advantages accrue by supporting developments in neighboring 

county. - The relationship that exists when comparing respondents’ 

feelings toward advantages accruing to their. county or area by support

ing proposed, developments in-a neighboring county to the other forty- 

seven variables indicates that a significant positive relationship 

existed between supporting .neighboring developments, and the number of 

organizations to which respondents belonged; the number of meetings 

attended; number of elective offices held; understanding of community 

development indicated by theory factors checked; - joining with neigh

boring counties to plan development; activeness in development organ

ization; how long active in development organizations; the need for 

a multi-county development organization; - that everyone benefits from 

programs of community development; that there is a need for multi

county development efforts to supplement local efforts; that development
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organizations have accomplished some important things; that rural de- . 

velopments have a-positive effect on Billings; and that development 

efforts without obvious successes are important to try. In other words, 

as respondents' attitudes toward supporting developments in neighboring 

counties increased, so did their attitudes toward the other thirteen 

mentioned variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between supporting 

neighboring developments and respondents' permanency in the community.

Rural people understand the problems of towns and cities in the 

area. —  When comparing whether rural people understand the problems of 

the towns and cities in the area with the other forty-seven variables, 

a significant positive- correlation existed between rural people under

standing urban problems and respondents' rating of quickness of people 

to respond when problems arose requiring action; the need for multi

county development efforts to supplement local efforts; and by exchange 

ing ideas, problems, etc., one county often learns from other counties. 

This means that as respondents' attitudes about rural people under

standing urban problems increased, their attitudes about the other 

three variables -likewise increased.

A . significant negative correlation existed between rural people 

understanding urban problems and development organizations doing some 

important things; and urban people understanding rural problems. In 

other words, as leaders attitudes increased about rural people
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imderstanding urban problems, their attitudes toward the other two 

variables decreased.

Town and-city people understand problems of rural areas. - The 

relationship that existed when comparing whether town and cityppeople 

understand the problems of people in rural areas to the other forty- 

seven variables,- a significant positive relationship existed between 

urban people understanding rural problems and respondents'-understand

ing of community development as indicated by theory factors checked; 

the quickness of people to respond when problems arise- requiring ac

tion; and that the-community is well organized for - community develop

ment. This shows that as respondents' attitudes about urban people 

understanding rural problems tended to increase, their attitudes to

ward the other three variables also tended to increase^

A significant negative correlation existed between urban under

standing of rural problems and few people being affected by programs 

of community- development; local people assuming full responsibility 

for-problem solving without outside assistance; federal .agencies are 

largely ineffective; and rural people understand urban problems— In 

other words, as leaders tended to have -increased- feeling about urban 

people understanding rural -problems, their feelings about the other 

four variables tended to decrease.

-Rural developments-have a positive effect on-Billings. — -The - 

relationship that exists when comparing the idea that developments
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that help rural areas and surrounding small towns have a positive effect 

on Billings with the-other forty-seven variables, a significant positive 

correlation existed between the positive effect on Billings and how ac

tive respondents were in development organizations; local people should 

assume full responsibility for problem solving without assistance from 

outsiders; advantages accrue by supporting developments in neighboring 

counties; and developments that help Billings have a positive effect 

on surrounding small towns and rural areas. In other words as respond

ents' attitudes toward rural developments- having a positive effect on 

Billings increased, so did their attitudes toward the other four . 

variables.

Billings developments have a positive effect on surrounding areas. - 

When comparing whether, developments that help Billings have a positive 

effect on the surrounding small towns and rural areas with the remain

ing forty-seven variables, a significant positive correlation existed 

between this positive effect and the variable about developments that 

help surrounding small towns and rural areas having a positive effect 

on Billings. In-other words, feelings about these two variables both 

tended to increase when compared with-each other.

Extension Service was effective^ in helping to- make- the area a 

better place to live. The relationship that existed between the ef

fectiveness of the Extension Service helping to make the area a- better 

place to live and the other forty-seven variables showed a significant
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positive relationship between Extension1s help in making the area a 

better place -to live and respondents' length of residency in their com

munity; the need -for a multi-county development organization; that every

one can benefit from programs of community development;- the need for 

multi-county development efforts to supplement local efforts; that the 

Extension -Service has supported community development; that Extension 

Service support to community development. has been effective; - that 

Extension tends - to .cooperate- with development activities; and that by 

exchanging ideas, problems, etc.-,■ one county often learns from another 

how- to get some things done. - This means that a a .leaders attitudes to

ward Extension helping to make the area a better place to ■ live increased, 

so did their attitudes■toward the other eight mentioned variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between Extension* s 

helping make the area a better place to live - and the occupational level 

of respondents, and the income level of respondents. In other words, • 

as respondents felt-more strongly about Extension helping make the area 

a better place to live, their occupational level and income both tended 

to decrease.-

The - Extension Service has supported organized community development. 

The relationship that exists between the Extension Service supporting 

organized community development and the other forty-seven variables 

indicated that a significant positive correlation existed between 

Extension supporting organized community development and knowledge of
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local development organizations; knowledge of South Central Montana 

Development- Federation; the need for a multi- county development organi

zation; Extension has helped make the area a better place to live; the 

need for multi-county development efforts to supplement local efforts; 

that more than one county often ha.s to be heard from because of deci

sions made in the political arena; the effectiveness of Extension 

assistance to- community development; that Extension has cooperated 

with development efforts; that by exchanging ideas3 problems3 etc., 

one county often learns from another; and that people don't care enough 

about their community to do something about problems that need solving. 

This means that as respondents attitudes increased toward Extension ■ 

supporting organized community development, so did their attitudes to

ward the other ten variables.

A significant, negative relationship existed between- Extension . 

supporting organized development and the occupational level of respond

ents; -the formal educational achievement of respondents; and that com

munity needs should be met by government agencies. In other words, as 

attitudes toward Extension supporting organized community development ■ 

tended to increase, respondents' attitudes toward these three variables 

tended to decrease.

Effectiveness of Extension Service assistance to community 

development. - When- comparing -the effectiveness of Extension's assist

ance to community development with the remaining forty-seven variables.
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a significant positive correlation existed between their effectiveness 

and whether leaders thought problems in their area would get solved; 

joining with neighboring counties for development; knowledge of local 

development organization; membership in development organization; ac

tiveness in development organization; knowledge of South Central Montana 

Development Federation; need for a multi-county- development organization; 

Extension has-helped make the area a better place - to live; need for 

multi-county development efforts-to supplement local efforts; Extension 

supporting organized community development; Extension cooperating with 

community development; by exchanging ideas, problems5 etc., one- county 

often learns from another; and that citizens don!t care enough to solve 

problems needing to be solved. This means -that as- respondents' feeling 

about Extension's assistance to community development increased in 

effectiveness the feelings toward the other thirteen variables also 

increased.

A significant negative correlation existed between Extension's 

assistance and occupational level of respondents, educational achieve

ment of respondents, and income level of respondents. In other words, 

as the ratings of effectiveness increased, the other three Variables 

tended to decrease.

Extension Service cooperation with community development efforts.

The relationship that exists when comparing how. cooperative (versus 

dominant) the Extension Service was toward community development and
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the other forty-seven variables showed-a significant positive relation

ship- existed when comparing the cooperativeness of Extension and that 

leaders thought problems would tend to be solved; knowledge of local 

development organization; membership in- development organization; ac

tiveness in development Organization; knowledge of South Central Montana 

Development■Federation; the need for a multi-county development organ

ization; that federal agencies tend to dominate situations when local 

people attempt to work with them on development; Extension has helped - 

make the area.a better place to live; need for multi-county development 

efforts to supplement local efforts;- local development organizations 

have done some important things; -Extension has supported organized com

munity development; Extension's effectiveness in assisting community 

development; by exchanging ideas, problems, etc., one county often 

learns from another; and citizens don111 care enough to solve problems 

needing to be solved. In other words, as resopndents1 attitudes in

creased toward Extension's cooperation with community development, their 

attitudes toward the other fourteen variables likewise increased.

-A significant negative relationship existed between Extension ■ 

cooperation and occupational level of respondents, educational achieve

ment of respondents, and income level-of respondents. As respondents' 

attitudes toward cooperativeness increased, these three variables tended

to decrease.
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Federal agencies tend to dominate development programs when local 

groups try to cooperate with them. - When examining the relationship 

that exists between federal agency - ■ domination when local groups try to 

cooperate with.them and the other forty-seven variables, a significant 

positive -correlation existed between federal agency domination and 

length of residency in the community; the need for a multi-county de

velopment organization;- local groups assuming full responsibility with

out assistance from outsiders; federal agencies are largely ineffective 

in dealing with community problems; involving and informing people are 

major problems of development; that more than one county often has to be 

heard from because of decisions made in.the political arena; and that- 

the Extension Service has tended to cooperate with development efforts. 

In other words, as leaders tended to have increased attitudes toward 

federal agency domination, their attitudes toward the other nine listed 

variables tended to increase.

Federal agendies are largely ineffective in dealing with community 

problems. - The relationship that existed when comparing respondents' 

reaction to federal agency ineffectiveness-in dealing with local com

munity problems indicated a significant positive relationship between 

federal agency ineffectiveness and that federal agencies tend to domi

nate the situation when local - groups try to work with- them- on develop

ment programs; and state agencies are largely ineffective in dealing-- 

with community problems. This means as attitudes toward federal agency
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ineffectiveness increased, so did the attitudes toward the other two 

variables. . .

A significant negative correlation existed between federal agency- 

ineffectiveness and respondents’ age, and urban people understanding 

rural problems. In other words, as the attitudes toward federal agency 

ineffectiveness increased, the respondents' age-decreased, and his feel

ings that urban people understand rural problems decreased.

State agencies are largely ineffective in dealing with local 

community problemsj - When comparing whether state agencies are largely 

ineffective in dealing with local problems to the other forty-seven 

variables, a significant positive relationship existed between state 

agency ineffectiveness and federal agency ineffectiveness^ and federal 

agency domination of development efforts when working with local prob

lems. - This indicates that as respondents I,-feelings toward state agen

cies being largely ineffective increased, so did their feelings in

crease toward the two variables• associated with the federal government.

A significant negative relationship existed between state agency 

ineffectiveness and respondents' understanding of community development 

as measured by theory factors checked, and rural people understanding 

urban problems. In other words, as leaders' attitudes toward state 

agency ineffectiveness increased, their attitudes about these two var

iables decreased.
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•Community needs should be met by governmental agencies, r The ■ 

relationship that exists between government agencies meeting community 

needs -and the other forty-seven variables showed significant negative 

relationships between government agencies meeting community needs and 
membership in. local community development organizationsj activeness in 

such organizations j- knowledge of South Central Montana Development 

Federation; the need for a. multi-county development organization; and 

that the Extension Service has supported community development. In 

short the more respondents felt toward government agencies meeting com- . 

munity needs, the less-positive they felt toward the other five variables.

-Respondents1 understanding of community development as indicated 

by theory factors checked. - The relationship that existed when com

paring respondents8 understanding of community development as a process 

with , the other forty-seven variables showed a significant positive re

lationship between respondent understanding and the number of organi

zations to which respondents belonged; the number of meetings attended; 

optimism toward problems being solved; knowledge of existing development 

organization; quickness of people in community to respond to problems 

requiring action; that everybody can benefit from community develop

ment; there is a need for multi-county development efforts to supplement 

local efforts; that the local development organization has done some ■ 

important things; that involving and informing people are major problems 

associated with development; that supporting developments in neighboring
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counties is important; and that urban people understand rural-problems. 

In other words, ■ as respondents tend to know more about - community de

velopment as a concept, they tended-to have more positive attitudes 

toward these eleven listed variables.

A significant negative relationship existed between respondent 

understanding of community development and state agencies being in

effective. This indicates that as leaders become more sophisticated 

in their knowledge of community development, they believe state agen

cies are more effective.

V



CHAPTER Y

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS,' RECOMMENDATIONS,

AND SUGGESTIONS TOR FURTHER STUDY

■ ■ - -Major Conclusions -

For clarity of -presentation,■the following conclusions have been 

drawn from the study and organized according to the following major 

categories of the study:

1. Background information of respondents. ■

2. Community development and community development activities at 

the local and multi-county level.

3. Cooperative Extension Service, governmental agencies, and com

munity development.

Background Information- of Respondents

The following conclusions concern themselves with the character

istics of leaders in the study area. Only those significant relation

ships which exist within this one area are-presented;

1. Their average income fell within the $11,000-$12,999 range, 

and tended to increase with formal educational achievement.

2. Their average age fell-midway in the U6-55 years-of-age 

bracket; as age increased, the longer they had lived in their 

community, and the more elective offices they tended to hold.
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3« They have lived, on the average, close to twenty years in 

their community; the longer they lived in a community, the 

more organizations they belonged to, and the less formal 

education they tended to have.

It. .Only two leaders would move from their community; eight were 

uncertain about moving; the more permanent they were in their 

community, the more formal education they tended to' have 

achieved. -

5. Their average educational attainment was beyond the high 

school level; the more educational achievement, the higher 

their occupational lavel, and the more meetings they attended.

6. Gn the average, leaders belonged to 5.81). organizations; 72.5 

percent held one or more elective offices; they attended on 

the average, slightly over four meetings each month dealing 

wit h . community improvement; and the higher their incomes and 

occupational levels, the more meetings they attended.

Community Bevelopment--Locai and Multi-County Leyels

The following- conclusions are made concerning the study objective 

of -how selected community leaders view community development and com= 

munity development activities: -

I. The attitudes of leaders about community development are im

portant variables when attempting to measure the effectiveness 

of any community development program.
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2. Leaders (77.5 percent) were aware of existing development

organizations; of these, 76.5 percent had been or were- - 

members, and the majority had been active for an average of 

three■years. ■ -

3. As leaders' awareness of, and membership and activeness in 

development organizations tended-to increase, their attitudes
r'

toward everyone benefiting from programs of community devel

opment increased, and feelings that development organizations 

were effective and have done- some important•things increased.

It. As active membership in development organizations increased, 

so did-their attitude towards attempting development without 

obvious successful- outcomes, and they attended more meetings 

related to community development.............

5. Leaders • rated development organizations as the most -influen

tial organizations for promoting development, followed by the 

Chamber of Commerce. As respondents' age increased, the less 

aware they tended to be of development organizations. -

6. Respondents-rated development-organizations as 60,7 percent 

somewhat-effective and 7.1 percent as very effective. A 

larger majority, 75.3 percent (68.lt percent and 6.9 percent), 

agreed that their community development organization had done 

some important things. -However-, only 32.3 percent (27.lt per

cent and It.9 percent) thought that their community was well 

organized for community development.
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7. Leaders favoring the fragmented community approach over the 

central organizational approach tended to belong to more or

ganizations <, be more active in development organizations, and 

have higher income - levels. -

8. Leaders generally agreed that everyone benefits from programs 

of community development, instead of only a few people, and 

that one of the keys to successful development is to pay 

close attention to the wishes and opinions of people affected 

by community development. -

9. Leaders agreed strongly, 92.6 percent (70.6 percent and 21.6

percent), that involving and informing people were major prob

lems of community developments They agreed strongly, 91.1 

percent (76.2 percent and lit.9 percent), that it is important 

to attempt development even without obvious.successful, out

comes. As attitudes tended to -increase toward -these two 

variables, leaders tended to attend more meetings and belong 

to more organizations. - - .................

10. The more-leaders tended to feel development efforts without 

obvious successes were worthwhile, the more elective offices 

-they tended to hold; the more apt to be members of develop

ment organizations; to feel development organizations have 

done important things; to feel everyone benefits from com

munity development; a n d . to think that involving and informing 

people are major development problems.



11. Leaders agreed strongly, 85.2 percent (25.8 percent and 59.5 

percent), that people in their communities do care enough to 

do something about problems requiring solutions, and that the 

majority of the people respond quickly when problems arise 

requiring action. . . .

12. As leaders tended to agree that people in their community 

cared enough to do something about problems requiring solu

tions, their occupational and income levels tended to increase.

13. Leaders agreed strongly that most community development is 

not carried out by people paid to do so. The less willing 

leaders were to move,-the more they tended to agree.

lit. The majority of leaders disagreed that Iocql people should 

assume full responsibility for problem solving without as

sistance from outsiders; they.tended more to support the 

fragmented approach-to development.

15. Fifty-one percent of the leaders felt that it- was always 

important to join with neighboring counties to plan develop

ment, and ,another ii0.2 percent thought it was important, de

pending upon the development project. Of-the leaders, .69.8 
percent were aware of the South Central Montana Development 

Federation. -

16. There existed a fairly strong agreement, 78-.ij.-percent- (52.6 

. percent- and 25.8 percent), concerning the need for a multi-

county development organization to tackle problems crossing

. 13U
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county lines. The need for multi-county development efforts 

to supplement local efforts was supported by 80.3 percent 
(72.2 percent and 7.8 percent) of the leaders.

17. Joining neighboring counties to plan development5 the need 

■ for a multi-county development organization, the need for

multi-county development efforts to supplement -local efforts, 

awareness- of the-South Central. Montana Development Federation, 

activeness in local development organizations,-and that by 

exchanging ideas, problems, and successes one-county learns 

from others, - were all positively related to each other, and 

the attitudes toward all five tended to vary together.

18. Forty-two percent of -the leaders thought area problems 

would be solved in the next few years, 27.0 percent thought 
they would stay the same, 17.0 percent thought they would 

get worse, and lli.O percent were uncertain. As their opti

mism toward problems being solved increased, their formal 

education tended to decrease.

19. As length of community residency tended to■increase,-the 

attitude that more than one county often has to be heard 

from because .of political decisions tended to increase.

Leaders responded 60.8 percent definitely, and 30.U percent 

somewhat, that more than one county had to be heard from.
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20. Visualizing advantages from supporting a proposed development 

in a neighboring county were 58.8 percent definitely-, and

29.k percent somewhat, of the leaders. This tended to in

crease with activeness in the local development organization, 

the perceived need for multi-county development, the number 

of organizations belonged to, and the attitude of everyone 

benefiting from development programs.

21. Fifty-one percent of the leaders felt that rural people 

somewhat understood urban problems, and 6.9 percent def

initely thought they understood. Conversely, 5l.O percent 

thought urban people somewhat understood rural, problems, 

and 2.9 percent definitely thought they understood. As : ■ 

these feelings - tended to increase, so did the attitude that 

people are-quick-to respond to problems.

22. Their attitude toward local people assuming-full responsi

bility for problem solving without assistance from outsiders 

tended to decrease as their attitudes tended to increase 

toward the-need for a multi-county development organization, 

that by exchanging ideas, problems, and successes, one county 

often l e a m s  from another, and that urban people understand 

rural problems.
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23. Leaders responded 73.5 percent definitely, and 2k.$ percent 

somewhat, that rural developments have a positive effect on 

Billings. Conversely, 36.6 percent definitely, and 1+3.6 

percent somewhat, responded that Billings developments have 

a positive effect on the rural areas.

Extension Service - Governmental Agencies

The following conclusions are made based on study data as related 

to the effectiveness of the Extension Service in contribution to com

munity development efforts. -

1. Seventy-seven percent (58-.-0-percent -and 19.0 -percent) of. the 

leaders -felt that the Extension Service had helped make the 

area a better place to live.

2. Sixty-six percent of the respondents indicated Extension had 

assisted with organized community development j - their assist

ance was rated by 50.6 percent as being beneficial, and by 

27,2 percent as being most beneficial; and -61+.3 percent 

stated their assistance was of a cooperative nature most of 

the time, and-some of the time by 25-. 0 percent.
3. Rating of Extension's helping to make the -area a -better place

to live, assisting organized community development, and their 

effectiveness and cooperation tended to increase as the fol

lowing variables tended to increase: (a) the need -for a multi

county development organization, (b) the need for multi-county
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development efforts to supplement local■efforts5 ■ and (c) 

that by exchanging ideas5 problems, and successes, one county 

often learns from another.

it. Rating of Extension's helping to make the area a better place 

to live, assisting organized community development, and their 

effectiveness and cooperation tended to decrease as respond

ents' occupational level, educational level, and income level 

tended to increase. •

5. Rating of Extension's helping make the area a better place to 

live, assisting organized community development, and their 

effectiveness and cooperation- tended to increase as respond

ents'- knowledge of the local development organization and-the- 

South Central Montana Development Federation tended to increase.

6. Attitudes about federal agencies, dominating the situation-when

local groups try working with them tended to increase as the 

following variables tended to increase: (a) length of resil

iency, (b) need for a multi-county development organization,

(c) local groups assuming full responsibility for problem 

solving without outisde assistance, (d) Extension cooperation 

with development efforts, and (e) state agency ineffectiveness.

7. Respondents agreed (U9.5 percent), and agreed strongly (8.9 
percent) that federal agencies tend to dominate the situation 

when local groups try working with them on development. They
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agreed 1+0.2 percent (32.3 percent and 7-9 percent) that fed
eral agencies are largely ineffective in dealing with local 

problems, and 39.2 percent thought they wtere effective.

8. Leaders agreed 30.1+ percent (28.1+ percent and 2.0 percent) 

that state agencies are largely ineffective in dealing with

' local problems.

9. Fifty percent disagreed, and 9.8 percent disagreed strongly 

that community needs.should be met by government agencies.

As their membership and activeness in development organi

zations, knowledge of-South-Central Montana-Development 

Federation, and Extension assisting organized community de

velopment tended to decrease, they tended to disagree that 

community needs should be met by government agencies-.

10. Respondents checked on the average 8.10 theory factors from 

a-possible list of 11.00, This indicates their understanding 

of community development as a process. The total number 

checked was positively related to the number of organizations 

to which respondents belong, knowledge of development organi

zation, everyone benefits from community development, need 

for multi-county development, and involving and informing 

people are major problems.
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Implications

Based on the data in this study, the following implications were 

formulated by the researcher.

The data infers that leaders basically don't feel they are well 

organized for community development. However, they feel their devel

opment organizations are fairly effective. This implies that they 

need better organization, as they perceive organization; or that 

present structured organizations are not solving the real problems 

perceived by leaders.

It appears that a-major problem in organized community develop

ment is involving and informing-people of development efforts. One 

wonders whether this results from leadership1s inability to involve 

people, or results from citizens' general apathy. Leaders, however, 

are aware that for successful development to occur, the wishes and 

opinions of people must be respected.

• Community leaders are willing to attempt development efforts even 

thoughesuccessful outcomes might not be obvious. As a result the mech

anism for community problem solving can:exist and be available. Commu

nities can learn from development effort failures as well as from 

successes.

Since leaders feel that they, the community, tend to carry out 

most development activities, and not people paid to do community de

velopment, and since they tend to feel that some assistance from



outsiders is desirable, this implies that outside assistance should be 

planned for,-and asked for, by the community. It would also appear 

that any assistance s^iould-be-specifically that requested.

Even though not all leaders- -were aware-of the South Central 

Montana - Development-Federation, most leaders felt a need to join with 

neighboring counties to facilitate multi-county-development. -This 

would imply that local county groups, or the Federation- itself, must 

more- adequately inform people of the Federation, its objectives and 

operations.-

Optimism toward the future (problems being solved) could-be a 

necessary trait of those more likely to become involved in organized 

community development. Since as formal education tends to increase, 

optimism towards problems becoming solved tends to decrease, the impli

cation -that the not too highly educated people may-be those more re

ceptive to organized community development can be drawn.

It would appear that the more-receptive -leaders are to the multi

county development concept, the more they feel a need for outside as

sistance. Perhaps, ■ at this level of structured development, the more 

necessary outside assistance becomes.

To accomplish community development efforts, some means of get

ting urban and rural people to understand each others' problem? is 

needed. This implies that development organizations should give 

attention to this factor in order to facilitate the working, together 

cooperatively of the two groups.



The rural areas tend to feel the lack of development perhaps more 

than Billings. Leaders tend to feel that rural developments have a 

more positive effect on Billings5 than--do•Billings developments on the 

rural areas. As a result there could be a more positive gain to the 

entire area from developments occurring-in the outlying rural areas.

Extension apparently is viewed in a rather traditional role5 and 

not especially noted for their assistance to community development. 

Leaders - with organized community development experience tend to view 

Extension as effective assistors of -community development. However5 

as income, occupation, and-educational levels tend t o ■increase,

leaders view Extension more traditionally__ It would appear- that-

Extensiori, as-a result of assisting organized community development, 

is obtaining-a somewhat- broader image. - - -

The data implies that Extension assistance to local problem solv

ing is of a.:more .effective and cooperative nature than that of federal 

agencies. Perhaps this-results from the more-flexible-structure of the 

Extension Service at the local level. If Extension desires this image, 

they should strive- to maintain their flexibility.

Leaders were quite sophisticated in their knowledge- of community 

development as a concept.-- Not all leaders, however, possessed- the 

same level of understanding. If involvement in- development efforts 

contributes to understanding, then development organizations can 

create increased understanding of community development as a concept by 

involving leaders.

142
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Recommendations

Based on the conclusions of this study, the researcher presents 

the following recommendations.

1. Those who assist community development should ascertain for 

themselves the real reason many leaders do-not feel they are 

well organized for development. The variables used in this

. study could be used as a departure point in making such a 

determination.

2. Involving and informing people appear to be problemsj there

fore, change agents should work closely with organized devel- 

opment leadership to help them involve and inform people.

3 • The leadership. in community development should receive as

sistance in learning from their mistakes and successes rel

ative to community development.

Ij.. Assistance, whether general or specific, to organized commu

nity development should be given by outsiders only when 

requested.

5. Leaders feel more receptive toward outside assistance as they 

tend to favor multi-county development, and change ggents 

should assist the leaders and citizens to become more informed 

about the objectives, purpose, and operations of the-South 

Central Montana Development Federation. However, such as

sistance should be at the direction of the Federation.



6. Change agents may not want to consider the higher educated 

leaders as real facilitators of community development since 

less educated leadership, because of their motivation, may 

accomplish more. All legitimate leadership, however, should 

be considered in the development process and involved at 

least to the extent, of being informed.

7. Education, -structured to involve both rural and urban people 

is needed for both to understand the others', problems, and 

could be a continuing function of existing development 

organizations.

8. By becoming more involved in assisting organized- community 

development efforts. Extension will develop a-broader image.

9. Extension should strive to maintain its flexible nature at 

the local and area level so as to maintain leaders' evaluation

> of cooperativeness, instead of becoming less flexible and more

domineering.

- - - Recommendations - for Further Studies

As an outgrowth of this research, the following recommendations 

are made for further study.

I. Determine the cause as to why certain variables contained 

within this study tend to be significantly correlated or 

related with each other.



2. Analyze how citizens at large view■ community- development at 

the local level, multi-county level, and Extension Service 

assistance and compare- that analysis to the leaders' views 

as presented in this study.

3.. Determine the relationship of identified leaders to initi

ators of organized community development.

if.. Determine specific types of general outside assistance which 

communities and areas most need.

5. Determine specific community. development objectives, as ex

pected by community leaders and citizens at large.

6. Repeat this same study with leaders in other similarly struc

tured areas.

7. Determine if citizens actually cap identify the community

. structure they feel would be most effective for community de

velopment activities.

8. Duplicate this study in ISlb to determine leadership and atti

tude changes.
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APPENDIX A 

Schedule A -  

Multi-county Study#

Name .. _ . . .. ___ P osition , ... . _
County - V -  ■ . Date_________  L ■
Please list the'people (by name) who you think„of as 11 effective 
leaders" in your County; people who have the most impact on what is 
initiated and completed by the community (county).
Please classify each person by degree of influence as (I) among the 
most influential, (2) influential or (3) among the„legs,influential. 
Also check whether the person's influence is (a) general, i.e. covers 
many subjects and interests, (b) limited, i.e. covers only specific 
subjects and interest, or (c) don't know.

Rank of 
Influence

^Conducted in cooperation with the Center for Planning and Development 
and the Agricultural Experiment Station, Montana State University, 
Bozeman, Montana.



Schedule B

DESCRIPTION"OF IHE TROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECT ON 
THE.SOUTHCENTRAL MONTANA INTERVIEW

This study is a-part of a ten state regional project on criteria 
for defining development areas. The intent of the project is to se
cure better information on-what constitutes effective and viable multi
county development areas. .

The first phase (now completed) of the project in Montana de
scribed and anlyzed all of the existing multi-county development organ
izations and areas. The second part of the project will attempt to 
analyze the organizational structure that relates to development in 
the area, the attitudes and knowledge of citizens with respect to a 
multi-county development area, and a study of the top leadership in 
the area to determine how they view the potential for multi-county 
development.

The present study is concerned only with analysis' of leadership 
attitudes, behavior and^panticipation in area development activities. 
We-.plan to interview approximately IQO leaders in the seven South- - 
central Montana counties' (including Wheatland, Golden Valley, 
Musselshell, Sweet Grass, Stillwater,"Carbon, and Tellowstone- Counties).

The " interviews will take approximately one hour each; questions 
are designed to-measure the attitudes of leaders about an eitire series 
of problems related to the area, their attitudes and feelings about the 
multi-county-development concept-, and specific-information on their 
experience with-the existing South-Central Montana- Federation.

■ The p%"%)jeot is financed by the ■ Agricultural Experiment Station 
at Montana State University, and is under the direction o f 'Br. William 
R. Lassey, Director of the Center for Planning and Development at 
M.S.U.



MULTI-COUNTY STUDY*

Schedule C 
.2/70

This study seeks information about how citizens feel concerning 
opportunities., problems and community development in this area. The 
information- obtained from individuals, like yourself, will be summa
rized in a report which should be helpful for community development 
efforts in your - area.

All individual responses to questions will be held in strict 
confidence; and only the combined results for all questions will be 
published.

You were selected to be interviewed because many people in your 
community have named you as an influential community leader.

You may feel free to be completely frank in your answers, since 
none except the interviewer' and the project directors will know what 
you said. The study will be of little value unless you and others 
interviewed give completely honest and sincere answers. If there are 
questions which you consider too personal, you are invited not to 
answer them.

Thank you for your time and effort in assisting with this study.

^Conducted in cooperation with- - the Center for Planning and Development, 
the Department of Sociology and the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana.
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Background Information „ .

Please - indicate (or add to the list) the principle 
organizations <?r groups in the community to which 
you belong.

Snomobile-Club 
Chamber of Commerce" 
City Council- 
County Government ] 
Citizen Advisory 

Board -
Community Develop

ment Organization 
(County-wide) 

South Central 
Development 
Federation 
Political-Organi
sation

Nursing Home Board ̂  
Hospital Board 
Womehts Club 
Toastmaster*s 
Church
Masonic Lodge 
Knights of Columbus

INDICATE.. 
NBMBER OF • 
ORGANIZATIONS:

VV F.'W. - _ '.."'(OlJ
American Legion' _   02)
Extension Homemakers _____ (03)
Museum5 or other (Qi).)

Arts &  Grafts- (0$)
.Committees " (06)

Mdnt. Stock Growers 
Famers Union 
Farm -Bureau 
Cdwbelies- 
Optimists 
Sordptomigts 
Lions 
Jaycees 
J ayceens 
Elks- 
Eagles •
Moose
Belong to None 
Other (Please List)

2. What is your present occupation? 

J. What specifically do you do? _____
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FOR OFFICE.USE-ONLY - -

A. Professional, technical, and similar workers (l)

B. , Business manager, officials, and proprietors ______(2)
a. Non-farm manager, officials, and proprietors
b, Farm owners and managers

C. Clerical-and sales workers (3)
a. Clerical and" similar workers
b. -Salbs workers '

D. Craftsmen, foremen, and similar workers ((%.)

E. Operatives and -similar workers (f>)

F. Unskilled, service, and domestic workers (6)
a. Private household ,workers -
b. Service workers, except provate household
c. Farm laborers, unpaid family workers
d. Laborers, except farm and mine

G. Housewives  (7)

H. Retired- (8)

.. I. Unemployed . . . .  (9)

U. What is your approximate age? -

18 to 22 .... _ ( D
26 to 32 (2)
36 to Ii2 Z(3)
ii6 to 22
26 to 62 ____ (2)
66 or over __ "(6)
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5. How long have you lived in this County:

Less than I ye&r (l)
I to 3 years ...._ (2)
U- to 6 years .„„(3)
7 to 9 years ,(U)
10 to 20 years - (3)
21 to Uo years ____   (6)
More than UO _____ (7)

6. At what grade did you stop going to school?■

Less than elementary _(l)
Completed elementary _____ (2)
Some high school". , __ (3)
Completed high school _ (U) 
Some college „(5)
Completed college ,_(6)
Post-graduate  (7)

7. Do you own or have an interest in a business5 
ranch or farm?

No . _(1)
Tes _____ (2)

8. Do you own your home?

No - (I)
Yes, (this includes
mortgaged homes) (2)

How many meetings dealing an some way-with 
community improvement do you attend per month 
on the average? (Service clubs should--be 
included)

None
One or less 
Two - 
Three 
Four - 
Five"
Six or more

.(D
:(2)
:o)
XU)
:($)
:(6)
(7)



10. Do you consider yourself a permanent member of 
this community, or would you move elsewhere if 
an .improved gob opportunity should arise?

Would- move ■ _____(l)
Uncertain-about move 

or depends on the
" opportunity” ____ ( 2)

Permanent _____(3)

11. What elective offices (if any) do you presently 
hold in groups or organizations in the community:

1.
2.
3.
k-
5.

(1)
(2)

(6)
(None)

12. What do you consider to be the best quality mass 
media source of news and information about what 
is happening in this immediate area?
(Check one only.I °

Billings Gazette (I)
Local Weekly Newspaper (2)
Billings TV:

KOOK (3)
KULR . XU)

Radio; Station .. . (5)
(Name)

NONE' _ (6)
Other (List) (7)
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Gomm-onity Problems and Needs

13. What are the most "pressing community problems or needs in this 
area? (Record verbatim)
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lUt Do you feel that most of the problems-of this 
area will be solved in. the next few years, will 
they stay the same or are problems likely to 
get worse? ■

Uncertain. • '_____ :(,l)
Will get.worse•_ _,„ (2)
Stay the same ' . (3)
Will be solved______(k)

15. Db you feel there is a need for more adult 
educational opportunities in this area?

Nb-(Skip"to Q. 17) (I) 
Uncertain (Skip to Q. 17) (2) 
Yes _____ (3)

16. What specific kinds of educational courses 
do you feel are desirable? (Please list)

I.

2 .

3,

k.

5.
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Vocational (l)
General Education ■ (l)
Basic"'Educat'ion-(3 R 1 s) ____ (l)
Cultural Improvements ..  ̂ _(l)
Politics and”Government ___  (l)
Other (Describe)  (l)

17, Vlhat are the major problems with starting a new 
business here? (Categorize only if response 
fits. Otherwise write in the answer.)

Too much risk — . - C D
Lack of capital (I)
Lack of management

knowledge (I)
Anticipate, profit too

low _____ .(I)Transportation or 
marketing costs too
high- _____ ( I ;

Lack of market ... (I)
Isolation : .(D
Lack of skilled labor
No problems — - ( D
Other (Describe) C D
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18. How often do you shop for major items outside 
your local community?

Never (Skip to- -Q. 21) „__
Some of the time _ r 8 JMost of the time —  (3)

.......... All of the time ____ _ ( W

19- If you shop outside your local community:

What items do you purchase?

Appliances _ ... (I)
Furniture _____ (2)
Auto -  (3)
Food ..... (I)
Clothing - -...  (5)
Farm Equipment -
Entertainment or Recreation ... (7)
Business Equipment and Supplies (8)
Other (List) (9)

20. Where do you go most of the time when shopping 
putside this immediate community?

Billings a)
Red" "Lodge - -Al)
Laurel ___CD
Roundup -. -— C 3-)
Harlowtown ....CD
Columbus
Big Timber ~ ( I )
Lewistown ■ ..(I)
Livingston"
Other (List) (I)



CojmntmltyDevelppment . . .

21. Which of,the following factors would you say are 
necessary for community development to take place?
(Check those dielected)-

I. Determination and description of local
problems and needs.- (l)
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2. Inventory of community human and physical
resources. _____ (l)

3. Widespread involvement of many people from
all groups in the community. (I)

i|. A professional person with training in 
planning and development to assist the 
local community. (l)

5. A specific community development organ
ization. _____ (l)

6. Definition of long range goals and objectives.___(l)

7. A process of educating and informing local
people about- requirements for development. (I)

8. Long range planning for future improvement
projects. - ___ __(l)

9. A series of projects systematically chosen . 
by the community, rather than isolated
single projects. - (l)

10. Execution of plans with primary reliance
on community resources. . ■ (l)

11. Supplementing local resources with services 
and materials from government and non
government organizations outside the 
community. (I)

Number of factors checked
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22. What local group or organization do you feel is 
most influential in promoting the development and 
improvement of the community? (Including local 
government units) (Check one only)

Community Development Organ-
iz-ation (county-wide) (01)

City-County Planning Boards -----(02)
Chamber of Commerce . (03)
County Extension Service (Ok)
City- Governments ..._(02)
Service Clubs- . (06)
Commercial Clubs (07)
Public Schools (OS)
County Government (09)
None of them (10)
Other (Describe) (Il)

23 . Do you think the present county government' (elected 
County Commissioners) is efficient?

Never (l)
Seldom"" ' ____ J  2)
Occasionally __ . ... (3) 
Usually ( U
Always (5)

2k. Would you approve of combining various county 
offices into fewer offices, if equal or better 
quality services were provided?

No (I)
Yes, but depends on

which offices - _____ _(2)
Yes, definitely (3)
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2^. Would you support efforts to establish a consolidated 
county-wide high school?

Definitely'not 
Probably not 
Uncertain 
Probably yes 
Definitely yes

26. Would you approve of combining county and local law 
enforcement agencies?

Definitely'not 
Probably not 
Uncertain 
Probably yes 
Definitely yes

27. Which would you prefer among several alternatives
for county-wide planning and development? (Rank- 
first three choices in order of preference: I for
first choice, 2 for second choice and 3 for third 
choice.)

County=Wide Chamber of Commerce 
County-wide organization specifically for

planning and developments _____
Inter-local Cooperation Commission, involving 

County Commissioners, local officials and - 
appointed citizens '

Resource, Conservation and Development Project ______
Others (List and Rank)

(I)

(5)



Is there a definite need to provide or improve- 
any of the following facilities in your immedi
ate area? (Check all that apply)

Picnic-Facilities? .

Rest.Areas? (i.e., public 
toilets j, water fountains 
etc.)

Swimming Pool?

Ambulance Service?

Medical Center?

Rural Fire Fighting Unit?

School■Gymnasium?-

Boat Launching Facilities?

Winter Sports Areas?

Youth Center?

Hospital? - -

Other Weeded Facilities 
(List):
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29. Do you see any advantage to joining with neighboring 
counties or communities to plan organized development 
programs?

%  (I)
Yes5 depending on the development project _.... (2)
Yes5 it is always important to cooperate

with neighboring counties and communities _____ (3)

30. Is there a community development organization 
(county-wide) in your county?

Nb-(Skip' to Q. 36) TC1)
Uncertain (2)
Yes (3)

31. DiJhat is the name of this organization?

32. Are you5 or have you been a member of this 
organization?

No (Skip"-to- Q . 32) . (!) 
Have been a member (2) 
Am presently a member (3)

33. How active are you in this organization?

Never active (Skip to Q. 32) 
Active sometimes 
Active 
Very active

3k- How long have you been active in the organization?

One year or less -(I)
Two years- - (2)
Tliree years - _____(3)
Four years - ..( W
Five years or more (2)

(I)
:(z)
" ( 3 )Hi)
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35. Do you feel the development organization in your 
county is:

Very' ineffective 
Somewaht ineffective 
Uncertain 
Somewhat effective 
Very effective

J 3 )
_(2)
(I)

36. Have you heard"of the South Central-Montana 
Development Federation? ("The multi-county- 
development organization composed of repre
sentatives- of citizen development organizations 
from Musselshell, Wheatland, Golden Valley, 
Sweet Grass, Stillwater, Carhon and Yellowstone 
Counties.)

No:
Uncertain
Yes (3)

37. Are you, or have you been a member of this
organization? ,,

No" (Skip- to Q. 39)
Has been a member 
Sm presently a member

38. How active are you in this organization?

Never active (I)
Active sometimes __(2)
Active _(3)
Very active ( U

(1)(2) 
(3)
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39a. Bo you feel"there' is a serious need, for such
a multi-county development organization to deal 
with problems that cross county boundaries?

Definitely No (Skip to Q. i|0) . - (I)
Nb-(Skip "to Q. IiO) (2)
Uncertain- ■ (3i
Yes ... (U)
Definitely yes (5)

39b. What problems or opportunities do you think a 
multi-county organization should work on?

PLEASE INDICATE DEGREE OR AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT TO THE 
FOLLOWING-ITEMS:......  .......

The" people of this community are usually quick" 
to respond when problems arise-requiring-action.

.Disagree- strongly 
Disagree"
TJncert a m  ----- —
Agree
Agree strongly I

ill. Individuals should be able to see and talk to the 
representatives who serve -them. -

Disagree strongly _  I)Disagree - (2)Uncertain (3)
Agree _
Agree strongly (5)
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U2. For the most part, only:.a few people here are 
affected by c.canmunity development programs.

Disagree strongly (I)
Disagree -(2)
Uncertain ..(3)
Agree „__ (U)
Agree strongly (B)

43. Gommpnity needs should be met by governmental 
agencies,

Disagree strongly _____ (I)
Disagree ,.... (2)
Uncertain - .. (3)
Agree ______W
Agree strongly ■ (B)

UU. Everybody in this community can benefit from 
programs of community development.

Disagree strongly 
Disagree 
Uncertain 
Agree
Agree strongly

(I)

'% )
'CU)
(B)

kB. A key to successful development is to pay
careful attention to the wishes and opinions 
of the people who will be affected.

Disagree strongly _(1
Disagree
Uncertain _ ( 3 )
Agree (U)
Agree strongly " __ (B)
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U6. Local government Agencies are successful in meeting 
the needs of this community.

Disagree strongly ______^(l)
Disagree , (2) 
Uncertain , , (3) 
Agree _ _ ( U  
Agree strongly (5)

lt7. This community is well organized for community 
development.

Disagree strongly _____(i)
Disagree ^ ___ (2)
Uhcertain ... (3)
Agree _____ ( W
Agree strongly (^)

Every group- of people within this community 
are able to exert influence on government 
activities that effect this community-.

Disagree strongly 
Disagree 
Uncertain 
Agree
Agree strongly

k9. Groups and organizations with different interests 
work together in this community rather than 
fighting among themselves.

Disagree strongly _ (l)
Dis agree (2)
Uncertain . .. (3)
Agree _ , ( W
Agree strongly ____(5)
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5>0. The people in a community should have an 
influence on how they are governed.

Disagree strongly . (I
Disagree (2)
Uncertain . (3)
Agree
Agree strongly H S )

Si. A key to success in this community has been 
the opportunity given young people to find 
places of leadership.

Disagree strongly - C D
Disagree (2)
Uncertain - (3J
Agree -----( W
Agree strongly _____ (5)

5>2. Most community development activities are 
carried on by people who are paid to do 
just that.

Disagree strongly
Disagree . . . (2)
Uncertain (3)
Agree _____
Agree strongly

S3. Local people should assume full responsibility- 
for solving community problems, without assist
ance from outsiders.

Disagree strongly
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Agree strongly

, ( D
U )
"(5)
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5U. Many organizations -in the community should - 
work individually on community improvement, 
rather than through one central organization.

Disagree strongly , (I)
Disagree (2)
Uncertain (3)
Agree “ (JOAgree strongly (5)

55. There is little reason for trying to relate 
planning--for specific projects, (for example, 
watershed planning) to planning in community 
health and education.

Disagree strongly _ _ ( 1
Disagree ___ U 2 )Uncertain (3)
Agree ’ (U)
Agree strongly ‘~  (5)

56. The leadership of this community is 
forward looking.

Disagree strongly 
Disagree 
Uncertain 
Agree
Agree strongly

(1)
(2) 
"(3) 
'00 
'(5)

57. The leadership in this community is in 
the hands of very few people.

Disagree strongly
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Agree strongly

'(3)
'(U)
"(5)
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$8. The government, representatives and agencies 
serving your community are aware of local
problems, and needs.

Disagree strongly D
Disagree (2iUncertain _ (3)
Agree - 0 0
Agree strongly (5)

59. The leadership of this community tends to 
withdraw from the most critical issues
facing us.

Disagree strongly * _ ( ! )Disagree (2)
Uncertain . (3)
Agree . ( W
Agree strongly _____ (5J

60. The thinking of the leadership here is 
usually far ahead of that in the state
capitol and Washingtbn.

Disagree strongly _ ( 1 )
Disagree (2)
Uncertain ___„(3)
Agree —Agree strongly _____ (5)

61. The !Leaders of this community are usually 
able to come to agreement quickly on most 
major problems.

Disagree strongly _____ (I)
Disagree _____ (2
Uncertain ____(3)
Agree ( W
Agree strongly (5)
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62. Government officials should be aware of the needs 
of those they serve.

Disagree strongly 
Disagree 
Uncertain 
Agree
Agree strongly

63. The leaders of this community place too much 
emphasis on tradition.

Disagree strongly _____ (I)
Disagree (2)
Uncertain (3)
Agree
Agree strongly

6ii. Federal agencies are largely ineffective in 
dealing with the problems of this community.

Disagree strongly (l)
Disagree   (2)
Uncertain (3)
Agree ( W
Agree strongly ___

63. Whenever local groups try to cooperate with 
federal- agencies on development programs, the 
federal agency usually winds up dominating 
the situation.

Disagree strongly _____ I
Disagree _ _  2
Uncertain ____ J 3 )
Agree
Agree strongly ' (S)
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66. The Cooperative Extension Service has been 
effective in helping to make the area a 
better place to live.

Disagree strongly (I)
Disagree :.(2;
Uncertain - (3)
Agree . u ;
Agree strongly (5)

67. There is a need for multi-county efforts 
to supplement local community development 
efforts.

Disagree strongly (i)
Disagree (2)
Uncertain _____ (3)
Agree T — ( W
Agree strfcngly W )

68. People in this community are able to call on
their representatives when they need them.

Disagree strongly - (I)
Disagree -----(2)
Uncertain —  -(3)
Agree — ( W
Agree strongly _____ (2)

69. Tour local community development organization
has done some important things for your .community.

Disagree strongly —  1Disagree 2
Uncertain —  3Agree _____ W
Agree strongly _____ (3)
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70. State agencies are largely ineffective in dealing 
with the problems of this community.

Disagree strongly ____^(l)
Disagree 
Uncertain 
Agree
Agree strongly

71. It is worthwhile and necessary to attempt 
some development efforts, even though it 
isn't certain they will be successful.

Disagree strongly (l) 
Disagree _' .__( 2) 
Uncertain (3) 
Agree . _ (it.) 
Agree strongly (3).

72. Getting people involved in and informed of 
community development efforts are major 
prpblems.

Disagree strongly (l)
Disagree _(2)
Uncertain   __(3)
Agree ... _ ( W
Agree strongly (3)

.73. Do you see advantages to your county and 
area b y ' supporting the development -of a 
propose^ industry in a neighboring county 
(for example, the proposed" Mushroom 
Production Plant at Roundup). - -

Uot at all (I)
Very little (2)
Uncertain (3)
Somewhat (U)
Definitely ’(3)
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More than' one county often has to be heard 
from on important issues, because many 
decisions are made on a political basis.

Hot at all (I)
Very little _ _ ( 2 )
Uncertain (3)
Somewhat (ii)
Definitely (5)

75. The proposed wilderness redesignation south 
of ,Big Timber will affect all counties in 
the South Central Montana Development Federation.

Not at all _ J D
Very little T r , ,(2)
Uncertain :g )
Somewhat
Definitely (5)

76. Has" the Cooperative "Extension Service assisted 
with organized community development efforts 
in your community?

77.

N b -(Skip to Q. 80a) _ ( 1 )
Uncertain _ _ (2)
Yes --- (3)

HaS their assistance been:
Of little help 
Of some help 
Uncertain 
Beneficial 
Most beneficial

(3 )-18
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78. Has Extension cooperated with, or tended 
to dominate community development efforts?

Dominated most of the time ■ . . ( D
Dominated-some of the time Z Z Z M
Uncertain" Z Z Z MCooperated some of the time - . (W
Cooperated most of the time (5)

79. What do you feel are the most serious shortcomings
of Extension’s help in Community Development efforts?

8Q. By exchanging ideas, problems, aid successes 
one county often learns from a neighboring^ 
county hew to get sane thing done.

Never. - •   (I)
Very seldom .....( 2)
Uncertain (3)
Sometimes . ( W
Definitely (5)

Si. Developing water resources in the area is a 
critical issue?

Definitely .critical -  -(I)
Somewhat critical ____M
Uncertain - (3)
Not too critical ...(W
Not at all critical ----(5)
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t

82. There are sufficient jobs and employment 
opportunities in this area for everyone 
willing to work especially young people 
who would like to stay in the area.

Definitely sufficient . . (I)
Somewhat-sufficient ... (2)
Uncertain" ■ (3)
Not too sufficient . W
Not at all sufficient (5)

83. Weed problems ar e being effectively dealt 
with in this county.

Definitely ' - 1Somewhat - .. (2)
Uncertain - ;  u )
Very little ... - (U)
Not at all (3)

8U. There is an opportunity for increased 
cattle feeding in the area.

Definitely ... . (I)
Somewhat ____ _(2)
Uncertain _(3)
Very little ____. ( W
Wot at all ______(5)

85). Increased swine production might be an 
opportunity in the area.

Definitely _  CD
Somewhat . (2)
Uncertain — (3)
Very little . ( W
Not at all (5)
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86. Chances for success of county development - 
efforts would be greatly improved with full- 
time help from a professional person trained 
in community development or organizational 
processes.

Hot needed  (I)
Desirable? but

not essential (2)
Not essential ____^(3)
Very much so ____ (U)

87a. What specifically do you think the Universities
■ and Colleges in Montana might do to assist this
■ area?

87b. People here don1t care enough about this community
to do something hbout problems that need to be solved.

Disagree strongly ... CD
Disagree _____ 12;
Uncertain- - - (3)
Agree
Agree strongly (B)

88. Developments that help Billings have a positive
effect on t h s . surrounding small towns and rural areas.

Definitely positive „ ( 1 )
Somewhat positive ..  (2)
Uncertain” -13)
Somewhat detrimental _ _ ( U )
Very detrimental ----- (5)
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89. Developments that help the suitrounding 
small towns and rural areas have a 
positive effect on Billings.

Definitely positive _____ (I)
Somewhat positive ■ — (2)
Uncertain — O )
Somewhat detrimental “ " 0 0
Very detrimental I S )

90. Rural people understand the problems of 
the towns and cities in this area.

Definitely - 1}Somewhat (2)
Uncertain (3)
Very little O O
Not at all (5)

91. The" town and city people understand the 
problems of the rural people in this area.

Definitely ' ,__ (I)
Sometdiat ____1(2)
Uncertain _ Z(3)Very little _____ ( W
Not at all ___ (5)
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92. Please list the people (by name) who you think of as "effective ! 
leader^’ in your County; people who have' the most impact on what 
is initiated and and completed by the community (county).

Please classify each person by degree of influence as (l) among 
the most influential, (2) influential or (3) among the less 
influential.

Also check whether the person"s influence_is(a) general, i.e. 
covers many subjects and interests, (b) limited, i.e. covers only 
specific subjects and interests, or (c) don't know.

Rank of 
Influence 
Ii"2>"3......

1 .

2

...n a m e . ,.ADDRESS, ..OCCUPATION...
Type of 
Influence 
- b> C"-

----

3

k

g

6

- " - -

- * ■ - — -
_ - !-

-

„ -

7
- , -

(EXPLAiTATKM-B¥- INTERVIEWER)- _

93. Elease indicate "the approximate amount of your total 
family income (before taxes, social security, etc.) 
for the year of 1968 or average of 196? and 1968. 
(USE SCALE AT END CF QUESTIONNAIRE) -. - • -

Income Scale Ninnber
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9k. Would yon .mind giving us your name? The information will 
he kept strictly confidential hut we may need to check some 
details of the interview.

Wame -

Address

Town and State

Telephone
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95. Presence -of other persons daring the interview:

a. No one other than the person interviewed. (I)
b. Other persons were present but did not

participate.  (2)
c. Other persons were present and participated

but without bad effect. (3)
d. Other persons present and participated with

baql effects. (i|)

96. Interruptions:

a. Interviewed without interruptions.   ^(l)
b. Interview interrupted but resumed. (2)

97. Rating of understanding:

a. Respondent had- no difficulty at all in
understanding. ■ -- (I)

b. Respondent "generally had ho difficulty 
but a-few questions did prove difficult
to understand. (2)

c. Respondent had difficulty understanding
many questions.   _(3)

98. Rating of sincerity:

a. Respondent seemed to answer about -all
questions sincerely. ' (l)

b. Respondent seemed generally sinceres
but a few answers appeared incorrect.  (2)

e. Respondent seemed, insincere on many answers. (3)

99- Rating of cooperation: -
a. Respondent generally cooperative and will

ing-to be interviewed.  _(1)
b. Respondent needed some persuasion, but

fairly cooperative. (2)
c. Respondent generally uncooperative5 

participated but not very willingly 
(interviewer indicate why respondent
was uncooperative).  _(3)
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INCOME SCALE

1. Less■than $999■

2. $1,000 - $2,99?
3. $3,000 - $b,999 
it. $2,000 - $6,999 

2. $7,000 - $8,999

6. $9,000 - $10,999 -

7. $11,000 - $12,999
8. $13,000 - $1U,999

9. $12,000 - and over
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CENTER FOR PLANNING AND" DEVELOPMENT 
Montana State University

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW FORM ...........
: MULTI-COUNTY STUDY Case Number

Respondents' Name: _______________

- ~ Hello, Mrs. •' —  , I am from Montana State
University. , 'One of .our interviewers visited you recently to interview 
yon about recent development efforts in this area. . I would like "to 
thank you for your, cooperation in this study. I »am here now to get 
just a little additional information. The questions I have to ask 
will take only five munites

First, I would like to check your address. READ ADDRESSj IF INCORRECT, 
ASK Q. - S>-AND DISCONTINUE INTERVIEW.

Street-Address: - __________ _______ _
Telephone Numbers - --
Time Interview Completed: AM

. :: ™"Rm
Date Interview Completed: -

Sex of Interviewer: Ma‘Le ............* * 1
Female. . . . . . . .  2

RECORD OF-CALLS-

■ Validator ■-Date "' ' -
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I. Do you "think the survey is a very good thing., for the community,
somewhat good, or not too good?

Very g o o d ................... I

Somewhat g o o d ............... 2

Kot too g o o d ...............3

2. In general would you "say you enjoyed the interview a great 
deal, somewhat, not very much or not at all?

Very-much . . . (ASK A) . . . .  I

Somewhat ..... . (ASK A) . . . .  2

Kot very much L (ASK B) . . . .  3

Kot at all , . (ASK B) . . . . k

IF VERX-MUCH- OR ,SOMEWHAT:

A. What were some of the things you enjoyed?

IF KOT VERY-MUCH OR.KOT A T -ALL: ...

B. What were some of the things you didn't like?



3. You said that _______________’ __________ a community
development organization in the county.

Do you think that it is desirable to have a county development 
organization?

Nb- __ (I)
Uncertain „ ..... ...... .(2)
Yes _____(3)

k. Have you ever been interviewed on a survey before this one?

Yes „ (ASK A &  B) . . I

N o ...................... .. 2

IF YES:-

A. How many times? times

B. What (wgsit/were they) about?

$. Is there anything else you would like to say about the interview 
or the person who interviewed you?



Appendix F  

VALIDATION RESULTS
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TABLE I

POPULATION, INFORMANTS AND INTERVIEWS WANTED, INITIAL LEADERS 
.NAMED, INTERVIEWS OBTAINED AND REFUSED

County Population3- Informants
wanted

Initial " """ 
leaders wanted 
named13

Interviews ■ 
ob- - re
tain- fused, 
ed

Carbon 7,900 7 6 13 H

Golden Valley 1,200 5 . 5 8 8 . —

Musselshell it, 600 7 7 11 11
Stillwater - 5,300 7 3 12 12
Sweet Grass 3,100 7 5 10 11
Wheatland 2,800 6 8 9 9

" Yellowstone - 111,800- 9 ■ 5 - 37 ■ 39 3

• Totals - ■ - 136,700.... ■ ItS ■ • ■ 39 100 102 k

aISSS Census Bureau Projections ^As a result of Schedule A
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N-IO 2

TABLE 2

RATING OF RESPONDENTS' SINCERITY BY INTERVIEWERS

All questions 
-answered sincerely-

Sincere answers 
-to-most questions

Insincere ii 
-many answers

- - County -N.- ... No. -%- - - -... No. - % - - -- No. ■

. Carbon 12 12 100.0
- „ .

Golden Valley 8 8 100.0
Musselshell 11 11 100.0 ““

Stillwater- 12 U 91.7 I 8.3

Sweet Grass 11 11 100.0
Wheatland 9 8 88.9 I 11.1

" 'Yellowstone -39" - 3k • 87.2- - - 3- 7.7 ■ 2 I

*■ - Totals 102'- . . .. 95 93.1 - -5 ■ U-9 '■ . . - 2-

.‘V *  >■
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INTERVIEW INTERRUPTIONS 

'. N=102 . . ■

TABLE 3

Interviews conducted 
-without interruptions

Interview" "interrup ted 
then resumed

- Gounty • .-N;- - - - ■■No. .... % N o ; ......

Carbon 12 U 33.3 8 66.7

Golden Valley 8 7 87.5 I , 12.5

Musselshell 11 5 ii5.lt ■ 6 5it.6

Stillwater-. 12 9 75.0 3 25.0

Sweet Grass. 11 2 18.2 9 81.8

"Wheatland 9 7 77.8 2 22.2

'■-Yellowstone- - ■■ - ■ - -53:8 ... — - - ■ ■ " lj.6.2- - -

' - Totals • - • • • 102 .. - -H 53.9 ■ It7 1|.6;1
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TABLE k

BATING OF RESPONDENT UNDERSTANDING OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

N b -difficulty- 
in understand- 

■ ' ing

Generally
no

difficulty

difficulty 
in under
standing ■

Coupty -~ " "N: " "" No. ■ % - ' No. No. - ■■

Carbon 12 8 66.7 3 25.0 I 8.3

Golden Valley 8 3 37.5 3 37.5 2 25.0

Musselshell 11 7 63.6 U 36.4

Stillwater- 12 11 91.7 I 8.3

Sweet Grass n 5 6 5U.6

Wheatland - - 9 8 88.9 I ll.l

—  Yellowstone ~ -■* 39"- _ * : -' 19- ~ " 50:0 " 19 5o.O' - ...-

- "-Totals'"- ~ 102” - " " 6l - -' -60. I1.- “ -37 "36.6 --"3"' 3^0---
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TABLE 5

PRESENCE OF OTHER PERSONS DURING INTERVIEKTa 

. _ 1=102 . .. .....

No others 
present

Others present 
with no
participation'•

-----;.::j
Others preserrt 
p articipatihg- 
■ No bad"effects

County - rN; - No. - %  ■ - "No. No;" - • %

Carbon 12 8 66.7 it 33.3 “*=- —

Golden Valley 8 h 30.0 2 23.0 2 23.0
Musselshell 11 k ltlt.it 3 33^6

Stillwater- 12 a 33.3 7 38.6 I 8.3

Sweet Grass 11 3 27.3 8 72.7 —

Wheatland 9 9 100.0 — ””

"Yellowstone - 39 ■ • 2U- 6l-. 3 - 1 3 ■ 33.3 " - 2 ■ 3.1 ■ -

Totals - 102.. •*> -36.O • 39 1 "39:0" - • • -3 3.o ■
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TABLE 6

RATING OF RESPONDENTS COOPERATION BY INTERVIEWER

N=IO 2

Cooperative Fairly Sodper. Generally uncodper.
• - anri.-wn-l I ing and-wtn Tngr- - and-not’very willing - -

.County......' N. N o . * ■■ ''No; -•■ ■ - %■ - ■ - 'No; - • %■■ ■ -

Carbon 12• 12 100.0 — ——

Golden Valley 8 7 87.5 I 12.5

Musselshell 11 11 100.0 — ——

Stillwater 12 11 91.7 I 8.3

Sweet Grass 11 9 81.8 2 18.2 ~ —  ■

Wheat-land. - 9 9 100.0 "  ■ — ——

‘ - Yellowstone’ 39"' 36 9b. 8 ■ I 2.6 ’ ";~r - 2.6

-Totals ..102' 9b.I- -- 5 b.9 ... .1 IiO
\
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RESPONDENT VALIDATION OF INTERVIEW M D  THE RATING OF 
SURVEY IN TERMS OF VALUE FOR COMMUNITY

TABLE 7

— - - J M l ' -

Very good..... Somewhat good -

~ County • N ;... . -■ -No: ■ ■%' No: ^ . ■ ■ -

Carbon . 2 3 60.0 2 1*0.0

Golden Valley 3 2 66.7 I ' 33.3

Musselshell h 2 50.0 2 50.0

Stillwater- k h 100.0 —- '

Sweet Grass 3 2 66.7 I 33.3

Wheatland k 3 75.0 I 25,0
Yellowstone 11 - r k 36.1* ■ 7- ■ 63:6......

" Totals • ...... - 3k - 20 58.8...... ... • 111. 2
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TABLE «

RESPONDENT VALIDATION OF INTERVIEW AND RATING OF RESPONDENT 
SATISFACTION OF "BEING INTERVIEWED

■ . . . . . . . . 7’. # 3L
■ —  * - - - - —  -  -  ■ ' ;

■--- Very-much;
\  1;

■ ■ '■ Somewhat "
/•' I

— Gotmty- ~ '■ ■ ■■ ■ ------- - ..... - - j f -  — -“No;
. . .

■ e g  . . . .  I 11«. — . —- No. • . ■-  ̂ — -

Carbon - U . -  80.0" I 20.0

Golden-Valley 2 2 100.0 «=*”
Masselshell k Z 5o:o 2 $0.0

Stillwater- k 3 7;5.0 I 2$. O

Sweet Grass k Z . -  5o.o . 2 $0.0
Wheatland-

. ^ k 100.0 ■

- -Yellowstone r _  -  -  ~ - ■ -IT: - - - —  'i" ̂ "  1+2"“ — 1 " ■ ■ -- ™  } |  ̂  -• ■' —  -1- —

—  ^  -• -  ■ 1 -  —  — . . . . . . .  •" 'Ml- —  -f - ■■ 3I).- - •' ‘ 23 •- ’■ 6--— " W  - I ~~~'3 '2-~°b--
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TABLE 9

RESPONDENT VALIDATION OF INTERVIEW AND RATING OF DESIRABILITY 
OF COUNTY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

n V -
N=3^ _  . .

' ■ ■'
■ : - " --------

— " 1 ' ................. ; '----7' . /■■■ ' ■ -

- - No-not needed: -Uncertain -"Yes-needed:— ;
. ■ '• 1 ' •

-Gotmty^ * "" ■ - - " " '  -■" h- — -"No;" ■ % "No. • • ■ ■%- "No.

Carbon - "!i 5 —  ™ = — ■ %5 100.0
Golden-Valley 3 2 6 6 . T • ! » » ■ I 33.3

Masselsbell b ™ ™  ■ «•*» I 25.Or 3 75.0

Stilltrater- k I 25.0 J 75.0

Street - Grass k I 25.0 3 75.0

Mbeatland - - .-k — ■* - =  ■ k 100.0
""•-Yellowstone"" ---------- 10. ■ —  ■ ■ • — * -20-» O 8 6 ; O

■ , 1 . - • ■ >  ' •-

"  "Totals ' " 1 ■• -------------- -3U -— r ^ —  -
- 2 -

- lij.; 7- 27.... ~~79fir— :
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RESPONDENT VALIDATION OF INTERVIEW M D  NlEBER OF 
TIMES SIMILARLY INTERVIEWED

TABLE 10

N?35_.

Participated .in 
” similar: interview ~

Never" p articip ated 
1 in: similar interview ""

- County N.'-; No . • % ' O % • '

Carbon $ 5 100.0

Golden Valley 3 — - — 1 3 100.0

Musselshell U k 100.0

Stillwater- k — h 100.0

Sweet■Grass k h 100.0

Wheatland k I 25.0 3 75.0

• Yellowstone ll - ■ " 2-~ 18.2 *9" ■ 81.8

"'Totals' ' ,35 '3 8.6 32 91.il
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